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IN THE MA'IER OF

STIHL, INCORPORATED , ET AL.

CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket 9165. Complaint, March 7, 1983-Decision, June j983

This consent order requires a manufacturer and seller of power tools and its advertising
agency, amonth other things, to cease representing that the Stihl 015 A V chain
saw has been top-rated by a leading consumer publication; that power was one of
the factors considered in the rating; and that Stihl chain saws start faster and run
smoother than other chain saws. The order prohibits respondents from making
false or unsubstantiated representations concerning the performance or durability
of any power tool , and requires them to possess and rely upon a reasonable basis
when making such claims. Further, the companies are barred from misrepresent-
ing the purpose or conclusion of any test or evaluation , and are required to retain
documentation for performance-related claims for a period of three years.

Appearances

For the Commission: Andrew Sacks and T. Bringier McConnell

For the respondents: William L Bandas Richmond, Va. and Ste-
phen Wainger, Seawell, Dalton, Hughes Timms Norfolk, Va.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act the Federal

Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Stihl, Inc. , a corpo-
ration, and Stuart Ford, Inc. , a corporation, hereinafter referred to as
respondents, have violated the provisions of said Act and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be
in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges
in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Stihl , Inc. ("Stihl"), is a corporation or-
ganized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Delaware. Its offce and principal place of business is
located at 536 Viking Drive , Virginia Beach, Virginia. Respondent
Stuart Ford, Inc. ("Stuart Ford"), is a corporation organized, existing
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Virginia with its offce and principal place of business located at 1108

E. Main Street in Richmond, Virginia.
PAR. 2. Stihl is now and at all times relevant to this complaint has
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been engaged in the marketing and sale of chain saws and other
power tools, and power tool accessories. Stuart Ford is an advertising

agency and has prepared, created and placed advertisements for Stihl
chai saws and other Stihl power tools.
PAR. 3. Respondents have caused to be prepared and placed for

publication and have caused the disemination of advertising and
promotional material, includig but not lirnited to, the advertising
referred to herein, to promote the sale of Stihl chai saws and other
Still power tools.

PAR. 4. Respondents maintan and have maitaed a substantial
course of business in or affecting commerce, as Hcommerce" is defmed
in the Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their business, and for the
purpose of promoting the sale and distribution of Stihl cha saws,
respondents have disseminate and caused the dissemination of ad-
vertising in national magazines distributed by mail and across state
lines, and in television stations locate in various states, havig suff-
cient power to carry such broadcasts across state lines.

PAR. 6. Typical statements and representations in said advertise-
ments and promotional materials, diseminated as previously de-
scribed, but not necessarily inclusive thereof, are found in
advertisements attached hereto as Exhibits A, B, C, D, and E.

PAR. 7. Through the use of the statements referred to in Paragaph
Six and other statements contaied in advertisements not speifcally
set forth herein, respondents have represented, and now represent
directly or by implication, the followig clai:

a) In 1980 and 1981, the current Stihl model 015 A V chain saw was
rate best of all home saws tested by a leading consumer publication;
and that "power" was one of the factors considered in this rating.

b) Still chai saws start faster than all other chain saws on the
market.

c) Stil chai saws are the smoothest running cha saws on the
market.

d) All Stil power tols last at least twice as long as any other power
tol on the market.

PAR. 8. Through the use of the advertisements referred to in Para-
graph Six, and other advertisements not speificaly set forth herein,
respondents have represente, directly or by implication, that they
poss and relied upon a reasonable basis for the representations
set forth in Paragaph Eight at the time of the initial diemination
of the representations and each subseuent diemination. In truth
and in fact, respondents did not possess and rely upon a reasonable
basis for makg such representations, for the followig reasons:
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a) (1) The test by a "leading consumer publication" was three years
old at the time the claim was first made and the results were not
properly applicable to the advertised models, because, inter alia, sig-
nificant changes affecting performance were made in the tested com-
peting saws.

(2) Power was not one of the factors considered in the test.

b) The data which Stihl relied upon do not show that Stihl saws
start faster than all other saws on the market.

c) The data which Stihl relied upon do not show that Stihl saws run
smoother than all other saws on the market.

d) The data which Stihl relied upon do not show that all Stihl power
tools last twice as long as any other power tools on the market.

Therefore, respondents' making and dissemination of said representa-
tions, as alleged, constituted and now constitute unfair and deceptive
acts or practices.

PAR. 9. At the time respondents made the representations alleged,
respondents did not possess and rely upon a reasonable basis for
making such representations. Therefore, respondents' makig and
disemination of said representations, as alleged, constituted and now
constitute unfair and deceptive acts or practices.

PAR. 10. The representations recited in Paragraph Eight (a), (b) and
(c) are false, for the following reasons:

(a) (1) The rating by a consumer publication , published in 1977, did
not involve current model chain saws in 1980 and 198!.

(2) The rating by a consumer publication, published in 1977 , was not
properly applicable to current model chain saws in 1980 and 198!.

(3) Power was not one of the factors considered in the test.

(b) Still chain saws do not start faster than all other chain saws on
the market.

(c) Still chain saws are not the smoothest running chain saws on
the market.

As the representations referred to above are false, the advertisements
referred to above were therefore unfair and deceptive.

PAR. 11. Respondent Stuart Ford knew or should have known that
the aforesaid advertisements were false, and therefore unfair and
deceptive.

PAR. 12. The use by respondents of the aforesaid unfair and decep-

tive advertisements and the placement ofthem in the hands of others
who have used them, have had the capacity and tendency to mislead
consumers into the erroneous and mistaen belief that said represen-
tations are true and complete, and have had the capacity and tenden-
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cy to induce such persons to purchase Stihl chain saws by reason of
said erroneous and mistaken belief.

PAR. 13. The aforesaid acts or practices of respondents , herein al-
leged as aforesaid, were and are all to the prejudice and injury ofthe
public, and constituted and now constitute unfair and deceptive acts
or practices in or afecting commerce in violation of Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended.
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EXHIBIT C
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EXHIBIT D
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EXHffIT E
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DECI8ION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore issued its complaint charging
the respondents named in the caption hereof with violation of Sect ion
5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, and the respond-
ents having been served with a copy of that complaint, together with
a notice of contemplated relief; and

The respondents , their attorneys, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the complaint, a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such com-
plaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commis-
sion s Rules; and

The Secretary of the Commission having thereafter withdrawn this
matter from adjudication in accordance with Section 3.25(c) of its
Rules; and

The Commission having considered the matter, having thereupon
accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such agreement
on the public record for a period of sixty (60) days, and having duly
considered the comments fied thereafter pursuant to Section 3.25(0
of its Rules;

Now in further conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section
25(f) of its Rules, the Commission hereby makes the following juris-

dictional findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Stihl, Incorporated, is a corporation organized, exist-
ing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Delaware, with its offce and principal place of business located at
536 Viking Drive, in the City of Virginia Beach , State of Virginia.
Respondent Stuart Ford, Inc. is a corporation organized, existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws ofthe State of Virginia,
with its offce and principal place of business located at 1108 East
Main Street, in the City of Richmond, State of Virginia.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
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ORDER

It is ordered That respondent Stihl , Inc.

, ("

Stihl"), and Stuart Ford
Inc., CStuart Ford"), corporations, and their successors and assigns
and respondents' offcers, agents , representatives, and employees, di-

rectly or through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device
in connection with the advertising, offering for sale, sale, or distribu-
tion of any chain saw for consumer or commercial use in or affecting
commerce, as !\commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commis-

sion Act, do forthwith ceas and desist from representing, directly or
by implication, contrary to fact, that:

A. (1) The current Stihl model 015 A V chain saw is rated best of all
home saws tested by a leading consumer publication;

(2) Power was one of the factors considered in the test by a leading
consumer publication.

B. Stihl's chain saws start faster than all other chain saws on the
market.

C. Stihl's chain saws are the smoothest running chain saws on the
market.

It is further ordered, That respondents, their successors and assigns
and respondents ' offcers, agents, representatives , and employees, di-

rectly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device,
in connection with the advertising, offering for sale, sale, or distribu-
tion of any power tool, in or affecting commerce, as Hcommerce" is

defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and
desist from misrepresenting in any manner, directly or by implica-
tion, the purpose , content, results, current validity, reliability, or
conclusions of any test or evaluation.

It is further ordered That respondents, their successors and assigns
and respondents ' offcers , agents, representatives , and employees, di-

rectly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device,
in connection with the advertising, offering for sale, sale or distribu-
tion of any power tool, in or affecting commerce, as commerce
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and
desist from making any representations, directly or by implication,
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regarding the performance or durability of anysuch product unless,
at the time the representation is made, respondents possess and rely
upon a reasonable basis. For purposes of this Order a reasonable basis
shaU consist of one or more competent tests or other competent and
reliable evidence that substantiates the representation.

Provided, however That in circumstances where Stuart Ford relied
upon scientific or professional tests, analyses, research) studies, or
any other evidence based on expertise of professionals in the relevant
area, which was not directly or indirectly prepared, controUed, or
conducted by respondent Stuart Ford, Inc. , it shaU be an affnnative
defense to an aUeged violation of Part III of this Order for Stuart Ford
to prove that it reasonably relied on the expert judgment of its client
or of an independent third party in concluding that it had a reason-
able basis in accordance with Part III of this Order. Such expert
judgment shaU be in writing signed by a person qualified by education
or experience to render the opinion. Such opinion shaU describe the
contents of such evidence upon which the opinion is based.

It is further ordered That respondents, for the period ofthree years
after they last disseminated the advertisements of the products cov-
ered by this Order, shaU retain aU test results, data and other docu-
ments or information on which they relied for such advertisements
and aU documentation which contradicts , qualifies or caUs into seri-
ous question any claim included in such advertisements which were
in respondents ' possession during either creation or dissemination of
such advertisements. Such records shaU be available for inspection by
the staff of the Commission upon reasonable notice.

It is further ordered That respondents notify the Commission at
least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in respondents
such as dissolution, assignment, or sale resulting in the emergence of
a succesSOr corporation, the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries, or
any other change in the corporation which may affect compliance
obligations arising out of the Order.

It is further ordered That the respondents shaU forthwith distrib-
ute a copy of this Order to each of its operating divisions , and to each
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of its offcers , agents, representatives or employees who are engaged
in the preparation and placement of advertisements.

VII

It is further ordered That respondents shall , within sixty (60) days
afr service ofthis Order and annually thereafter for three (3) years
fie with the Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in detail
the manner and form in which it has complied with this Order.
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IN THE MA'IER OF

HERMAN MILLER, INC.

MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND SEC.2(a) OF THE CLAYTON ACT

Docket C-1248. Consent Order, June 30, 1967-Modifying Order, June 9, 1983

This order reopens the proceeding and modifies the Commission s order issued on June
, 1967 (71 F. C. 1579), so as to allow the company to specify the customers to

which its dealers can serve.

ORDER MODIFYING CEASE AND DESIST ORDER ISSUED JUNE 30, 1967

By a petition dated January 11 , 1983 , and a supplement thereto
dated February 18 , 1983, respondent Herman Miler, Inc. ("Herman
Miler ) requests that the Commission reopen the proceeding in Dock-
et No. G-1248 and delete subparagraphs 1. , 2. and 3.(a) ofthe second
unnumbered paragraph of the order issued by the Commission on
June 30, 1967 (71 F. C. 1579). Pursuant to Section 2.51 of the Com-
mission s Rules of Practice, the petition was placed on the public
record for comments. No comments were received.

Upon consideration of Herman Miler s request and supporting
materials , and other relevant information, the Commission now finds
that changed conditions off act and law, and the public interest, war-
rant reopening and modification of the order.

Accordingly,
It is ordered That this matter be, and it hereby is, reopened and

that subparagraphs 1. , 2. and 3.(a) of the second unnumbered para-
graph of the Commission s order be, and they are hereby, deleted.
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IN THE MA'IER OF

CHICAGO METROPOLITAN PONTIAC DEALERS'
ASSOCIATION, INC.

CONSENT ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND THE TRUTH IN LENDING ACT

Docket C-3110. Complaint, June 1983-Decision, June , 1983

This consent order requires a Wheaton , IlL Pontiac dealers ' association , among other
things, to cease failing to make clear and conspicuous credit disclosures in T.
advertisements promoting consumer credit. The order requires that credit terms
be displayed in the video portion orthe ad for at least five seconds, and that rates
offinance charges be quoted as an "annual percentage rate. " The association is also
prohibited from using certain credit terms in advertisements promoting credit
sales unless those advertisements also include statutorily required information in
the manner prescribed by the Truth in Lending Act and its implementing Regula-
tion Z.

Appearances

For the Commission: George R. Bellack.

For the respondent: David G. Mountcastle Wheaton, Ill.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and of the Truth in Lending Act and the implementing regulations
promulgated thereunder, and by virtue of the authority vested in it
by said Acts, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe
that the Chicago Metropolitan Pontiac Dealers ' Association , Inc.

(hereinafier referred to as "respondent"), a corporation , has violated
the provisions of said Acts and the implementing regulation promul-
gated under the Truth in Lending Act, and it appearing to the Com-
mission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the
public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that
respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Chicago Metropolitan Pontiac Dealers
Association , Inc. , is a corporation organized, existing and doing busi-
ness under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ilinois, with its
offce and principal place of business located at 208 North West
Street, P.O. Box 48, Wheaton , Ilinois.

PAR. 2. Respondent's members are now, and for some time have
been, engaged in the business of offering for sale and sale of new and
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used automobiles to the public at retail. In the ordinary course and
conduct of their business , respondent's members regularly arrange
for the extension of consumer credit, as "arrange for the extension of
credit" and "consumer credit" are defined in Sections 226.2(h) and
226.2(p) of Regulation Z (12 C. R. 226), the implementing regulation
of the Truth in Lending Act, duly promulgated by the Board of Gover-
nors of the Federal Reserve System'! 

PAR. 3. In the ordinary course and conduct of its business , respond-
ent caused advertisements, as Uadvertisement" is defined in Section
226.2(d) of Regulation Z, to be broadcast on television at various times
during January and February of 1981. Certain of these advertise-
ments were designed to aid, promote, or assist directly or indirectly
the extension of consumer credit by its members, as ttconsumer cred-
it" is defined in Section 226.2(p) of Regulation Z.

PAR. 4. In certain of the advertisements referred to in Paragraph
Three above , respondent used an advertising format in which the
credit terms required by Section 226. 1O(d)(2) of Regulation Z were

presented in the video portion of the advertisement. The required
disclosures were displayed for an insuffcient time for the viewer to

read the credit terms, thereby detracting from the clarity and con-
spicuousness of the required disclosures.

PAR. 5. In certain of the advertisements referred to in Paragraph
Three above, the annual percentage rate was not stated as "annual
percentage rate " using that term, as required by Section 226. 10(d)(l)
of Regulation Z.

By means of such advertisements, respondent Chicago Metropoli-
ta Pontiac Dealers ' Association , Inc. violated Section 226. 1O(d)(2) of
Regulation Z, which requires credit disclosures to be made clearly and
conspicuously, and Section 226.1O(d)(I) of Regulation Z which requires
the finance charge to be stated as "annual percentage rate , using
that term. Pursuant to Section 103(s) of the Truth in Lending Act
respondent' s aforesaid failures to comply with the provisions ofRegu-
lation Z constitute violations of that Act and, pursuant to Section
108(c) thereof, respondent has violated the Federal Trade Commission
Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named iD the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Chicago Regional Offce

I An reference to the Truth in Lending Act and Rfogulation Z contaned in this Complaint shall refer to the Trth
in Lendim: Act as amended to March 23. 1976 and Regulation Z as amended to March 23, 1977.
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proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with
violation ofthe Truth in Lending Act and the implementing regula-
tions promulgated thereunder and of the Federal Trade Commission
Act; and

The respondent, its attorney, and counsel for the Commission hav-
ing thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, an
admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and hav-
ing determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has
violated the said Acts, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days, and having duly considered the com-
ments fied thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section 2.
of its Rules , now in further conformity with the procedure described
in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission hereby issues its com-
plaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters the
following order:

1. Respondent Chicago Metropolitan Pontiac Dealers ' Association
Inc. , is a corporation organized, existing and doing business under and
by virtue ofthe laws of the State of Ilinois, with its offce and princi-
pal place of business located at 208 North West Street, P.O. Box 48
Wheaton, Ilinois.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.

ORDER

I. It is ordered That respondent Chicago Metropolitan Pontiac

Dealers ' Association , Inc. , its successors and assigns , member dealers
and respondent's offcers, agents, representatives and employees , di-
rectly or through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device
in connection with any television advertisement to promote, directly
or indirectly, any extension of consumer credit, as Hadvertisement"
and "consumer credit" are defined in Regulation Z (12 C. R. 226), the
implementing regulation of the Truth in Lending Act, 15 D. C. 1601
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et seq. do forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Stating the amount or percentage of any downpayment, the num-
ber of payments or period of repayment, the amount of any payment
or the amount of any finance charge, unless the following terms are
also stated , as required by Section 226.24 (c)(2) of Regulation Z:

(a) the amount or percentage of the down payment;
(b) the terms of repayment; and
(c) the "annual percentage rate " using that term, and, if the rate

may be increased after consummation , that fact.
The terms which are required by Section 226.24(c)(2) of Regulation

Z are subject to the general "clear and conspicuous" standard set
forth in Section 226.17(a)(l) of Regulation Z and Section 226.24-I of
the Offcial Federal Reserve Board Staff Commentary on Regulation

2. Failing to disclose the terms required by Section 226.24(c)(2) of
Regulation Z in the video portion of any television advertisement

subject to this order for at least five (5) seconds ' duration.
3. Failing in an advertisement which states a rate of finance charge

to state the rate as an Hannual percentage rate " using that term as
required by Section 226.24(b) of Regulation Z.

II. It is further ordered That:

1. Respondent shall distribute a copy of this order to each person
having decision-making authority to determine all or part of the con-
tents of an advertisement which is subject to this order, and to the
president or chief executive offcer of each of respondent' s members
and shall secure from each such person a signed statement acknowl-
edging receipt of said order.

2. Respondent shall notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days
prior to any proposed change in the respondent such as dissolution
assignment or sale , resulting in the emergence ofa successor corpora-
tion , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change
in the corporation which may affect compliance obligations arising
out of this order.

3. Respondent shall, within sixty (60) days after service upon it of
this order, fie with the Commission a written report setting forth in
detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this order.

J Al references to the Truth in Lending Act and Reguation Z contaned in this Order shall refer to the Truth
in Lending Act as amended to March 31, 1980 , and Reguation Z as amended to April 1, 1981
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IN THE MA'IER OF

THE COMPETITIVE EDGE, INC.

CONSENT ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND THE TRUTH IN LENDING ACT

Docket C-3111. Complaint, June 1983-Decision, June 1983

This consent order requires an Albuquerque , N.M. advertising agency, among other
things, to cease failing to make clear and conspicuous credit disclosures in T.v.
advertisements promoting consumer credit. The order requires that credit terms
be displayed in the video portion of the ad for at least five seconds , and that rates
of finance charges be quoted as an "annual percentae rate." The agency is also
prohibite from using certain credit terms in advertisements promoting credit

sales unless those advertisements also include statutorily required information in
the manner prescribed by the Truth In Lending Act and its implementing Regula-
tion Z.

Appearances

For the Commission: George R. Bel/ack.

For the respondent: Paul/ Mines, Poole, Tinnin Martin Al-
buquerque, N.M. and Christopher Smith, Arent, Fox, Kintner, Plotkin
& Kahn Washington, D.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and of the Truth in Lending Act and the implementing regulations
promulgated thereunder, and by virtue of the authority vested in it
by said Acts, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe

- that The Competitive Edge, Inc. (hereinafter sometimes referred to as
respondent"), a corporation , has violated the provisions of said Acts
and the implementing regulation promulgated under the Truth in

Lending Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues
its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, The Competitive Edge , Inc. , is a corpora-
tion organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of New Mexico, with its offce and principal place
of business located at Number 3 American Financial Center, 2400
Louisiana Boulevard, N. , Albuquerque, New Mexico.

PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for some time has been, engaged in
the business of creating, producing, and causing dissemination of
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advertisements for its clients, as "advertisement" is defined in Sec-
tion 226.2(d) of Regulation Z (12 C. R. 226), the implementing regula-
tion of the Truth in Lending Act, duly promulgated by the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System.!

PAR. 3. In the ordinary course and conduct of its business as afore-
said, respondent created, produced and caused the dissemination of
advertisements to be broadcast on television at various times during
January and February 1981. Certain of these advertisements were
designed to aid, promote, or assist directly or indirectly the extension
of consumer credit, as "consumer credit" is defined in Section 226.2(p)
of Regulation Z.

PAR. 4. In certain of the advertisements referred to in Paragraph
Three above, respondent used an advertising format in which the
credit terms required by Section 226. 1O(d)(2) of Regulation Z were
presented in the video portion of the advertisement. The required
disclosures were displayed for an insuffcient time for the viewer to

read the credit terms, thereby detracting from the clarity and con-
spicuousness of the required disclosures.

PAR. 5. In certain of the advertisements referred to in Paragraph
Three above, the annual percentage rate was not stated as "annual
percentage rate " using that term, as required by Section 226. 1O(d)(l)
of Regulation Z.

By means of such advertisements, respondent, The Competitive
Edge, Inc. violated Section 226.1O(d)(2) of Regulation Z, which re-
quires credit disclosures to be made clearly and conspicuously. and
Section 226.1O(d)(I) of Regulation Z which requires the finance charge
to be stated as "annual percentage rate , using that term. Pursuant
to Section 103(s) of the Truth in Lending Act, respondent' s aforesaid
failures to comply with Regulation Z constitute a violation of that Act
and, pursuant to Section 108(c) thereof, respondent has thereby vi-
olated the Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Chicago Regional Offce
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with
violation of the Truth in Lending Act and the implementing regula-

1 Al reference to the Truth in Lending Act and Reguation Z contained in this Complaint shOll! refer to the Truth
in Lending Act as amended to March 23, 1976 and Reguation Z as amended to March 23, 1977.
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tions promulgated thereunder and of the Federal Trade Commission
Act; and
The respondent, its attorney, and counsel for the Commission hav-

ing thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, an
admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and hav-
ing determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has
violated the said Acts , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days, and having duly considered the com-
ments fied thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section 2.
of its Rules, now in further conformity with the procedure described
in Section 2.34 of its Rules , the Commission hereby issues its com-
plaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters the
following order:

1. Respondent, The Competitive Edge, Inc. , is a corporation Orga-
nized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of New Mexico, with its offce and principal place of business
located at Number 3 American Financial Center, 2400 Louisiana
Boulevard, N. , in the City of Albuquerque, State of New Mexico.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.

ORDER

I. It is ordered That respondent The Competitive Edge, Inc., its
successors and assigns, and respondent's offcers, agents, representa-
tives and employees, directly or through any corporation, subsidiary,
division or other device, in connection with any television advertise-
ment to promote, directly or indirectly, any extension of consumer
credit, as Hadvertisement" and Hconsumer credit" are defined in
Regulation Z (12 C. R. 226), the implementing regulation of the
Truth in Lending Act, 15 U.8. G 1601 et seq. do forthwith cease and
desist from:

1 Al references to the Truth in Leading Act and Regulation Z contained in this Order shall refer to the Truth
in Lending Act as amended to March 31. 1980, aDd Regulation Z as amended to April!, 1981.
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1. Stating the amount or percentage ofanydQwnpayment, the num-
ber of payments or period of repayment, the amount ofanYpayment
or the amount of any finance charge, unless the following terms are
also stated, as required by Section 226.24 (c)(2) of Regulation Z;

(a) the amount or percentage of the downpayment;
(b) the terms of repayment; and
(c) the "annual percentage rate " using that term, and, if the rate

may be increased after consummation, that fact.
The terms which are required by Section 226.24(c)(2) of Regulation

Z are subject to the general "clear and conspicuous" standard set
forth in Section 226.17(a)(1) of Regulation Z and Section 226.24-1 of
the Offcial Federal Reserve Board Staff Commentary on Regulation

2. Failing to disclose the terms required by Section 226.24(c)(2) of
Regulation Z in the video portion of any television advertisement
subject to this order for at least five (5) seconds' duration.

3. Failing in an advertisement which states a rate of finance charge
to state the rate as an "annual percentage rate," using that term as
required by Section 226.24(b) of Regulation Z.

II. It is further ordered That;

1. Respondent shall distribute a copy ofthis order to the most senior
person employed in each of its operating divisions and to each person
having decision-making authority to determine all or part of the con-
tents of an advertisement which is subject to this order , and shall
secure from each such person a signed statement acknowledging re-
cei pt of said order.

2. Respondent shall notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days
prior to any proposed change in the respondent such as dissolution
assignment or sale , resulting in the emergence of a successor corpora-
tion , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change
in the corporation which may affect compliance obligations arising
out of this order.

3. Respondent shall, within sixty (60) days after service upon it of
this order, fie with the Commission a written report setting forth in
detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this order.
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IN THE MA'IER OF

SCO'I PAPER COMPANY

VACATING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE FEDERAL

TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT

Doket 6559. Modified Order May S, 1964Vacating Order, Jrm 1983

This order reopens the proceeding and vacates in its entirety the Commission s order

issued on May 8 1964 (65 F. C. 638). The Commission has determined that order
provisions requiring prior Commission approval of future acquisitions generally
should not have terms exceeding 10 years.

ORDER VACATING CEASE AND DESIST ORDER ISSUED ON MAY 8 1964

By a petition fied on February 24 , 1983, Scott Paper Company
. ("Scott") requests that the Commission reopen the proceeding in
Docket No. 6559 and vacate the order issued by the Commission on
May 8 1964 (65 F. C. 638). Pursuant to Section 2.51 of the Commis-
sion s Rules of Practice, the petition was placed on the public record
for comments. No comments were received.

Upon consideration of Scott's petition and supporting materials
and other relevant information, the Commission finds that the public
interest warrants reopening and vacating the order.

In Columbian Rope Company, Docket No. G-1794 (100 F. C. 531),

the Commission determined that order proviions requiring prior
Commission approval offuture acquisitions generally should not have
terms exceeding ten years. In most cases, the Commission believes
that such prior approval provisions wil have served their remedial
and deterrent purposes after ten years and that the findings upon

which such provisions are based should not be presumed to continue
to exist for a longer period of time. The perpetual prior approval
provision in this case has been outstanding for 18 years. No particular
circumstances warrant an exception from this general policy. There-
fore, the Commission, in the exercise of its discretion, finds that it is
appropriate to vacate the order.

Accordingly, it is ordered that this matter be, and it hereby is
reopened and that the order in Docket No. 6559, issued by the Com-

mission on May 8, 1964, be and it is hereby vacated.

. Original Commission Order issued Dec. 16 , 1960 (57 F. C. 1415).
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IN THE MA'IER OF

BORG-WARNER CORPORATION, ET AL.

FINAL ORDER , OPINION , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

SECS. 5 AND 8 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket 9120. Complaint, Nov. 7, 1978-Final Order, June , 1983

This order requires Borg-Warner , an automotive replacement parts manufacturer and
its competitors , Bosch GmbH and Bosch U . , among other things, to cease having
interlocking directorates for a period of 10 years. The companies are also prohibit-
ed from having on their boards any person who is a board member of a competing
company whose .revenues derived from the relevant product or service market
exceeds 5 million dollars; or any individual who fails to provide the statement
required by the order. The order further prohibits Hans L. Merkle from servng
as director of both Borg-Warner and any Bosch company that is a competitor of
Borg-Warner and requires that the companies institute a monitoring program
designed to detet unlawful interlocks.

Appearances

For the Commission: Ann B. Malester, K. Keith Thurman and San-
dra G. Wilkot

For the respondents: James M Johnstone, John B. Wyss and Tom
W. Kirby, Kirkland Ellis, Washington , D.C. and Charles Houchins,
in-house counsel , Chicago, Ill. , for respondent Borg-Warner Corp. Jo-
seph A. McManus, Susan Rothschild and Allen Russell, Coudert

Brothers, New York City, for respondent Robert Bosch Corp. Werner
L. Polak, William M. Kelly and Thomas A. Dieterich, Shearman &
Sterling, New York City, for respondents Robert Bosch GmbH , Hans
L. Merkle and Hans Bacher.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that the
above named Respondents have been , and are, in violation of the
provisions of Section 8 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 D. C. 19

and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15
C. 45, and that a proceeding in respect thereof would be in the

public interest, issues its complaint, stating its charges as follows:

1. Respondent Robert Bosch GmbH (hereinafter "Bosch GmbH") is
a limited liability company organized under the laws of the Federal
Republic of Germany and has its principal offce at Robert-Bosch-
Platz 1 , D-7016 Geriingen/Schilerhohe, Federal Republic of Germa-
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ny. Bosch GmbH has capital, surplus , and undivided profits aggregat-
ing more than one milion dollars. Bosch GmbH is engaged in com-
merce, as "commerce" is defined in Section 1 of the Clayton Act, as
amended, 15 U. C. 12, and is engaged in or its (2) business affects
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in Section 4 ofthe Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended, 15 U. C. 44. Bosch GmbH conducts its
business in part through subsidiaries or other operating entities.
Bosch GmbH is the parent company of " the Bosch Group," which for
purposes of this complaint includes the companies named in Para-
graphs 2 through 4.

2. Robert Bosch North America, Incorporated (hereinafter "Bosch
) is a Delaware corporation and has its principal offce at 2800

25th Avenue, Broadview, Ilinois. Bosch N.A. was organized in Janu-
ary, 1977 , for the purpose of managing investments in various corpo-
rations. Bosch N.A. owns approximately 10 percent of the stock of
Borg-Warner Corporation (hereinafter "

3. SIBA-Elektric GmbH (hereinafter "SIBA") is a limited liability
company organized under the laws of the Federal Republic of Germa-
ny and has its principal offce at Robert-Bosch-Platz 1 , D-7016 Gerlin-
gen/Schilerhohe, Federal Republic of Germany. SIBA is
wholly-owned by Bosch GmbH. SIBA serves as a holding company
with investments in various affliates of the Bosch Group and holds
the shares of Bosch N.A. in trust for Bosch GmbH as beneficial owner.

4. Respondent Robert Bosch Corporation (hereinafter "Bosch U.
is a New York corporation and has its principal offce at 2800 25th
Avenue , Broadview, Ilinois. Bosch UB. is wholly-owned, directly or
indirectly, and wholly controlled by Bosch GmbH. Bosch U.S. has
capital , surplus, and undivided profits aggregating more than one
milion dollars. Bosch UB. is engaged in commerce, as "commerce
is defined in Section 1 of the Clayton Act, as amended , 15 U. C. 12

and is engaged in or its business affects commerce , as Hcommerce" is

defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amend-
, 15 UB.C. 44.
5. Respondent B- W is a Delaware corporation and has its principal

offce at 200 South Michigan A venue, Chicago, Ilinois. B- W has capi-

tal , surplus, and undivided profits aggregating more than one milion
dollars. B-W is engaged in commerce as commerce is defined in
Section 1 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U. C. 12, and is engaged

in or its business affects commerce , as Hcommerce" is defined in Sec-
tion 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 U.
44. (3)

6. Respondent Hans L. Merkle is an individual and resident of the
Federal Republic of Germany whose address is Reuerbacher Heide 58
D-7000 Stuttgart 1 , Federal Republic of Germany. Dr. Merkle is
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chairman of the board of management of Bosch GmbH and a member
of the boards of directors of both Bosch U.S. and B-

7. Respondent Hans Bacher is an individual and resident of the
Federal Republic of Germany whose address is Stuttgarter Strasse
122, D-7250 Leonberg, Federal Republic of Germany. Dr. Bacher is a
member of the board of management of Bosch GmbH and a member
of the boards of directors of both Bosch U.S. and B- W-

8- On January 11 , 1977, Bosch GmbH and B-W signed an agreement
whereby Bosch GmbH or its designee would purchase approximately
ten (10) percent of the stock ofB-W. B-W agreed that its management
would recommend to its board of directors that two representatives
designated by Bosch GmbH and acceptable to the management ofB-
be included in the next proxy statement as nominees for the board of
directors of B-W. B-W and Bosch GmbH further agreed that they
intend for Bosch GmbH to have two of its designated representatives
serving on the board of directors as long as Bosch GmbH or its desig-
nee owns nine percent or more ofthe stock ofB-W and one designated
representative if Bosch GmbH should own more than five percent and
less than nine percent of the stock of B-

9. On February 10, 1977 , Bosch GmbH wrote B-W that it had desig-
nated Hans L. Merkle and Hans Bacher to serve on B- s board of
directors. On February 16 , 1977, Bosch N.A. purchased two milion
shares ofB- , which constitutes approximately ten percent ofB-
stock, for $62 900 000- On or about April 26 , 1977 , pursuant to the
agreement between Bosch GmbH and B- , Dr. Merkle and Dr. Bach-
er became directors of B- 

10. The businesses of both Bosch GmbH and Bosch U.S. include the
sale in or affecting commerce of, among other products, automotive
ignition parts, wire and cable, carburetors, carburetor kits, automo-
tive test equipment, automotive air conditioner compressors, hydrau-
lic valves and hydraulic gear pumps and motors. (4)

11. The business ofB-W includes the sale in or affecting commerce
, among other products , automotive ignition parts, wire and cable

carburetors , carburetor kits, automotive test equipment, automotive
air conditioner compressors, hydraulic valves and hydraulic gear
pumps and motors.

12. Bosch GmbH and B- , by the nature of their automotive parts
business, including ignition parts, wire and cable, carburetors , carbu-
retor kits, automotive test equipment, automotive air conditioner
compressors , and certain non-automotive business such as hydraulic
valves, hydraulic gear pumps and motors and the location of their
operations with respect to said products, are competitors of each oth-
er.

13. (a) The elimination of competition by agreement between Bosch
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GmbH and B-W would constitute a violation of the provisions of the
antitrust laws of the United States.

(b) The elimination of competition by agreement between Bosch
S. and B-W would constitute a violation of the provisions of the

antitrust laws of the United States.

14. (a) Dr. Merkle s simultaneous membership on the board of man-
agement of Bosch GmbH and the board of directors ofB-Wconstitute
violations of Section 8 ofthe Clayton Act, as amended, 15 UB.C. 19
and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15

C. 45 , on the part of Bosch GmbH, B-W and Dr. Merkle.
(b) Dr. Merkle s simultaneous membership on the board of directors

of Bosch U.S. and of B-W constitutes violations of Section 8 of the
Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U. C. 19, and Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 U. C. 45 , on the part of Bosch
GmbH, Bosch U. , B-W and Dr. Merkle.

15. (a) Dr. Bacher s simultaneous membership on the board of man-
agement of Bosch GmbH and the board of directors ofB-W constitute
violations of Section 8 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U. C. 19

and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15
C. 45, on the part of Bosch GmbH , B-W and Dr. Bacher. (5)

(b) Dr. Bacher s simultaneous membership on the board of directors
of Bosch U.S. and of B- W constitutes violations of Section 8 of the
Clayton Act, as amended , 15 U.sC. 19 , and Section 5 ofthe Federal
Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 U. C. 45, on the part of Bosch
GmbH, Bosch UB. , B-W and Dr. Bacher.

INITIAL DECISION BY

THEODOR P. vaN BRAND , ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

JUNE 30, 1980

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

The complaint charges that Borg-Warner Corporation (Borg-Warn-
er), Robert Bosch GmbH (Bosch GmbH), Robert Bosch Corporation
(Bosch U. ) and two individuals Hans L. Merkle (Merkle) and Hans
Bacher (Bacher) violated Section 8 of the Clayton Act and Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

The complaint alleges that Bosch GmbH and Borg-Warner compete
in the sale of automotive ignition parts, wire and cable, carburetors
carburetor kits, automotive test equipment, automotive air condition-
ing compressors, and in non-automotive products such as hydraulic
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valves, hydraulic gear pumps and motors.! -
Two violations are alleged. The first is Dr. Merkle s and Dr. Ba-

cher s membership on the board of management of Bosch GmbH and
on Borg- Warner s board of directors. The second violation charged is
their simultaneous membership on the board of directors of Borg-
Warner and that of Bosch U. , a subsidiary of Bosch GmbH.
Respondents deny that either statute has been violated on the

ground that complaint counsel have failed to establish the elements
of a Section 8 violation. Specifically, they contend the record fails to
demonstrate competition between Borg-Warner on the one hand and
on the other Bosch GmbH and/or the latter s subsidiaries. Respond-
ents urge that even if some competition is proven the competitive
overlap is de minimis and not substantial as required by Section 8.
Respondents further argue that charges of ilegal interlocks based on
the individual (3) respondents ' positions with Bosch GmbH or on the
United States activities ofFemsa Inc. must be dismissed since Section
8 applies only to direct competition and not to indirect competition

. involving a parent or subsidiary of one of the interlocking corpora-
tions.

Bosch GmbH, a foreign corporation, contends further that the
charges against it cannot be sustained since it is not directly engaged
in commerce within the meaning of Section 8 of the Clayton Act.
Bosch GmbH contends that the activities of its United States subsidi-
ary are irrelevant to the resolution of that issue.

This matter is now before the undersigned for decision based on the
allegations of the complaint, the answer, the evidence of record and
the proposed findings of fact, conclusions and briefs fied by the par-
ties. All proposed findings of fact, conclusions and arguments not
specifically found or accepted herein are rejected. The undersigned
having considered the entire record and the contentions of the par-
ties, makes the following findings of fact and conclusions, and issues
the orders set out herein.

FINDINGS OF FACT

I. THE RESPONDENTS

A. Borg- Warner Corporation

1. Respondent Borg-Warner Corporation (Borg-Warner) is a Dela-
ware corporation with its principal offce at 200 South Michigan Ave-
nue, Chicago, Ilinois (Comp. and Borg-Warner s Ans. n 5).

1 Complaint counsel in the pretral detennned to offer no evidence concernng automotive test equipment and
carburetors
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2. Borg-Warner has capital, surplus, and undivided profits aggre-
gating more than $1 milion (Comp. and Borg-Warner s Ans. n 5).

3. In 1976, Borg-Warner had worldwide sales of over $1.86 bilion
(CX 21A). In 1979 , its total sales amounted to approximately $3 bilion
(Trauscht 1063-M).

4. Borg-Warner is a decentralized company, operating through five
separate groups, each with various divisions in the following areas
air conditioning, chemicals and plastics, financial services , industrial
products and transportation equipment (Trauscht 1063).

5. The automotive parts division and the hydraulics division, which
was sold in 1979, belonged to Borg-Warner s transportation equip-

ment group (Trauscht 1067-68; Reichers 621; (4) CX 22). Borg-Warn-
s York Automotive Division sells automotive air conditioner

compressors in the United States (Borg-Warner Ans. n 11; CX 21C).
6. Borg-Warner s business includes the sale of automotive ignition

parts, wire and cable parts, carburetor kits , and automotive air condi-
tioning compressors. Until mid-1979, Borg-Warner offered for sale
and sold hydraulic valves and hydraulic gear pumps and motors
(Comp. and Borg-Warner s Ans. n 11; CX 3A-Z-37 , 4A-Z-248, 5A-
15A-Z-0 16A-Z-3; App. B to Int. at 1 , 13 in camera).

7. Borg-Warner is engaged in commerce as Hcommerce" is defined
in the Clayton Act and is engaged in or its business affects commerce
as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act
(Comp. and Borg-Warner Ans. n 5).

B. Robert Bosch GmbH

8. Respondent Robert Bosch GmbH (Bosch GmbH) is a limited lia-
bility company organized under the laws of the Federal Republic of
Germany with its principal offce at Robert Bosch Platz 1 , D-7016
Gerlingen/Schilerhohe, Federal Republic of Germany (Comp. and
Bosch GmbH Ans. n 1)

9. Bosch GmbH is a diversified producer of electric, electronic and
mechanical components, systems and products for automotive, con-
sumer and industrial markets including hydraulic equipment (CX 33).

10. Bosch GmbH is engaged in commerce as "commerce" is defined
in the Clayton Act and in commerce or affecting commerce as "com-
merce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act by virtue of
the business operations of its subsidiary Bosch U.S. (Findings 33-61).

C. Robert Bosch Corporation

11. Respondent Robert Bosch Corporation (Bosch U.s. ) is a New
York corporation with its principal offce at 2800 25th Avenue, Broad-
view, Ilinois (Comp. and Bosch U.S. Ans. n 4; CX 60).
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12. Bosch U.S. has capital, surplus and divided profits aggregat'
ing more than $1 milion (Comp. and Bosch U.S. Ans. U 4; CX 60).

13. Since its organization in 1953, the capital stock of Bosch U.S. has
been owned, directly and indirectly through subsidiaries by Bosch
GmbH (Comp. and Bosch U.S. Ans. U 4; Fiene 1323 , 1329; Finding 35).
(5)

14. The business of Bosch U.s. has included, among other products,
the sale of automotive ignition parts, cable sets, and carburetor kits
for imported vehicles and motors only, various hydraulic products
including accumulators and piston pumps as well as hydraulicvalves
gear pumps and motors (Comp. and Bosch U.S. Ans. U 10; CX 17 , 18;
Bendixen 897-902; Weisse 1487 , 1490, 1502).

15. The bulk of the business of Bosch U.S. is automotive related
(Fiene 1336). It also supplies service tools for dealers and independent
warehouses for testing purposes, power tools geared to the construc-
tion industry, kitchen appliances, hearing aids, packaging machinery,
hydraulics, and television studio equipment (Fiene 1336).

16. Bosch U.s. is engaged in commerce as "commerce" is defined in
the Clayton Act and is engaged in or its business affects commerce,
as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act
(Camp. and Bosch U.s. Ans. U 4).

D. The Individual Respondents

17. Respondent Hans. L. Merkle (Merkle) is an individual and resi-
dent ofthe Federal Republic of Germany whose address is Reuerbach-
er Heide 58 , D-7000 Stuttgart 1 , Federal Republic of Germany (Comp.
and Merkle s Ans. U 6).

18. Dr. Merkle is currently Chairman of the board of management
of Bosch GmbH and has been a member of that board since 1958
(Comp. and Merkle s Ans. U 6; Bosch GmbH Int. No. 10).

19. Since 1967 and at all times relevant herein , Dr. Merkle has been
a member of the board of directors of Bosch U.s. (Comp. and Merkle
Ans. U 6; CX 59L).

20. On or about April 26, 1977 , Dr. Merkle became a member of the
board of directors of Borg-Warner (CX 67A-B).

21. Beginning in 1977 and at all times relevant herein, Dr. Merkle
served simultaneously on the board of management of Bosch GmbH
the board of directors of Bosch U.s. , and the board of directors of
Borg-Warner.

22. Respondent Hans Bacher (Bacher) is an individual and resident
of the Federal Republic of Germany whose address is Stuttgarter
Strasse 122 , D-7250 Leonberg, Federal Republic of Germany (Comp.
and Bacher s Ans. U 7).

23. Dr. Bacher is currently a member of the board of management
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of Bosch and has been a member of that board since 1967 (Camp. and
Bacher s Ans. 7; Bosch GmbH Int. No. 10 at 15). (6)

24. At all times relevant herein , Dr. Bacher was a member of the
board of directors of Bosch U.S. (Comp. and Bacher s Ans. n 7).

25. On or about April 26, 1977 , Dr. Bacher became a member of the
board of directors of Borg-Warner (CX 67 A-B).

26. Beginning in April 1977 and at all times relevant lJerein, Dr.
Bacher served simultaneously on the board of management of Bosch
GmbH, the board of directors of Bosch U.S. and the board of directors
of Borg -Warner.

II. THE STOCK PURCHASE BY BOSCH GmbH OF BORG-WARNER S STOCK

AND THE RELATED AGREEMENT FOR REPRESENTATION OF BOSCH GmbH
ON BORG-WARNER S BOARD OF DIRECTORS

27. On January 11, 1977, Bosch GmbH and Borg-Warner agreed
that Bosch or its designee would purchase 2 000 000 shares of Borg-
Warner stock representing about 9.5 percent of Borg-Warner s stock
for a consideration of $62 900 000 (Camp. and Borg-Warner s Ans. 

8 and 9; CX 59D-E).
28. The two milion shares were issued in the name of Robert Bosch

North America Incorporated, a Delaware corporation organized in
January 1977 which was wholly owned by SIBA-Elektric GmbH
which in turn was wholly owned by Bosch GmbH, which supplied the
purchase price for such stock (CX 59; Bosch GmbH Int. No. 12).

29. Borg-Warner agreed that its management would recommend to
its board of directors that two representatives designated by Bosch
GmbH and acceptable to the management of Borg-Warner be includ-

, in the next proxy statement issued by Borg-Warner , as nominees
for election to the board of directors of Borg-Warner (CX 59E, 61A).

30. Borg-Warner and Bosch GmbH further agreed that Bosch
GmbH would have two designated representatives serving on Borg-
Warner s board of directors as long as Bosch GmbH or its designee
owned 9 percent or more of Borg-Warner s stock and one designated
representative if Bosch GmbH or its designee owned more than 5
percent but less than 9 percent of Borg- Warner s stock (CX 59F).

31. On February 10, 1977 , Bosch GmbH informed Borg-Warner that
it had designated Dr. Merkle and Dr. Bacher to serve on Borg-War-
ner s board of directors (Comp. and Bosch GmbH' s Ans. 9; CX 67 A-

B). Dr. Merkle and Dr. Bacher were pursuant to such designation
elected to Borg- Warner s board of directors and still hold these posi-
tions. (7)

32. At the time that Bosch GmbH took an equity position in Borg-
Warner, study teams were formed to investigate the opportunities for
technical cooperation between the two companies (Weltyk 1281)
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III. THE RELATIONSHIP BOSCH GmbH AND BOSC:ft U.

33. Bosch GmbH holds itself out as "the parent company of the
Bosch Group" (SEC Report fied by Robert Bosch North America Inc-
Feb. 23, 1977; CX 59B-C).

34. Bosch GmbH formed Bosch U.S- in 1953 to provide service train-
ing and product availability for Bosch GmbH's import customers in
the United States (CX 88 at 25).

35. Bosch GmbH and two of its subsidiaries Robert Bosch Interna-
tionale and Robert Bosch North America Inc. own the stock of Bosch
UB- (Fiene 1329).2 Bosch GmbH owns more than 50 percent of the
stock of Robert Bosch Internationale and Robert Bosch North Ameri-
ca (Fiene 1329)- The only function of these two subsidiaries is to act

as a holding company (Fiene 1329)-
36. The board of directors of Bosch U -8- is elected by the sharehold-

ers of that corporation (Bosch GmbH and its subsidiaries in which it
holds a controllng interest). Bosch GmbH participates in the selec-
tion of the Bosch U.S- board of directors by nominating prospective or
current members and by voting the shares it holds in Bosch U-8-
(Bosch GmbH Int. No. 9)-

37- Bosch UB- has twelve members on its board of directors, four
of them are offcers and directors of Bosch GmbH (Fiene 1325-26).

38. Allen H. Russell , a Director and Secretary of Robert Bosch
North America, Inc. is also Chairman of the Board of Bosch U.S. (CX
59J, 88 p. 18).

39. Earl R. Fiene, president, chief executive and a board member of
Bosch U.S. is also President of Robert Bosch North America (Bosch
GmbH Int. No. 18; CX 88 p. 7).

40. Mr. Fiene, the current President of Bosch U.S. in 1973 was
employed as a consultant by Bosch GmbH for North American activi-
ties to evaluate business opportunities, to involve himself with li-
censee operations, potential new business (8) ventures

, "

and also to
collaborate with the existing corporation , Robert Bosch Corporation
(Bosch U. )" (CX 88 p. 6). Mr. Fiene became employed by and as-
sumed his positions as President, chief executive offcer and board
member with Bosch U.S. in 1974 (Fiene 1320-21).

41. Approximately 100 of Bosch U.S.'s current 1 500 employees are
former employees of Bosch GmbH. Such employment is based on
some technical and specialty skills which unfortunately are not

available in the local market in many cases" (Fiene 1325).
42. Frederick W. Hohage is a corporate offcer of Bosch U.S. (Bosch
S. Int. No. 8 at 11). He has held the following positions with Bosch

2 Robert Bosch lnternationale holds 51 percent ofthe stock; Bosch GmbH 42 percent; and Robert Bosch North
America 7 percent (Bosch GmbH lot. No- 4).
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GmbH and its affliates in the periods indicated:

International Sales
Promotion Manager

National Sales Manager
Robert Bosch France

Export Manager
Delegate to form joint

venture
Marketing Staff
Sales Director , Northern

Germany
General Manager and Board

Member , Robert Bosch
Italy

President , Chief Executive
Officer and Chairman
Robert Bosch (Canada)
Ltd.

Date

1964

1965

1966,
1969

1970
1971

1972-

1979

(Bosch GmbH Supp. Int. No. 8 p. 4-5) (9)

43. Rolf Leeven is a Vice President of Bosch U.S. (Bosch U.s. Int.
No. 8 p. 11). He held the following positions with Bosch GmbH in the
periods indicated:

Assistant to Division
Directorof Finance and
Administration

Plant Controller , Diesel
Manufacturing Plant

Director of Finance and
Administration

Consulting Director
Corporate Planning and
Control

1965-

1967

1967-

1971-

(Bosch GmbH Supp. Int. No. 8 p. 5)

44. Guenther Weisse is a Vice President of Bosch U.S. (Bosch Int.
No. 8 p. 11). He held the following positions with Bosch GmbH in the
periods indicated:

Engineering employee
Commercial employee
Manager of Business

Planning and Market
Development

1963-
1967-
1968-

(Bosch GmbH Supp. Int. No. 8 p. 4)

45. Kurt Boehmler is a Vice President of Bosch U.S. (Bosch U.S. Int.

3 Al positiolls were with Bosch GmbH unless otherwi8e indicated
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No. 8 p. 11). He held the following positions with Bosch GmbH in tne
periods indicated:

Planning Engineer
Manager, Manufacturing

Engineering
Technical Works Manager

Motor Industries Co. Ltd.
Manager of Engineering
Manager, Production and
Development

(Bosch GmbH Supp. Int. No. 8 p. 5) (10)

1960-
1964-

1969-

1973-
1977-

Five of the fifteen employees of Robert Bosch North America, a
subsidiary holding company of Bosch GmbH and a stockholder in
Bosch U. , are simultaneously employed by Bosch U.s. (CX 88 p.
18-19); the offce space of Robert Bosch North America is a "Contigu-
ous part of the overall Robert Bosch Corporation (Bosch U.s.) real
estate" (CX 88 p. 19).

46. Bosch U.S. submits financial reports , forecasts , operating re-
sults, balance sheets, and business plans to Bosch GmbH (Fiene 1330;
Bosch GmbH Int. No. 31 p. 48). The assets and financial results of
Bosch u.s. are not reflected on the balance sheet of Bosch GmbH
(Bosch GmbH Int. No. 31 p. 48).
47. The total annual dollar volume of sales by Bosch U.S. of

products manufactured by Bosch GmbH and the percentage of such
sales of Bosch U.S.'s total annual volume of sales was the following:

SALES BY BOSCH S. 

BOSCH GMBH PRODUCTS
1976 - $57 551 000
1977 - 637 000
1978 - 86 270,000

(Bosch U.S. Int. No. 31(h) p. 28)

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
BOSCH S. SALES

52%
54%
50%

48. Bosch U.S. management has business discussions with Bosch
GmbH concerning what products should be introduced in its market
(Fiene 1331). On occasion , Bosch U.S. has told Bosch GmbH that the
former could not market a product which the parent company had
suggested for introduction in the United States (Fiene 1331).

49. Bosch U.S. has negotiated the prices at which it purchased
products from Bosch GmbH (Fiene 1333).

50. In the automotive parts area, Bosch U.s. is the largest offshore
customer of Bosch GmbH (Fiene 1338).

51. Bosch U.S. has taken on new lines of business not engaged in
by Bosch GmbH (Fiene 1331-32). It has also purchased products from
sources other than Bosch GmbH for the United States automotive
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parts aftermarket in the ignition line. It has made such purchases
from other suppliers in the hydraulics area (Fiene 1332).

52. Bosch U.S. is also engaged in the manufacture of electronic
control units, starters, alternators and generators (11) (Fiene 1333-
34). Prior thereto Bosch U.S. had imported these products from Ger-
many (Fiene 1334).

53. Bosch GmbH has made capital contributions to the .business of
Bosch U.S. to pay for facilities and machine tools in order to start new
programs. Otherwise Bosch U. , which has a line of credit, obtains
capital from domestic sources (Fiene 1335).

54. Bosch GmbH has communicated with Bosch U.S. concerning
large capital major proposed expenditures by Bosch U.S. (Bosch
GmbH and Bosch U.S. RA 54 , 55).

55. Bosch U. , which is the only firm in the United States licensed
to use the trademarks of Bosch GmbH (Bosch GmbH RA 29; Bosch

S. RA 29), pays royalties to Bosch GmbH for use of the trademarks
owned by the latter (Bosch GmbH Int. No. 31j).

56. In hydraulics sales to Massey Ferguson, Bosch U.s. and Bosch
GmbH collaborate on engineering and specification requirements as
well as on the applications. Such collaboration "is tied into, again
(the) Bosch relationship worldwide with Massey Ferguson, trying to
achieve uniform application and interchangeability, such as Brazil
and Europe" (CX 88 pp. 35-36).

57. A Borg-Warner offcial, Willam H. Weltyk, Vice President of
Engineering, reported in pertinent part concerning a visit to Bosch
GmbH in Stuttgart, Germany in Feb. 3--, 1976:

We then met with Mr. Hertz who is in charge of the aftermarket outside of Europe. We
talked in particular about Bosch's aftermarket activities in the United States which is
headquartered in Chicago. Their aftrmarket group employs about 800 people and they

have offces in New Yark, San Francisco and Houston. They have direct sales to 4
classes of trade: to warehouse distributors, to foreign vehicle distributors , to mass
merchandisers and to outlets which specialize in diesel engines. In total , Bosch has
about 1 000 direct accounts. Their primary products are spark plugs , starters, alterna-
tors (which are mainly rebuil), ignition parts and electronic fuel injection equipment.
All in all the Busch organization seems to have a very adequate aftermarket group in
the United States. Mr. Hertz was not available for a very long time and therefore 

did not have ample opportunity to probe what opportunities for cooperation might exist
in this area. Also we were not able to cover distribution in South America (12) or Mexico
as a result of his tight schedule. These topics will be reviewed further in future meetings

(CX 291; emphasis added).

58. The memorandum makes it clear that Bosch U.S.'s activities in
the United States automotive aftermarket were subject to a Bosch

GmbH offcial " in charge of the aftermarket outside of Europe" and
that Bosch U.S.'s activities were considered to be a part of the Bosch
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organization as a whole' (Finding 57).
59. The only company located in the United States to which Bosch

GmbH sells automotive products is Bosch U.S. (CX 88 p. 33-34). In the
United States, Bosch U.S. performs warranty service for Bosch au-
tomotive equipment in case of failure. It has "total product responsi-
bility in this market, for application, training, service, warranty" (CX
88 at 33). Bosch GmbH handles after sales service matters in close
cooperation with those responsible for such functions in locations

outside Germany. In this connection, Bosch GmbH , which provides a
world wide "Service Network" (CX 64S), represents:

Robert Bosch GmbH is divided into various divisions. One of these, the Automotive
Equipment Division , is itselffurther subdivided into a number of Product Divisions and
an Aftrmarket Division. Inside this division (KH), everything concerning aftersales
service for the Automotive F4uipment Division is handled by KH/VKD, the Head
Department for the Bosch Servce Organization, in close cooperation with the Product
Divisions, the Technical Sales Divisions in inland, and our National Representatives
in other countries (CX 64Y).

60. On March 10, 1976 , K.C. Berger of Bosch GmbH wrote to
Charles W. Shiver president of the Borg-Warner hydraulics division
that he looked forward to another meeting "to formulate a joint ac-
tion plan for the U.S. and overseas" (CX 37 A-B). The suggestion by
a Bosch GmbH offcial that Bosch GmbH and Borg-Warner offcials
meet to formulate a joint action plan concerning the marketing of or
technical cooperation with respect to hydraulics in the U.S. as well as
overseas compels (13) the inference that Bosch GmbH could exercise
control over Bosch U.S.'s marketing decisions.

61. Bosch GmbH , although it does not control Bosch U.S.'s day-to-
day marketing and operating decisions, has the power to control the
major business decisions of this subsidiary, which was set up to mar-
ket Bosch's products in the United States and whose activities have
been coordinated in important respects with the worldwide opera-

tions of the Bosch group (Findings 33-0).

IV. AUTOMOTIVE REPLACEMENT PARTS

A. The Automotive Parts Aftermarket

62. Distribution in the wholesale automotive parts aftermarket
takes place at three levels. Suppliers of parts such as Bosch U.S. and
Borg-Warner assemble and distribute lines of automotive parts which
they resell to warehouse distributors (WDs). The WDs , who are au-
thorized by the supplier to resell one or more lines , are intermediate
wholesalers. The function of the WD is to maintain local inventories

, The exhibit in question consists of Mr. Weltyk's notes of that meeting. He testified on Dec. 19, 1979 (Weltyk
1308).
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of their product lines and to resell those lines to jobbers. In return for
that service , suppliers grant WDs a functional discount from the
jobber price. Jobbers serve as wholesale suppliers to retail outlets
such as repair shops or service stations. Some jobbers also make over-
the-counter retail sales (Nelson 496; Weber 802-03; Bendixen 913).

63. A line of automotive parts are the parts necessary to supply and
complete the function of a specific phase of operations within a vehi-
cle, for example, ignition parts (Reichers 622).

64. A full line of auto parts is a line which has all parts in the
relevant functional category necessary to repair the great majority of
cars estimated to be in service in a given area (Weber 861; see also
Wagner 1223-24).

65. A short line is a series of products within a specified category
such as ignition parts which is comprised only of high turnover or fast
moving items (Weber 861).

66. In many instances, a manufacturer can successfully compete
against a firm offering a broader line by offering a line comprised of
the fast moving items (Nelson 608-9).

67. There is no single manufacturer of or suppljer of auto parts that
offers every single part with application on all domestically-produced
vehicles or every part with application on all foIieign made vehicles
(Nelson 49&-99). (14)

68. Catalogs of auto parts suppliers (including those of Borg-Warner
and Bosch U. ) are distributed to WDs who in turn distribute them
to their customers. Such catalogs are used to make purchasing and
installation decisions (Nelson 491).

69. The coverage ofthe automotive parts lines of different manufac-
turers can be compared by examining the manufacturers' inter-
change lists (Weber 772, 860).

70. When a WD substitutes one line for another, this is known as
a "change over" of a line. During a change over, the displaced suppli-

s parts are reboxed and renumbered so that they can be sold from
the incoming supplier s catalog. Such change overs occur between
substitutable lines (Reichers 633-34, 646; Johnson 979-82).

71. The record does not evidence change overs between the Bosch
and Borg-Warner auto parts lines (Reichers 646-7 , 649-50).

72. Traditional WDs are domestic distributors who sell their parts
through jobbers (Wagner 125&-59). A traditional full-line WD carries
a multiplicity of parts to service the major portion of all phases of
vehicle operation (Reichers (625-26). Traditional full-line WDs do not
attempt to provide complete service for import cars (Reichers 626).

73. The A WDA is the Automotive Warehouse Distributors Associa-
tion. It is comprised of domestic WDs throughout the United States
as well as automotive parts manufacturers (Wagner 125&-59; CX 85).
Imnort np. i::111Ot. rp nnt. m,:mhpr.. nfth t n.,(J01n tlnT1 (W""n-D'I
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1259). For manufacturer members the annual A WDA meeting "
also a means to obtain new warehouse distributors" (Wagner 1259).

74. Individuals who repair or own foreign cars prefer parts made
overseas (Wildermuth 1396).

75. There are distributors who specialize in parts for import cars
(Reichers 628; Steiner 1368-9). Geon , Lucas, Beck/Arnley, World
Parts, and Repco are such distributors (Reichers 629). Specialized
WDs handling foreign car parts generally sell their products to import
jobbers (Wagner 1232).

76. WDs do not necessarily stock a full line of automotive parts. 
it is the fast moving items within a line which sell, those are the items
which wil be stocked by certain WDs (Wildermuth 1409).5 (15)

77. Most WDs don t duplicate lines because it increases inventory,
reduces turnover, and affects their return on investment (Reichers
705). One WD carries the Borg-Warner and Bosch lines of ignition
parts and needs both in its business , considering them complemen-
tary (Wildermuth 1406-7).

78. Domestic WDs who sell Bosch products for foreign car applica-
tions sell through traditional channels by sellng through indepen-
dent jobbers (Wagner 1234).

79. There are jobbers specializing in selling parts for domestic car
applications and jobbers who specialize in sellng parts for foreign car
applications (Wildermuth 1396; Wagner 1232).

80. Some foreign car jobbers carry only foreign car parts , but other
jobbers in that category carry both domestic and foreign car parts
(Wildermuth 1396-97). Jobbers involved in foreign car part sales have
a tendency to buy from Bosch because of a preference for original
equipment parts (Wildermuth 1405).

81. In the case of domestic jobbers, it is not unusual for jobbers to
carry parts for domestic cars and parts for the more popular foteign
imports (Weber 846-7). Some jobbers sell full lines of both domestic
and imported parts (Wagner 1237). Certain WDs sell to both domestic
and foreign car jobbers (Wildermuth 1396).

82. There are approximately 15 milion foreign cars from 35-0
manufacturers on the road in the United States today (Wagner 1224-
25). VWs constitute four milion of this total (Wagner 1251). The three
leading sellers of foreign cars based on registration are Toyota, Dat-
sun, and Volkswagen (Wagner 1269).

B. Borg- Warner

83. The Borg-Warner Automotive Parts Division, functions as the
marketing arm for other Borg-Warner divisions involved in manufac-

5 As one WD witness stated "We don t stock a fuU line ofanythjng.. . we slock what we sell" (Wildermuth 1409).
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turing parts and components for original equipment manufacturers.
84. In 1978, the Borg-Warner Automotive Parts Division had ap-

proximate sales of $69.1 milion accounting for approximately (16) 3
percent oftotal Borg-Warner sales (BWX 34A in camera). It sells only
in the aftermarket (Reichers 621).

85. Borg-Warner sells replacement parts for domestic and imported
cars, offering a short line for foreign applications (Weber 861).

86. Because of popular demand from its WDs, Borg-Warner around
1972 and 1973 began adding applications for fast-moving popular
import cars (Reichers 639).

87. The Borg-Warner Automotive Parts Division sells to traditional
full- line WDs (Reichers 625). It is a member of A WDA (CX 85; Finding
73). There are approximately 1 000 full- line WDs in the United States,
and about 700 of these are served by the Borg-Warner auto parts
division (Reichers 638). Borg-Warner does not attempt to sell to com-
panies specializing in parts for imported cars (Reichers 629).

88. The Borg-Warner Auto Parts Division does not sell individual
parts to WDs (Reichers 637). Borg-Warner wil sell a single product
line to a customer , as for example the ignition line (Johnson 1003).
While Borg-Warner normally sells every application in a line to a
customer , the customer does not necessarily have to buy every ap-
plication within a line such as slow moving items (Johnson 1003). The
typical Borg-Warner WD does not have more than one supplier for a
given line (Reichers 634).

C. Bosch US.-Bosch GmbH

89. Bosch U.S. has an ASM Division which is engaged in automotive
sales to manufacturers in the aftermarket (Bendixen 894) and the
ASD division which is engaged in automotive sales to independent
distributors (Bendixen 895). In addition , there is the Automotive Mar-
keting Department of Bosch U.S. which is engaged in product man-
agement, cataloguing, advertising and sales promotion (Bendixen
896).

90. The total dollar amount of Bosch U.S. sales in 1978 to WDs was
approximately $36 million (Bendixen 914). Of this total 30 percent of
the sales are to common or domestic WDs and 70 percent is comprised
of sales to import WDs (Bendixen 914).

91. Ignition parts , wire and cable kits and carburetor kits accounted
for 15 percent of Bosch U.S.'s automotive aftermarket sales in 1978
(Bendixen 917).

92. Bosch offers a full-line of automotive parts for foreign car ap-
plications (Weber 861-62).

93. Bosch UB.'s primary source of auto parts is Germany; it also
6 The automotive parts division report to the president of the transportation equipment group whj h is one of

five Borg-Warner groups representing 13 divhions primariJy involved in transportation equipment (Reichers 622).
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obtains parts from Bosch's factory in BraZil, nd in the (17) case "fitS

expanding ignition line for Japanese parts these come directly from
Japan (Bendixen 900).

94. The advertising of Bosch U.S. represents that its parts are origi-
nal equipment on many foreign cars (RBUSX 4).

95. Bosch U.S. has published certain advertisements in publications
whose circulation includes WDs who distribute parts for domestically
produced cars (Bendixen 931-32). Such advertisements "are directed
to the total automotive aftermarket, and there is nothing special for
the import. They all read the same magazines and the magazines are
read by import distributors, by warehouse distributors, common
warehouse distributors, jobbers and some consumers" (Bendixen 932-
33).

96. Bosch U.S. sells to two types of WDs, import specialists, and
domestic or traditional WDs (Wagner 1213, 1266-67; Bendixen 914).
Bosch U.S. is a member of AWDA (Wagner 1258-9; Finding 73).

97. There are approximately 540 WDs who sell Bosch products
(Bendixen 912). Approximately 30 percent of these WDs are import
specialists (Bendixen 913). The other 70 percent of the WDs selling
Bosch products are domestic WDs sellng parts for domestic and im-
port cars (Bendixen 913-14).

98. In 1978, the total dollar amount of Bosch U.S.'s sales to WDs was

about $36 milion (Bendixen 914). Bosch U.S. sales to special import
parts WDs accounted for 70 percent of its total dollar volume (Bendix-
en 914). Its sales to domestic WDs were on the order of $10 milion in
that year.7

D. Ignition Parts

1. The Product

99. Ignition parts are generally considered to be a separate line in
the automotive parts aftermarket (Weber 778). The term ignition
parts, as commonly understood in the industry, means the distributor
and the service components which are the points, condensors, caps,
rotors, and vacuums (Bendixen 897). Alternators, generators, and
starters are considered electrical parts (Bendixen 898; CX 88 p. 32).

100. The relevant geographic market for the purpose of determin-
ing whether competition in the sale of ignition and (18) other relevant
auto parts exists between Bosch U.S. and Borg-Warner and Bosch
GmbH and Borg-Warner is the United States (Comp. Counsel Int. p.
4).

1 Thirty percent of $36 miIJon.
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2. Borg-Warner

101. The Borg-Warner ignition parts line consists of contact point
sets, condensors, voltage regulators, coils, caps, rotors and sWitches
(Reichers 639; Johnson 987).

102. Borg-Warner attempts to carry as wide a coverage as possible
or at least 90 percent of the aftermarket for domestic cars (Reichers
639). The Borg-Warner ignition parts line also includes parts for im-
port car applications (Reichers 639). Borg-Warner carries a short line
of ignition parts for foreign applications (Weber 861).

103. The Borg-Warner ignition line includes import car applica-
tions "because of popular demand" (Reichers 640).

104. In 1978 , the approximate sales of Borg- Warner s ignition line
by the Automotive Parts Division were $12.1 milion. Ofthat total less
than 5 percent ($600,000) were sales for import car applications (BWX
34A in camera; Reichers 640-1).

105. WDs advertise that they offer Borg-Warner ignition parts for
application on domestic and import cars (CX 96H).

106. Borg-Warner considered Standard Motor Products, Niehoff
Guaranteed, and Filko to be its competitors in the ignition parts line
among the major independent manufacturers (Reichers 645). Its other
major competitors were original equipment manufacturers such as
General Motors, selling under its own brand name , Ford which sells
under Motorcraft name, and Chrysler which sells under the Mopar
brand name (Reichers 646).

3. Bosch GmbH-Bosch UB.

107. Ignition parts manufactured by Bosch GmbH are sold in the
Federal Republic of Germany to Bosch U.S. (Bosch GmbH Int. No. 21).
Bosch GmbH supplies 90 percent of Bosch UB.'s requirements for the
automotive ignition parts aftermarket (CX 88 p. 29). Sales of ignition
parts to Bosch U.S. have (19) been as follows (in thousands of U.
dollars

1976 1977 1978

1. Points (contact sets) 2199 2064 2261
2. Condensers 1662 1281 1328
3. Caps 1050 799 1079
4. Rotors 780 528 626
5. Ignition Coils and 

Resistors 744 530 781

! The definition ofthe igvitOD line was broader for the purposes of the interrogatories than that given by the
testimony of the industry witnesss (Compare Finding 99).
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1976 1977 1978

6. Ignition Kits 397 285 269
7. Cap and Rotor Kits 164 152 233
8. Switches 1102 1310 1114
9. Alternators (and

parts thereof) 1870 1923 2286
10. Generators(and

parts thereof) 3060 2203 2914
11. Starters (and

parts thereof) 4173 4015 3405
12. Regulators 2046 2476 1&78
13. Vacuum Controls
14. DistributorBushings

15. Distributor Leads 346 541 662
16. Horns 209 120 436

4 All figures are approximate, owing to exchange rate fluctuations (Bosch GmbH lnt.
No. 21 at 27-28).

108. Bosch U. , in addition to carrying Bosch GmbH ignition parts
which is the primary source of supply, also purchased such products
from Japanese and domestic sources (Fiene 1332; Bendixen 900).

109. Bosch U.S.'s fast moving items constitute the majority of its
sales of ignition parts in the United States (Wagner 1275).

110. Bosch U.S. made the following sales in 1978 of the products
indicated:

(a) points (contact sets)
(b) condensers

(c) caps

(d) rotors

(e) ignition coils and resistors
(f) ignition kits
(g) cap and rotor kits
(h) switches , relays and solenoids
(i) alternators (and parts thereof)

generators (and parts thereof)
(k) starters (and parts thereof)
(I) regulators

(m) vacuum controls
(n) distributor bushings
(0) distributorJeads

(p) horns

(a) $3, 144 349.
(b) 1.465 802.
(c) 998 896.(d) 708.404.
(0) 978 335.
(I) 711 015.
(g) 299,564.
(h) 1 872.460.
(i) 4 053 702.
0) 4 384 031.
(k) 9.310.463. (20)
(I) 2 200, 671.
(m) 150 670.(n) -(0) -
(p) 48 590.

(Bosch U.S. Int. No. 33)

111. Certain of the fast moving items in the Borg-Warner and Bosch
ignition lines are interchangeable for example:
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Contact Set (Points)

Borg-Warner part number A 515 is interchangeable with Bosch part
number 1-237-013-26 (CX 4Z-191; 17Z-121)

Condensers

Borg-Warner part number G 582 is interchangeable with Bosch part
number 1-237-330-67 (CX 4Z-21O, 17Z-8 through Z-3).

Distributor Caps

Borg-Warner part number C 541 is interchangeable with Bosch part
number 1-235-22-027 (CX 4Z-196, 17Z-113 through Z-114).

Rotors

Borg-Warner part number D 555 is interchangeable with Bosch part
number 1-234332-074 (CX 4Z-202 , 17Z-9 through Z-91).

112. The four most popular ignition parts are points, condensers,
distributor caps and rotors (Bendixen 920). In its 1977 and prior year
catalogs, Borg-Warner offered extensive coverage of the four most
popular ignition parts having application on V olkswagens, Toyotas

and Datsuns (CX 3A through Z-36, 4A through Z-248, 5A through
Z-). As shown by the following table, Borg-Warner s coverage for
such vehicles in general was comparable to that of Bosch U.S. and
three firms that Bosch U.S. considers among its chief competitors
Filko, Wells and A.C. Deleo (Bendixen 922). (21)
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E. Carburetor Tune-Up Kits

1. The Product

113. Carburetor tune-up kits are kits that contain the necessary

parts to tune up a particular carburetor (Reichers 644; Wildermuth
1396). They are generally considered to be a separate line of parts in
the automotive parts aftermarket (Weber 778). Carburetor kits are
used in the repair of both domestically produced and foreign made
vehicles (CX 16A-Z-3).

114. Carburetor kits vary depending on the characteristics of the
particular carburetor (Wagner 1246-7). Kits made for a specific ap-
plication must be used for that purpose (Wagner 1246).

2. Borg-Warner

115. Borg-Warner manufactures carburetor kits (Reichers 624). The
coverage of the Borg-Warner auto parts division carburetor kit line
is the broadest in the industry (Reichers 644). It covered the major
portion of domestic car applications, light trucks, other gasoline en-
gines, stationary equipment, tractor and farm equipment and some
import cars (Reichers 645).

116. In 1978, the Borg-Warner Automotive Parts Division sales of
carburetor kits to WDs amounted to approximately $4.1 milion. Of
that percentage, no more than 5 percent or $205 000 were for import
car applications (Reichers 645;9 BWX 34A in camera).

117. Borg-Warner distributed and sold carburetor kits under its
own brand to WDs (CX 2B in camera; BWX 25A). It also sold carburet-
or kits under private label to other auto parts suppliers, including
Bosch U.S. and Lucas, a competitor of Bosch U.s. (Wagner 1245-6).

118. Borg-Warner advertises that its line of carburetor kits is "su-
per consolidated" and that "most kits cover several applications. So
they re easy to stock" (CX 70C). (23)

119. Borg-Warner advertises Volkswagen carburetor kits as one of
its fastest moving items (BWX 25A; Wager 1248), representing in
pertinent part as follows:

Get big savings on the big movers (including kit No. 10272C SLI-VolkswagonJ . .

The 18 kits in the table are the fastest movers. In fact , they account for almost 50%of carb kit sales. . . . (BWX 25A). 
120. Borg-Warner advertises that it is the largest supplier of carbu-

retor kits including domestic and foreign applications (Reichers 743;
CX 70A-C). Its advertisement in the June 1979 issue of Motor Maga-
zine states in pertinent part:
9 Ths figue does not include Borg-Warner sales of carburetor lOts to non WDs.
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Coverage (of carburetor kits 1 is current and t4e broadest in the market: domestic

cars, trucks, and imports.. (CX 70A-C), 
121. WDs advertise that they carry Borg-Warner carburetor kits

with application on both domestic and imported vehicles (CX 96H).

3. Bosch U. Bosch GmbH

122. Bosch U.S. sells carburetor kits which it purchases from Borg-
Warner made especially for Bosch U.S. under a private label pursuant
to Bosch U.S.'s specifications (Finding 117; Wagner 1245). It markets
a full-line of carburetor kits for foreign made vehicles (Weber 867).

123. Bosch U.S.'s 1978 sales of carburetor kits amounted to $151 197
(Bosch U.S. Int. No. 33 q at 31).

124. The coverage of Robert Bosch's carburetor kits with applica-
tion on foreign made cars compared with Borg-Warner s coverage of
carburetor kits for foreign made cars is "comparable or close to being
the same, since Borg-Warner manufactures them for us (Bosch U.S.)
(Wagner 1273; Bendixen 930).

F. Wire And Cable

1. The Product

125. Wire and cable is Ii distinct line of automotive replacement
parts including the following products: (24)

(1) Battery cable
(2) Ignition wire/cable sets (referred to herein as "ignition sets
(3) Terminals and connectors
(4) Bulk wire
(5) Pigtails and sockets
(6) Spark plug connectors

(CX 15A through Z-0, 17A through Z-135; Nelson 607)
126. An ignition cable set or "ignition set" consists of a group of

cables of various lengths with appropriate connectors which link the
distributor to the spark plugs (CX 72B-C; Nelson 507, 512 , 514).

127. There are several varieties of ignition sets including "univer-
sal" ignition sets and "custom" ignition sets (CX 15Z-30 through
Z-3; Nelson 504).

128. A "Universal" ignition set is one which can be adapted to a
wide number of applications by cutting the wire to fit (Reichers 642;
Nelson 506). A universal set is not uniquely tailored to a particular
application (Nelson 506, 595). Custom sets are tailored more closely
to particular applications (Nelson 595-96).
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129. Universal sets may be used for both foreign and domestic car
applications (Finding 136).

130. Certain custom ignition sets have application on both domesti-
cally and foreign made vehicles (CX 15Z-34 through Z-35).

131. Ignition sets are made from two types of material, copper wire
and resistance core wire (Nelson 610). Domestically produced vehicles
generally use resistance core wire as original equipment wbile foreign
made vehicles generally use copper wire as original equipment (Nel-
son 6001).

132. A WD may carry more tban one line of wire and cable (Weber
834-35;'0 Flicker 1193). (25)

2. Borg-Warner

133. Borg-Warner has a wire and cable line that covers the majority
of domestic car applications and some import car applications (Reich-
ers 641).

134. In 1978, the sales of the Borg-Warner Automotive Parts Divi-
sion wire and cable lines were approximately $2.9 milion. Of those
sales about 2 to 3 percent or $58 000 to $87,000 were for import car
applications (BWX 34A in camera; Reichers 643-4).

135. Borg- Warner s wire and cable is a glass core-wire (not copper);
it has a higher resistance to TV -radio interference and is a more
intricately engineered product than copper wire (Reichers 641). Other
types of wire and cable can be used for the same application as resist-
ance core sets (Johnson 1014-15). (26)

136. The Borg-Warner Universal Ignition sets, RH 11 and RH 13
are examples of universal sets which have application to a wide vari-
ety of domestic and foreign cars as demonstrated by the following
entries in the Borg-Warner catalogue:

10 For example , P.E. Weber has a!: its primary wire and cable line products manufactured by AAA Specialty
Company and keep8 a minimum inventory of Borg-Wamer wire and cable (Weber 8345).
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4 CYLINDER UNIVERSAL SETS

,,r.
RHt1
Stilht Dist Nipple
Rllht Sparl PIUI 800
Amrin Mo........ 

"""""" 

1978-77
Aui............................... 1977-

Bobct ............................ 197&-75
ChevleTru 

..................... 

1965-3
ForeiIlCa........................ 1977-

Je.......... ..................... 1971-65
Mustangll ......................... 1976-74

NIM.............................. 1970-2
Pinto..... ............... .......... 197&-71
Scl............. ................. 1972-61

Vep ",,,,,,,,,..,,,.,.,..,.,,,.., 1974-71

6 CYLINDER UNIVERSAL SETS

tlff
RH13
Slrailht D!st. Nipple

Slrailhl Spark PIUI 8001

American Motors .................... 1978-58

Bronc 

............................ 

1974-6
Buick Prod. .................. 1974-73; 71.

Checke............................ 1974-1
Chevrolet &Truck ................... 1974-6
Doge & Truck... ............ ....... 1978-
Ford Pr. ......................... 197&-54
Foreign Cars ........................ 1977.

GMCTruck...................... ... 1974-50
tHC Truk.................... 1974-70; 64-1
Jeep.................. 1976; 74-6; 64; 62-

Nash ...........,.................. 195&-50

Oldsmbile... ............. ...,..... 1974-64

Plymouth.......................... 1978-60

Pontiil ............................ 1974-64

Stuebake................... ...... 1966-65
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(CX 15Z-30)
137. Some of Borg-Warner s Custom Ignition sets apply to both

domestic and import cars. One custom ignition set CH 410 is made for
Volkswagen model years 1977-53 alone (CX 15Z-4). In this connec-
tion , the Borg-Warner Wire and Cable catalogue dated April 1978
represents as follows: (27)
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(28) 138. Borg-Warner offers custom ignition sets incorporating
resistance core wire for application on foreign made vehicles (CX
15Z-34 through Z-35, Z-9 through Z-1; Nelson 610).

3. Bosch U. Bosch GmbH

139. Bosch U.S. sells spark plug connectors and ignition wire. It
does not sell battery cables , terminals or connectors, bulk wire or
pigtail and sockets (Bendixen 899). Bosch U.S.'s wire and cable sales
are limited to import car applications (Bendixen 898). Ignition cable

sets is the only wire and cable product Bosch U.S. has (Bendixen 899).
140. Bosch GmbH is not in the wire and cable business and Bosch
S. buys domestic wire and cable so that it will have a full line of

parts (Fiene 1338; CX 88 p. 34). It buys bulk cable and wil cut and fit
it as required for hook-up leads (CX 88 p. 34).

141. Bosch U.S. sells a full line of ignition cable sets for import
applications (Weber 867). They are the same as original equipment.
Import cars are equipped with wire sets whose main ingredient is
copper (Wagner 1244). U.S. domestic cars, on the other hand, require
radio suppressant wire and copper is not an ingredient ofthat product

(Wagner 1244).
142. The Bosch U.S. ignition sets are offered exclusively for foreign

applications (CX 17; Wagner 1262, 1264-6).
143. In the case of wire and cable ignition sets, Borg-Warner

has an application for almost all the fast moving foreign car applica-
tions covered by Bosch U.S. (Nelson 513-14; CX 15, 17Z-135 et seq.

144. The record gives no specifc figure for sales by Bosch U.S. of
ignition or cable sets. The sales volume for 1978 given for wire and
cable products in respondent' s interrogatory response was $858 027
(Bosch U.S. Int. No. 33 r at 30-31).

G. Competition Between Borg- Warner And Bosch US.
In Automotive Parts

145. Borg-Warner and Bosch U.S. both sell to domestic WDs who
also sell automotive parts for import car applications (Findings 78
86-7 96). In fact, both Borg-Warner and Bosch (29) U.S. are manu-
facturer members of the same trade association of "traditional" WDs
(Findings 73, 87 , 96). Borg-Warner does not sell to WDs specializing
in import parts (Finding 87).

146. Seventy percent of Bosch U.S.'s WD customers are domestic
WDs in the same category as Borg- Warner s customers (Findings 96-
97). They account for 30 percent of Bosch U.S.'s business with WDs
(Findings 90, 98).

147. Borg-Warner s Auto Parts catalogues have entries expressly
11 Importd cars use a suppressor connector to perfonn that fuuclion (Wagner 12(4).
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devoted to import car applications in the relevant product lines (GX-
3; Findings 112, 136, 137).

148. Borg-Warner advertises in the trade press that it sells auto
parts for domestic and import applications (Findings 119-20). WDs
advertise that they carry Borg-Warner carburetor kits with applica-
tion on foreign and imported vehicles (Finding 121).

149. Borg-Warner commenced sellng import car parts to domestic
WDs because of "popular demand" from such distributors (Finding
86).

150. Borg-Warner offers a short line of auto parts generally for fast
moving import parts (ignition part and wire and cable sets). In the
case of carburetor kits the Borg-Warner/Bosch U.S. offerings are
comparable (Findings 102, 124 , 133).

151. Bosch U. , offers essentially a "full" line of automotive part
in the relevant products for import car applications (Findings 92 , 141).

152. Certain of Bosch U.S.'s advertisement for import car part
appear in trade magazines whose circulation includes domestic WDs
(Finding 95).

153. Bosch U.S.'s " full" line of import part cannot be substituted
for Borg-Warner s entire line of automotive parts which includes a
full line of parts for domestic applications in addition to a short line
of fast moving parts for import applications (Findings 85 , 92 , 102).

154. WDs do not always buy a "full" line of parts; they may also
purchase a "short" line fast moving parts depending on demand in
their area (Findings 76, 88). Domestic WDs have the choice of buying
a fast moving line of auto parts in the (30) relevant products for

application to popular import cars from either Bosch U.S. or Borg-
Warner, or from both.!2

155. A WD who does dual line has the choice of allocating his
purchases among two suppliers where their lines overlap. He may, for
example, carry a minimum inventory in one line (Finding 132 n. 10).

156. A supplier with a "short" line offast moving parts can compete
against a full line of automotive replacement parts (Finding 66).

157. Since Bosch U.S. offers a "full" line of auto parts for import car
applications (Finding 92) it of necessity covers the fast moving parts
for popular import car applications. The Bosch U.S. and Borg-Warner
lines of automotive products overlap in fast moving import car parts
for the relevant products in sales to domestic WDs (Findings 85 , 102
111- 124 136-37). Bosch U.S. and Borg-Warner compete in the sale
of fast moving ignition parts , carburetor kits, and wire and cable to
domestic distributors for popular import cars.

158. Bosch GmbH competes with Borg-Warner in the marketing of
12 Whle many WDs do not dual line becaus of inventory problems this is II chujce which is open to them

(Wildennuth 1406-7; Findings 77, 132).
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the relevant automotive replacement part for application to popular
import cars to domestic WDs by virtue ofthe operations of Bosch U.
(Findings 33-1)

V. HYDRAUUC PRODUCTS

A. The Hydraulic Products Market

159. Hydraulic products actuate mechanical devices using fluids
under pressure (CX 77E).1

160. Hydraulic pumps convert "mechanical horsepower from a
source, such as a diesel engine, into fluid horsepower to provide the
work force necessary for hydraulic cylinder or hydraulic motor activa-
tion" (CX 77H).

161. Hydraulic valves control " the work to be done by a cylinder or
a motor" (CX 77H). (31)

162. Gear motors or hydraulic motors are "used to convert energy
in a fluid to continuous mechanical rotary motion and torque. In
design and construction, hydraulic gear motors are virtually identical
to pumps" (CX 77I).

163. Products in the hydraulic industry consist primarily of pumps
valves, motors, cylinders, hoses, and fittings which are marketed
through distributors and direct to original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) (CX 77L).

164. There are two types of hydraulic directional control valves:
Monobloc valves which contain all the required control circuits in one
body and stack valves, comprised of individual sections which can be
stacked to provide the required number of control circuits (CX 81A
in camera). 

164. The U.S. hydraulics market is divided into three different
areas: areas pace, industrial, and mobile (Trauscht 1084). The mobile
equipment area includes all types of agicultural tractors and related
equipment, rider-type lift trucks, light and medium construction
equipment, over the road trucks, and miscellaneous equipment such
as winches, booms and auxiliary power units (CX 76E, in camera).

Industrial hydraulic applications include hydraulic package units
lift, machine tools, mining machinery, presses, etc. (CX 77L).

166. In the United States competition among hydraulic products
suppliers is mainly in parts , not so much in systems. Systems are, for
the most part, designed by manufacturers, dealers, hydraulics dis-
tributors, or machine tool builders. They will buy components and put
together a system (Weisse 1518).

167. The European market for hydraulic products in 1974 was high
13 "General fluid power systems are those that transmit and control power through us of a pressurzed fluid

(liquid or gas) within an enclosed circuit" (CX 77H).
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pressure designed. The U.S. market then and now is low pressure
designed (Weisse 1484-85; Weltyk 1285; Trauscht 1109).

168. European dimensions for hydraulic products are metric while
the U.S. dimensions are in feet and inches (Trauscht 1109).

169. In the mobile sector, hydraulics manufacturers deal with origi-
nal equipment manufacturers (OEMs) who tend to set systems specifi-
cations including mounting location and the location for ports on
valves (Weltyk 1287). In such a case, the hydraulics manufacturer
custom designs a valve for their applications (Weltyk 1287). -

170. Sellng hydraulic products to OEMs of mobile equipment in-
volves the following process. Manufacturers of products such as
trucks, earth moving machinery, cranes, etc. design the entire piece
of equipment. Such OEMS tend to set the system specifications. For
example, the OEMs determine the mounting location, and where they
want the ports on the valves. The manufacturer of hydraulic products
in essence designs a valve (32) for the OEM and attempts to convince
the OEM with tests and development work that the valve wil meet
the specifications set. The OEM then tests the valve to determine
whether the specifications have been met. Subsequently, the product
is tested for durability (Weltyk 1287).

171. Some distributors design their own hydraulic systems and use
hydraulic components in these systems or they may sell components
to end users such as machine tool manufacturers (Weisse 1499).

B. Borg- Warner

172. Borg-Warner designed , manufactured, marketed and serviced
hydraulic gear pumps, motors and pressure compensated stack type
directional control valves and special control valves for hydraulic
systems (CX 77H). Its hydraulic product line consisted primarily 

gear pumps and stack valves (Weltyk 1283). It also supplied custom-
designed hydraulic control systems (CX 77J).

173. The principal thrust ofBorg-Warner s gear pump business was
an attempt by the engineering department to convince a customer

that they could come up with a good technical answer to his problem
and to price the product properly (Trauscht 1087). Borg- Warner
valve business, on the other hand, involved principally contract

manufacturing. In this area, Borg-Warner was not selling strong tech-
nology but rather manufacturing to the prints of the customer

(Trauscht 1087).

174. Borg-Warner s hydraulic product line was limited primarily to
gear pumps and stack valves (Weltyk 1283); its production was con-
fined to gear pumps, motors , and valves (Trauscht 1086), and it sold
no accumulators or piston pumps.

175. In 1978, the approximate annual sales of Borg-Warner s hy-
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draulics division were approximately $18 milion. Of that amount $15
milion represented domestic sales and $3 milion represented over-

seas sales (Trauscht 1071).

176. The top 10 customers ofthe Borg-Warner hydraulics division
were OEMs of mobile equipment such as John Deere and Internation-
al Harvester. Sales to them constituted 80 percent of total sales
(Trauscht 1087-88; Weltyk 1287-88).

177. Borg- Warner s hydraulics division made no effort to serve the
industrial segment of the hydraulics market through distributors.
Rather, the sales of Borg-Warner hydraulic products to distributors
were for replacement parts for original mobile equipment (Trauscht
1154-55; see also BWX 29D).

178. Borg-Warner tried to sell systems to OEMs in the United States
but not overseas (Weltyk 1288). Borg-Warner was (33) not in the
overseas market except to supply U.s. design hydraulic products to
production facilities of U.s. companies overseas (Trauscht 1088-9
1131 in camera).

179. In July 1979, Borg-Warner sold its Hydraulics Division to Rex-
roth, a subsidary of Mannesmann A.G. (Borg-Warner Int. No. 1 at
3-).

C. Bosch GmbH-Bosch U.S.

180. The Bosch GmbH hydraulics product line is comprehensive; in
addition to gear pumps it carries radial piston pumps, positive dis-
placement pumps, and a complete line of directional flow valves (Wel-
tyk 1283-4).

181. Bosch GmbH supplies hydraulic valves , gear pumps, and mo-
tors to Bosch U.S. (CX 88 p. 34-35; Bosch GmbH Int. No. 27). Approxi-
mate sales by Bosch GmbH to Bosch U.S. of hydraulic valves were as
follows:

1976: $ 36.000
1977: $ 57 000
1978: $533 000

(Bosch GmbH Int. No. 27)
Sales of hydraulic gear pumps and motors by Bosch GmbH to Bosch
S. were as follows:

1976: $ 19 000
1977 $ 62 000
1978: $325 000

(Bosch GmbH Int. No. 28)
182. Bosch U.s. started in the hydraulics business around 1974
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(Weisse 1484). The approximate safes volume of hydraulic products by
Bosch u.s. was the following:

1975: $ 200 000
1976: 400 000
1977 700 000
1978: 1,720,000

(Weisse 1487-88) (34)
183. In 1978, Bosch U.S.'s sales volume for hydraulic valves was

$624 242 while its sales volume for hydraulic gear pumps and motors
was $29 000 (Bosch U.S. Int. No. 33 s-t at 30-31).

184. In evaluating the hydraulics market, it was decided that Bosch
S. would sell products made in Europe in the United States, namely

products designed for metric systems (Weisse 1485). At that time , the

European market was already using high effcient systems such as
high pressure/low volume and it was anticipated that the U.S. market
would go in that direction. Furthermore, the typical U.S. hydraulic
systems did not use accumulators and this is one of the target areas
in which Bosch U.S. wanted to go (Weisse 1485).

185. The first products which Bosch U.S. sold in the American
market, beginning in 1974 , were accumulators and radial piston
pumps (Weisse 1487). These products were imported from Germany
(Weisse 1486). The Bosch U.S. hydraulic products line now encom-
passes accumulators, radial piston pumps, directional control valves,
electronic hitch control systems, gear pumps and certain other valves
(Weisse 1487).

186. In 1976-77 , Bosch UB. started an assembly operation of ac-
cumulators in the United States (Weisse 1486).

187. Up to that point all accumulators were imported from Germa-
ny (Weisse 1486-7). Subsequently, Bosch U.S. started manufacturing
of accumulators in the U.S. (Weisse 1487). Sales of accumulators com-
prise 40 percent of its dollar turnover in hydraulic products (CX 
p. 35; Fiene 1337). Some of the high pressure parts are, however, stil
secured from Germany (Weisse 1487).

188. The hydraulics business of Bosch U.S. is basically industrial
(Weisse 1502).

189. Bosch U.S. distributed its hydraulic products through dealers
and OEMs. Forty percent of Bosch U .S.'s hydraulic sales were to
OEMs and the balance to distributors purchasing primarily ac-
cumulators, radial piston pumps, some industrial valves, and a limit-
ed number of industrial gear pumps (Weisse 1487 , 1498).

190. Bosch U.S. began sellng to OEMs in the period 1977-
(Weisse 1514). Original equipment manufacturers in the U.S. who
were customers of Bosch U.S. were Clark Equipment, Massey-Fergu-
son , Husky Injection Molding System and Mobay Chemical Corp.
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Bosch U.S. sells only accumulators to Husky, and sells radial piston
pumps to Mobay. In 1978 , Bosch U.S. began delivering electronic
hitch controls and directional valves to Massey-Ferguson designed by
Bosch U.S. in accordance with Massey-Ferguson specifications. Bosch

S. started selling tandem gear (35) pumps to Clark Equipment the
following year (Weisse 1495- , 1522).1'

191. Bosch GmbH collaborates with Bosch U.S. in hydraulics sales
to the Massey-Ferguson Company with respect to engineering and
specification requirements as well as applications. This is tied into the
Bosch worldwide relationship with Massey-Ferguson trying to
achieve uniform application and interchangeability, as , for example,
in Europe and Brazil (CX 88 p. 35-36).

192. International Harvester, a U.S. OEM , also produces tractors in
Germany which are equipped with Bosch "hydraulic components
Such tractors are imported into the United States. Replacement parts
for such components would be sold through the Harvester organiza-
tion. Other domestic OEMs follow similar procedures (Weisse 1521).

193. The gear pumps and valves sold by Bosch U.S. to distributors
are generally used by the distributor in industrial systems which the
distributor itself designs, or are resold by the distributor to end users
such as machine tool manufacturers (Weisse 1499).

194. Bosch U.S. sells accumulators , radial piston pumps and a low
quantity of industrial gear pumps to Fauver Company, a distributor
(Weisse 1498).

D. Bosch And Borg- Warner Product Comparison

195. The gear pump sold by Bosch U.S. is a high effcient pump with
high pressure and low volume. Borg-Warner sells low pressure/high
volume pumps (Weisse 1502--3). The pump sold by Bosch has a higher
effciency than the generally used systems in the United States. This
is a selling point in dealing with OEMs (Weisse 1511-12). (36)

196. The Bosch and Borg-Warner hydraulics lines had gear pumps
which were functionally similar (Weltyk 1284), 16 but they were not
interchangeable (Weltyk 1285). The Bosch pumps working at a higher
pressure are more expensive than the Borg-Warner product (Weltyk
1285).

197. High pressure cannot be used in a low pressure system because
it wil burst the system (Trauscht 1112). Use oflow pressure compo-
nents in a high pressure system would be ineffcient (Weltyk 1285-
86).

H Borg-Warner did not have an electronic hitch control system and its directioDsJ control valves were not suitable
for Massey-Ferguson. Borg-Warnt'r did not selJ a tandem gear pump (Weisse 1497). Kor did it sell accumulators
or piston pumps (Finding 174)

15 The record is unclear as to precisely what hydraulic components were involved. It is conceivable that Bosch
high pressure gear pumps (SeeTr. 1521 line 11) and valves were involved , but the testimony does not go into detai:
on this point

J6 Pups which produce a pressure and flow of a given magntude are similar (Weltyk 1284-85).
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198. The primary offering of the Borg-Warner hydraulics division
was a stack valve and Bosch offered a similar valve. The valves of
Bosch and Borg-Warner, like their gear pumps, however, differed
physically in that they are designed to work at different pressures
have different mounting locations, and metric versus U.S. threads
and fittings (Weltyk 1286).

199. The pump porting, the location ofthe ports, the kind of threads
and fittings in the ports, the mounting bosses and their location, and
the outlines of the gear pumps were different in the Bosch GmbH and
Borg-Warner lines (Weltyk 1285).

200. Hydraulic line fittings on the gear pumps of Bosch and Borg-
Warner did not match so they were not interchangeable (Weisse
1509).

201. Although the components such as gear pumps of low pressure
and high pressure hydraulic systems are not interchangeable , a high
pressure system can perform the same function as a low pressure
system (Weisse 1505-6, 1511). For example:

If you have a big bulldozer , and you want to move a certain number of dirt , . . . and
use hydraulic power for that , you can use a high-pressure system.

That means the whole system, that means pumps , pistons , valves, oilfow valves-
controls, valves, but you have to design the system for that high pressure.

And that certan hydraulic liquid flow. If you use the low-pressure system , you want
(37) to do the same job, you need, because the pressure s lower , a higher flow rate, and
you need for that purpose all of the components matched to that lower flow rate.
That means you wil have, instead of, I would say, a four-inch piston on the backup,

on the high-pressure system , a five- , no, a six-inch piston on the low-pressure system.
That is about the relationship. . (Weisse 1506).

202. Bosch's line of hydraulic valves exceeded that of Borg-Warner
(Weltyk 1286-7).

203. Bosch U.S. catalog specifications, with some possible excep-
tions, are metric (Weisse 1517). Bosch U. , however, will sell hydrau-
lic equipment in inches or SAE thread to an OEM customer or to a
high volume customer (Weisse 1514; see also Trauscht 1172). All
Bosch products can be easily manufactured to SAE dimensions, and
Bosch as of 1976 was manufacturing certain of its products to SAE
dimensions (CX 36C).

E. Evidence On Competition Pertaining17 To
Borg- Warner And Bosch-Bosch U.S.

204. The Borg-Warner hydraulics division only participated in the

.1 Respondents' documents pertnent to this issue 
are discused beJow at pages 51-52.
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mobile portion of the hydraulics market (Trauscht Hi86; BWX 29D).
205. Bosch UB. sells hydraulic products primarily to the industrial

part of the market (Finding 188). Bosch U.S. sold gear pumps and
valves to distributors generally for use in industrial systems, designed
by the distributors or resold by distributors to end users such as
machine tool manufacturers (Findings 189, 193). It also made sales to
mobile equipment OEMs (Findings 189-91).

206. Massey-Ferguson is an important customer of Borg-Warner
(BWX 29K) to whom Bosch U.S. also sells. However, the products
which Bosch U.S. sold to Massey-Ferguson , according to this record
were not marketed by Borg-Warner (Finding 190 and n. 14). (38)

207. There is one hydraulics distributor, Fauver Company, which
both Bosch UB. and Borg-Warner supply (Weisse 1506-7). Bosch

S. sales to distributors involved parts generally for industrial use
(Finding 193). Borg-Warner sold hydraulic parts to distributors as
mobile equipment replacement parts (Finding 177). Accordingly, no
finding can be made without more evidence that Bosch U.S. and
Borg-Warner competed in the case of this customer.

208. Bosch UB. and Borg-Warner hydraulic valves and gear pumps
although performing the same function, were not interchangeable
because of significant physical and performance characteristics (Find-
ings 195-200).

209. Hydraulic systems can be designed, so as to overcome product
differences, so as to utilze either high pressure (Bosch) or low pres-
sure (Borg-Warner) parts in order to perform the same function (Find-
ing 201). There is no evidence in the record giving concrete instances
as to how this worked out in practice as far as Borg-Warner or Bosch
UB. were concerned. There is accordingly no way of determining with
confidence from this record whether Bosch U.S. and Borg-Warner
competed in the bidding or design stage of marketing hydraulic

products in the mobile part of the U.S. hydraulics market.
210. No finding can be made that Borg-Warner and Bosch U.

compete in the sale of hydraulic products to the hydraulic products
market in the United States (Findings 201 , 209).

211. European and Japanese suppliers of hydraulic products had
not been successful in their attempts to sell in the United States; in
general their product offerings were not compatible with the United
States market (Weltyk 1288-89).

212. Borg-Warner, whose hydraulic product designs were more suit-
able for low pressure applications and systems had made no serious
attempts to sell overseas (Weltyk 1290). Essentially, Borg-Warner

18 TIle same considerations apply to evidence that Bosch GmbH made sales in Europe to U.s. mobile equipment
OEMs (Finding 192).
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overseas sales were confined to saies of U.S. design hydraulic produCts
to production facilities of UB. companies overseas (Finding 178)-

213. The record wil not sustain a finding that Borg-Warner and
Bosch GmbH competed overseas in the sale of hydraulic products
(Findings 178 , 192 , 209 and n. 18). (39)

IV. AUTOMOTIVE AIR CONDITIONING COMPRESSORS

A. Femsa, Inc.

214- Femsa, Inc. is a Texas corporation , incorporated in 1976 , whose
principal place of business is 5324 Highway 75 North, Sherman
Texas (RBGX lD, G-H).

215- The parent company of Femsa, Inc. is Fabrica Espanola Mag-
netos (Femsa-Madrid) (RBGX IH)- Femsa-Madrid is owned 34 percent
by Bosch Internationale19 and 17 percent by Bosch GmbH (Bosch
GmbH Verified Supplemental Answer to Int. No. 29 p- 17 dated Oct.

, 1979).
216. Femsa, Inc- is a wholly-owned subsidiary of two entities , Fem-

sa-Luxenbourg (FEMLUX) and Femsa-Madrid. Seven thousand five
hundred of Femsa, Inc_ s shares are owned by Femsa-Madrid and

000 by FEMLUX (RBGX lZ). FEMLUX is a subsidiary of Femsa-
Madrid (RBGX lZ).

217. Dr. Herman Scholl is the Vice President and a member of the
board of directors ofFemsa-Madrid (CX 90). He is currently a member
of the board of management of Bosch GmbH and has been a member
of that board since January 1975 (Bosch GmbH Int. No. 10 at p. 15).

218. Dr. Alfred Hetzel is a member of the board of directors of
Femsa-Madrid (CX 90)- He is currently a member of the board of
management of Bosch GmbH and has been a member of that board
since January 1972 (Bosch GmbH Int. No. 10 at 15).

219. Daniel Cuevas Ruiz is chairman of the board of directors of
Femsa, Inc. He is also Femsa-Madrid' s director of sales (RBGX IB-

S).
220- Joaquin Elola-Olaso Arraiza is a member of the board of direc-

tors ofFemsa, Inc. (RBGX 2B). Mr. Arraiza is Secretary and a member
of the board of directors of Femsa-Madrid , in charge of finances (CX
90; RBGX IS).

221. Ignacio Eguilior Y Puig De La Bellacasa is a member of the
board of directors of Femsa, Inc. (RBGX 2B). Mr. Bellacasa is an
employee of Femsa-Madrid (RBGX IS). (40)

222. Jose Manuel Perez Echeverria is the Executive Vice President
and a member of the board of directors ofFemsa, Inc. (RBGX 2B). Mr.

19 Bosch GmbH owns more than 50 percent of the stock of Bosch Intemationale (Fiene 1329).
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Echeverria was, until recently, in charge of Femsa-Madrid' s activities
outside of Spain (RBGX 1S).

223. Jose Luis Magica Yanguas is Secretary and a member of the
board of directors ofFemsa, Inc. (RBGX 2B). Mr. Yanguas is a member
of the board of directors of Femsa-Madrid and is Femsa-Madrid'
corporate lawyer (CX 90; RBGX 1S, 2C).

224. The president of Femsa, Inc. makes the policy ancr day-to-ay
operating decisions for that corporation (RBGX 1Z-27-28).

225. Femsa, Inc. has not been contacted in the course of its business
by personnel from Bosch GmbH (RBGX 1Z-28).

226. Femsa, Inc. satisfies the warranty on the air conditioning com-
pressors which it sells, not Femsa, Madrid (RBGX 1Z-11).

B. Marketing Of Automotive Air Conditioning Compressors

227. Bosch U.S. neither manufactures nor sells automotive air con-
ditioning compressors (CX 88 p. 36).

228. Borg-Warner sells automotive air conditioner compressors
through its York Division (Comp. and Borg-Warner Ans. U 11).

229. In 1974 , Femsa-Madrid bought the design rights to an automo-
tive air conditioning compressor designed by Frederick E. Pokorny
(RBGX 1F, I). Mr. Pokorny became an employee of Femsa-Madrid in
1974 (RBGX 11) Mr. Pokorny became President of Femsa Inc. on its
incorporation in 1976 (RBGX 1J).

230. Femsa, Inc. began selling automotive air conditioning compres-
sors at the time of its incorporation in 1976 (RBGX 1 " ; Finding
214).

231. Femsa, Inc. sells two piston in line automotive air conditioning
compressors with three displacements (RBGX 1Z+7). This is the
only type of air conditioning compressor which Femsa-Madrid manu-
factures (RBGX 1Z-7).
232. Such compressors are also manufactured by Tecumseh

Products Company, York Division of Borg-W arner, two to three Japa-
nese companies and Aspera Frigo Spa ofItaly (RBGX 1Z-7).

233. At this time , there are no rotary automotive air conditioning
compressors in production or commercially available (RBGX 1Z-).
(41)

234. Femsa, Inc. imports automotive air conditioning compressors
manufactured in Spain by Femsa-Madrid, which it resells in the after-
market (RBGX 1N). Femsa-Madrid is the exclusive supplier to Femsa,
Inc. of the air conditioning compressors which the latter resells
(RBGX 1"

235. Femsa, Inc. distinguishes between the "aftermarket" and car
manufacturers. Femsa, Inc. sells to manufacturers of air conditioning
equipment for new or used cars sometimes at the manufacturer
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level which means that Femsa s customer haS a contract with a car .
manufacturer to install air conditioning units in his cars (RBGX 1Z-
9).

236. The York Division of Borg-Warner also supplies air condition-
ing compressors to such manufacturers of automotive air condition-
ing equipment (RBGX 1Z-1O).

237. Femsa, Inc. has attempted to make sales to OEM manufactur-
ers of vehicles viz. to "Detroit" but has been unsuccessful (RBGX
1Z-1O).

238. Femsa, Inc. does not sell automotive air conditioning compres-
sors to warehouse distributors or automotive parts distributors
(RBGX 1Z-31).

239. Femsa, Inc. sells automotive air conditioning compressors to
the following customers, all located in Texas: Ara Inc. , Frigiking,
Midchil, Frigete, Estar, and Metrotex (Bosch GmbH Supplemental
Ans. to Int. No. 29 p. 16 dated Oct. 10, 1979; see also RBGX 1Z-9).

240. Femsa, Inc.'s primary sales area is the Dallas, Arlington and
Fort Worth, Texas area (RBGX 1Z-27).

241. The automotive air conditioning compressors sold by Femsa,
Inc. wil fit any American car that has bracketing made for it and any
foreign car that has the physical space and an adapter to take the
compressor (RBGX 1Q).

242. Femsa, Inc. sells its products under the trade name Femsa.
Femsa, Inc. does not pay a royalty for use of the trade name (RBGX
1Z-11).

243. Femsa, Inc.'s sales of automotive air conditioner compressors
have been approximately as follows:

1976: 0

1977 $ 930 000
1978: $2 873 000

244. There is insuffcient evidence concerning control by Bosch

GmbH over Femsa, Inc. or contacts between Bosch GmbH and (42)
Femsa, Inc. to support a finding that Bosch GmbH competes with
Borg-Warner in the sale of automotive air conditioning compressors
or is engaged in commerce by virtue of the operations of Femsa, Inc.
(Findings 214-26).

DISCUSSION

This is a proceeding under Section 8 of the Clayton Act, 15 V.
, and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 C. 45;

challenging interlocking directorates between the Borg-Warner Cor-
poration (Borg-Warner) and Robert Bosch GmbH (Bosch GmbH), a
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German corporation, as well as the interlocking directorates between
Robert Bosch Corporation (Bosch U. ), a subsidiary of Bosch GmbH
and Borg-Warner.

There are four prerequisites which must be met before a violation
of Section 8 is found. First, one of the interlocked corporations must
have "capital surplus and undivided profits aggregating more than $1
milion " second, the interlocked corporations must be engaged in
commerce and third, the challenged interlock must be between two
or more corporations "other than banks, banking associations, trust
companies and common carriers. " And finally, the interlocked corpo-
rations must be or have been competitors so that the elimination of
competition by agreement between them would violate one of the
antitrust laws.

The issues requiring resolution subsequent to the trial are as fol-
lows: (1) do Bosch GmbH and/or Bosch U.S. compete with the Borg-
Warner Corporation in the sale of automobile replacement parts
and hydraulic products; (2) do Bosch GmbH and Borg-Warner com-
pete in the sale of automotive air conditioning compressors; (3) is
Bosch GmbH engaged in commerce within the meaning of Section 8
of the Clayton Act by virtue ofthe operations of its subsidiary Bosch
U.s. in the United States; (4) if competition between Bosch U. Bosch
GmbH and Borg-Warner is shown , is such competition de minimis; (5)
if so, is the de minimis defense available under Section 8 of the Clay-
ton Act; (6) does Section 8 of the Clayton Act reach indirect interlocks
where companies compete indirectly through a subsidiary; and (7) in
the event a Section 8 violation has not been proven are the challenged
interlocks contrary to the public policy of Section 8 and thus within
the proscription of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act?
(43)

A. Competition

Respondents deny that competition exists between Borg-Warner
and Bosch GmbH and/or the latter s subsidiaries in any of the three
relevant product lines, namely, automotive replacement parts, hy-
draulic products and automotive air conditioning compressors. It was
on this issue that most of the ligitation effort was expended.

1. Automotive Replacement Parts

Before turning to the applicable legal principles, a brief review of
the record is in order.
Both Borg-Warner and Bosch U.S. sell automotive replacement

parts in the American aftermarket through warehouse distributors
(WDs) (Findings 87 , 96-98). Borg-Warner sells automotive replace-

,0 The relevant products are ignition parts, wire and cable , and carburetor kits.
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ment parts, including ignition Parts, carburetor kits and wire afld
cable to so-called domestic or traditional WDs who resell to jobbers
who , in turn, resell either to garages or the consumer (Findings 62
87). Borg-Warner had a full line of parts in the relevant products for
application to domestically produced cars and a short line of parts for
applications to imported or foreign made cars (Findings 85, 102).

Bosch U.S. sells a full line of automotive parts for import car applica-
tions in the relevant product lines also to WDs (Finding 92). The thirty
percent of Bosch U.S.'s WD customers , who account for 70 percent of
its WD business, are specialists in import parts who do not resell parts
for domestic applications (Findings 90, 97-98). On the other hand, 70
percent of Bosch U.S.'s customers are WDs in the domestic or " tradi-
tional" category who also sell import car parts. These domestic WDs
accounted for approximately 30 percent or some $10 milion of Bosch

S.'s WD business in 1978 (Findings 90 , 97-98). Borg-Warner sells to
WDs in the same classification. Both respondents, moreover, are
members of A WDA, a trade association of domestic WDs (Findings 73

96).21 Bosch U.S. considers (44) membership in A WDA a means of
securing new WD customers (Finding 73).

Borg-Warner began sellng parts for import car applications as a
result of "popular demand" from its domestic WD customers and
offers them fast moving parts for popular import models in the rele-
vant product lines (Finding 86). Bosch U. , which has a full line for
import car applications, also covers the fast moving parts for popular
import car models (CX 17; Findings 82 , 93, 112). Certain parts in the
ignition lines of both Bosch U.S. and Borg-Warner may be used for the
same applications in specific import car models (E.g., Finding 111).
Borg-Warner has wire and cable for a wide variety of foreign cars
(Findings 13&-37). In the case of the carburetor kit line, these

products are produced by Borg-Warner under private label for Bosch
S. and the coverage of both respondents is clearly comparable

(Finding 124).

Borg-Warner in its catalogues expressly refers to its import car
parts and both Borg-Warner and Bosch advertise their import car
parts in trade magazines read by the entire industry including domes-
tic WDs (CX 3; Findings 95 , 112 , 119- , 13&-37).

Respondents' primary contention is that complaint counsel has
failed to show that the automotive parts lines of Borg-Warner and
Bosch U.S. are substitutable, and ifthey are not, competition between
them is impossible. The record does not show instances where the
Borg-Warner line has been substituted for the Bosch line or visa versa

21 Borg-Warner is listed in the 1979 AWDA directory, among other products, as a supplier of ignition parts , wire
cable, and carburetor kits- Bosch U.S. is listed in the sae directory as a supplier, among other producL'i , of ignition
equipment for passnger cars and trucks (CX 85 p. 99). Bosch U.S.'s Master Cataogue lists ignition parts such as
points , condensers, etc. together with i!ition cable sets and carburetor tune.up kits (See ex 17Z-11).
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(Finding 71) WDs do not buy automotive parts as such, they buy, the
record shows

, "

lines" of parts. However, a WD may buy a short line
or a full line. A supplier of a short line of fast moving parts can
compete against a supplier with a full line. WDs do not necessarily
buy a full line but have the option of purchasing short lines of fast
moving parts. Domestic WDs sellng parts for application to domestic
cars and parts for application to imported cars have the choice of
buying a fast moving line of import car p rts for at least the more
popular models from either Borg-Warner or Bosch U.S. (Findings 66

, 88, 132 n. 12).

The entire Bosch U.S. line would not be substitutable for the entire
Borg-Warner line. Borg-Warner sells extensive lines of parts for
domestic applications while Bosch U.S.'s automotive parts lines are
as a practical matter, limited to parts for (45) import car applications.
This, however, does not resolve the point as respondents contend. As
already noted , WDs do not necessarily buy all of the parts in a line;
they can, if they so desire, concentrate on lines of fast moving parts
for which they have a demand in their business. In this connection
the record shows that domestic WDs who sell import parts do have a
choice of buying a line of fast moving parts in the relevant products
for import car applications in the more popular car models from
either Bosch UB. or Borg-Warner. No additional evidence of com pet 
. tion is needed.

Respondents urge that analysis of the record on the basis of sub-
stitutability, product characteristics, patent or technology barriers,
distinct supplier groups, distinct customers, different channels of dis-
tribution, separate marketing efforts and industry recognition, dem-
onstrates that complaint counsel have failed to carry their burden of
proof on the issue of competition as spelled out in Brown Shoe Compa-
ny v. United States 370 U.S. 294 (1962) and other relevant Section 7
precedents (RB 5-10).

Respondents ' analysis is designed to show that Borg-Warner and
Bosch UB. sell in different markets. Bosch U. , it is true, sells to WDs
specializing in parts for import car applications to whom Borg-Warn-
er does not sell. In defining a submarket of import car parts distribut-
ed through import car specialists, it may be significant that some
Borg-Warner and Bosch U.S. parts , although they may be used for the
same applications , have different physical characteristics; in that
context it may also be significant that Bosch UB. parts frequently are
original equipment parts or meet such specifications , and that there
is a preference for such parts among import specialists. For the pur-
pose of defining a submarket, it may also be relevant that certain
advertising is focused on one part of the overall market and not on
others.
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The existence of a separate subfuarket for sale of import car parts-
to WD import specialists is assumed for the sake of argument. But
such a submarket, even ifit exists, does not negate the fact that Bosch
and Borg-Warner overlap in the sale or offering for sale to domestic
WDs of the relevant products for popular import car applications and
that domestic WDs have the choice of purchasing from Bosch U.S. or
Borg-Warner in this area. This central fact outweighs testimony that
Borg-Warner and Bosch U.S. did not perceive each other as competi-
tors (E.g. Reichers 646 , 647-50; Wagner 1251).22 (46)

In resolving the competition issue it is appropriate byway 
analogy" to draw on concepts applied under Section 7 ofthe Clayton

Act. However, such criteria are not to be used "' to obscure competi-
tion but to recognize competition where in fact competition exists.' "
TR W Inc. 93 F. C. 325 , 380 (1975) citing United Statesv. Continental
Can Co. 378 U.S. 441 , 453 (1964). The kind of product market defini-
tion called for in a merger or monopolization case is not relevant to
a Section 8 proceeding. See Protectoseal Co. v. Barancik 484 F.2d 585
589 (7th Cir. 1973). Analysis of the level of competition in specific
submarkets is appropriate under Section 7, where the focus is not
merely on the existence of competition, but also on the impact on
competition ofthe challenged mergers. Since there is no competitive
effects test under Section 8, there is no need for a precise definition
of the metes and bounds of the relevant market under that statute.

In a Section 8 proceeding the focus of analysis is on the existence
of competition between the two firms involved in the interlock. The
fact that one firm may compete in a submarket in which the other
does not compete cannot vitiate evidence of competition between the
two firms with respect to a substantial group of customers outside

that submarket. The existence of different submarkets for the rele-
vant product lines has no relevance to a Section 8 proceeding where
the two interlocked firms offered a choice for a substantial group of
customers in the overall market. It is the ability of customers to
choose between different suppliers which is the essence of competi-
tion. See United States v. El Paso Gas Co. 376 U.S. 651, 661 (1964).
Applying that test, Borg-Warner and Bosch U.8. competed in the sale
of automotive replacement parts within the meaning of the statute.

2. The De Minimis Issue

Respondents also argue that even if competition has been shown by
the record that the case should be dismissed because such competition
is at best de minimis. The record does not permit quantification with
any degree of precision as to the overlap in the sale of import car parts

:! 

NOT under the circumstances, can the finding on this point be overcome by the characterization by a WD, who
carnes both, of the Bosch U.S- and Borg-Warner lines as complementary (Finding 77).
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in the relevant product lines to domestic WDs by Borg-Warner and
Bosch U.S. The question therefore arises whether de minimis is prop-
erly a (47) defense in a Section 8 proceeding once competition has
been established. Precedent may be found to support either position.
Compare Paramount Pictures Corp. v. Baldwin-Montrose Chemical
Co., 1966 Trade Cases n 71 678 (S.D. N.Y. 1966) with United States 

Sears, Roebuck Co. 111 F.Supp. 614 (S. Y. 1953) and United
States v. Crocker National Corp., 422 F.Supp. 686 (N.D. Ca. 1976).

The starting part of the analysis is that Section 8 is a statute
designed to prevent incipient antitrust violations by removing the
opportunity or temptation for such violations through interlocking
directorates. Crocker National Corp. 422 F. Supp. at 703; Sears, Roe-
buck Co. 111 F.Supp. at 616. To achieve that objective Congress
sought to avoid questions as to whether the competition which the
interlocking directorates could potentially restrain was substantial or
de minimis. Crocker National Corp. 422 F.Supp. at 703. Buttressing
this conclusion is the fact that the statute already contains a substan-
tiality requirement specifying that at least one of the corporations
must have capital, surplus and undivided profits aggregating more
than $1 millon.23 Considering the fact that the statute already con-

tains a substantiality requirement, separate and apart from competi-
tive overlap, and the further fact that Section 8 is an incipiency

statute, it follows that de minimis is not a defense once competition
between the interlocked firms has been established.
This conclusion is further reinforced by the so-called "so that"

clause of the statute: (48)

(NJo person at the same time shall be a director in any two or more corporations.
. . . if such corporations are or shall have been theretofore. . . competitors so that the

elimination of competition by agreement between them would constitute a violation of
any of the provisions of any of the antitrust laws. . . - (emphasis addedJ.

The "so that" clause encompasses price fixing agreements which are
per se ilegal irrespective of the amount of commerce involved. Re-

. . . The vital distinction between 7 and , however, is that the latter omits the 7 test and promulgates

its own subslantialty stadard in the form of the one milion doUar size requirement. The otns. ion of

substatially to leasn competition, or to tend to create a monopoly" from 8 in contradistinction to its
inclusion in 7 and other sections of the same Act may not be deemed inadvertent- Were the defendants'
construction to be adopted, it wOI1Jd require the application under 8 of a test which CongreS5 appears

deliberately to have omitted. Sears, Roebu.ck Ca. 111 F.Supp. at 619.
21 See Kramer " Interlocking Directors and the Claytn Act After 35 Years " 59 Yale L.J. 1266, 1269 (1950). As

the court held in Crocker Nation( l Corp. 422 F.Supp. at 703:

An examination of the relevant statutory language set forth above reveals that the "so that " clause does

not purport on its face to be, and is in fact not definition of the term competitors. Moreover, were that clause
to be interpreted as defining the term "competitors , it would lead to the analogous result of declaring
companies with vertical relationships, such as manufacturers and distributors, to be competitors.

The real pUTpse of the "so that" dause seems to have been the esl:blishment of a per se rule that
interlocking directorates among competing corporations (that otherwise meet the requirements of the fourh
paragraph of Section B) are illegal. . lemphasis addedl.
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spondents contention on the de minimis defense must berejected (In
that score alone.

Respondents cite two consent orders issued pursuant to Section 8
in support of their de minimis argument. Kraftco Corp. 88 F. C. 362
(1976) and IBM Corp. 89 F. C. 91 (1977). In Kraftco directors were
required to list only those potential interlocks exceeding $1 milion
per year. The IBM order covers only those situations in which the
competitive products and services are "in excess of either one-half of
one percent (.5%) ona) company s most recent annual gross revenues
or $5 000 000 , (49) whichever is the lesser." Exclusions ofthis nature
are apparently designed to eliminate de minimis situations from the
coverage of such orders (See staff memorandum dated Feb. 3, 1975
attached as Appendix A to Respondent's Joint BrieD.

The consent orders are not controlling, for the circumstances sur-
rounding such negotiated ageements are so different that they can-
not be persuasively cited in a litigation context. United States v. 

Pont Co. 366 U.S. 316 , 330 n. 12 (1961). At best, these orders appear
to be an administrative decision on part of the Commission as to how
to allocate its resources in this area. They do not evidence an attempt
by the Commission to construe the scope of Section 8 in relation to the
de minimis issue. In short, these provisions in IBM Corp. and Kraftco
appear to be no more than exercise of the Commission s discretion in
determining when it would be in the public interest to enforce the
orders in question. Administrative law judges, however, are not em-
powered to dismiss complaints where to do so would infringe on the
Commission s exercise of administrative discretion. Compare the
Commission s "order affrming the initial decision ofthe Administra-
tive Law Judge granting complaint counsel's motion for dismissal"
Century 21 Commodore Plaza Inc. (95 F. C. 808, June 9, 1980). This
argument is more properly addressed to the Commission.

3. Hydraulic Products

The record does not sustain a finding that Borg-Warner competed

with Bosch GmbH or Bosch U.S. in the sale of hydraulic products.
The salient facts are as follows: Borg-Warner and Bosch GmbH-

Bosch U.S. in the relevant period produced and marketed hydraulic

gear pumps , motors, and valves (Findings 172, 185). Borg-Warner sold
its hydraulic products exclusively in the mobile sector ofthe hydrau-
lics market. Bosch U. , on the other hand, sold such products

primarily to the industrial sector, making possihly 40 percent of its
sales to the mohile part of the market (Findings 177 , 188-91 , 204).
Borg-Warner hydraulic valves , pumps, and motors perform the same
functions as Bosch valves, pumps and motors. However, physically,

25 Borg-Warner sold off its hydraulics business in July '79 (Finding 179).
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they are different in terms of their dimensions, mountings and the
fact that the Borg-Warner parts have fittings in inches while those of
Bosch are generally metric. The performance characteristics (50) of
Bosch' s and Borg-Warner s products also differ significantly. The
Borg-Warner valves and pumps are designed to be installed in low
pressure/high volume systems while the Bosch products are designed
for high pressure/low volume use; high pressure compollents more-

over are more expensive. Because of such physical differences and
varying performance characteristics the Bosch components are not
interchangeable with Borg-Warner hydraulic parts (Findings 195-
200).

Most mobile original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) design
their own hydraulic system. A low pressure hydraulic system can be
designed to perform the same function as a high pressure design

system. To that extent, it is conceivable that Bosch U.S. and Borg-
Warner could compete for sales of hydraulic parts to OEMs in the
mobile hydraulics market at the design or specifications stage (Find-
ings 166, 170, 201). The record, however, contains no concrete in-
stances of competition between respondents at the design 

specification stage for any particular customer. There is no way of
determining from the record the circumstances under which a domes-
tic OEM, ordinarily oriented to low pressure systems, would design a
system to incorporate Bosch's high pressure parts (Finding 209).

Accordingly, a finding that Bosch U.S. and Borg-Warner competed in
the sale of hydraulic parts to the mobile sector of the hydraulics

market at the design or specifications stage would be conjectural.Z7
In Europe, Borg- Warner s hydraulic sales were essentially confined

to sales of U.S. design (low pressure) hydraulic (51) products to

production facilties of U.S. companies overseas (Findings 178, 212).

Bosch apparently also made sales of "hydraulic components" to U.
OEMs manufacturing mobile equipment in Europe which was import-
ed into the United States. The record is unclear as to the precise

nature of the components sold (Finding 192). In any event, as in the
case ofthe U.S. sales, there is insuffcient information that Bosch and
Borg-Warner competed in the design or specification stage for such
business (See Finding 209). The evidence does not permit a determina-

26 In TRIV, 93 F. C- at 380 et seq. the Commission, ill resolving the competition issue on analogous. facts. had
before it concrete irutances of how product differences could be overcome in order to compete for the business of
speific competitors.

27 There is evidence that both Borg-Warner and Bosch U. Bosch GmbH sold hydraulic products to Massy-
Ferguon (Findings 190, 206). However , as far as can be determned from this record, the Bosch products purchased
by Massy-Fergun were not offered by Borg-Wamer.

Similarly, it appears Bosch U.S. and Borg-Wamer both made sales to Fauver Company, a distributor. However,
the record shows that Bosch's Baes to distributors were of products such as acc\lulators not offered by Borg-
Warner or industrial valves or gear pumps (Findings 189, 193). Borg-Warer, on the other hand , sold valves or

gear pumps to di5tributors for replacement par for original mobile equipment (Finding 177). Borg-Warner made

uo-effort to serve the indu.triaJ !lgment of the hydraulics market through distributors (TraUHht 1155).
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tion of whether Bosch GmbH competed .with Borg'Warner forS'lch
business overseas.

Complaint counsel, in urging that competition between respond-
ents in the hydraulics market has been proven, rely heavily on docu-
ments, generally from the period 1976-78, originally from
respondents ' fies. These indicate that the gear pump lines of Bosch
and Borg-Warner are similar and that in mobile equipment valves
their lines conflict (CX 36A, C); that there is a "direct confrontation
in a certain section ofthe production programs of the two companies
in "part of the gear pump range" (CX 37A-B); and that the Borg-
Warner gear pump range and the Bosch range in the case of certain
gear pumps" are very similar" (CX 74J). Certain Borg-Warner memo-
randa list Bosch as a foreign or European competitor in hydraulic
valves and pumps or simply as a competitor (CX 76F , J, 77P in camera;
80C, H-D- Other documents pertain to the possibility or discussion of
cooperation in the hydraulics market 

(gg.

CX 44A- in camera
66D).

Contrary to respondents ' contentions , the documents are admissi-
ble under Lenox, Inc. 73 F. C. 578 (1968), affd in part and modified
in part on other grounds 417 F.2d 126 (2nd Cir. 1969). Contemporane-
ous documents from a party s fies as a general rule are entitled to
considerable weight. However, the fact that the documents are ad-
missible under Lenox does not mean that all statements or expres-
sions of opinion contained therein are necessarily conclusive. Where
there is a conflict such evidence must be weighed like any other. Here
the opinions and statements indicating that Bosch competed with
Borg-Warner require further explanation , in light of the evidence
adduced by respondents, so that their basis can be determined. It is
diffcult to determine, without testimony from the authors of such
documents, how much weight they gave to other facts of record which
might lead to a contrary conclusion such as significant differences
involving the physical and performance characteristics of the Bosch
and Boqt"Warner products.

The case presents an unresolved issue as to whether Borg-Warner
competed with Bosch GmbH and Bosch U.S. in the sale of hydraulic
products to mobile equipment OEMs at the design or specification
stage. Pretequisite to a definitive resolution of this question would be
the testimony of such OEMs as to the (52) relevant considerations in
determining at the design stage whether to utilize a high pressure or
low pressure system as well as the testimony ofthe former respondent
offcials who wrote documents such as CX 36 , 37 , etc.

i! Clearly, a decision in designing mobiJe equipment on whether to install or design a jaw pressure or high
pressure hydraulc system involves considerations which are more complex and sophisticated than those involved
in detennining whether to install a "universal" or a "custom" igntion set as a replacement par in an automobile.
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4. Automotive Air Conditioning Compressors

Neither Bosch GmbH nor Bosch U.S. sell automotive air condition-
ing compressors in the United States. Femsa, Inc. , which does make
such sales, is a subsidiary of Fabrica Espanola Magnetos (Femsa-
Madrid). Femsa-Madrid is in turn owned 17 percent by Bosch GmbH
and 34 percent by Bosch Internationale in which Bosch GmbH holds
a controllng interest. The record which shows no contacts between
Bosch GmbH and Femsa, Inc.29 wil not support a finding that Bosch
GmbH either controls or has the power to control Femsa, Inc. (Find-
ings 214-26). Accordingly, no finding is made that Bosch GmbH com-
petes with Borg-Warner or is engaged in commerce by virtue of
Femsa, Inc. s operations.

5. The Indirect Interlock And Commerce Issues

Respondents assert that Section 8 of the Clayton Act prohibits only
direct" interlocks between corporations which are themselves in

direct competition, and that competition between the interlocked

firms cannot be found on the basis ofa parent subsidiary relationship.

Respondents therefore urge that the charges based on the positions
of Dr. Merkle and Dr. Bacher with Bosch GmbH cannot be sustained.
The contention is rejected.

The Second Circuit in Kennecott Copper Corp. v. Curtiss- Wright
Corp. 584 F.2d 1195 , 1205 (2nd Cir. 1978), on which respondents rely,
held that there is no general rule under Section 8 prohibiting inter-
locks between parent companies whose subsidiaries compete. The
court left open, however, the question of application of the Act to
situations where the parent company closely controls and dictates the
policies of its subsidiary. (53)

The authorities conflict but see Kramer

, "

Interlocking Director-

ships and the Clayton Act After 35 Years " 59 Yale L. J. supra at 1268

11:

. . . (wJhere the major policies ofthe subsidiaries are dictated by the parents, it would
seem there is a strong case for holding the directorships unlawful.

Cited in United States v. Cleveland Trust Company, 392 F.Supp. 699
712 (N.D. Ohio 1974).

To achieve the statutory objective of preventing incipient antitrust

violations by removing the opportunity or temptation for such acts
it is clearly necessary to prevent indirect interlocks at least in those
situations where the parent controls or has the power to control its
subsidiary s major business decisions. The determination of whether

:! The record shows that two of Femsa-Madrid' s directoI1 also sit on the board of Bosch GmbH.
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suffcient control exists is to be decided on a- case by case basis. See
Cleueland Trust Co. The evidence as to parent subsidiary control and
contacts relevant to the indirect interlock issue is also dispositive of
the commerce issue. This evidence wil be considered below in connec-
tion with both questions.

Bosch GmbH and the individual respondents urge that Bosch
GmbH is not "engaged in whole or in part in commerce" within the
meaning of Section 8 of the Clayton Act. This argument is interrelat-
ed with respondents' contention that the interlocked corporations

must be in direct competition, a requirement which they assert is not
met by an indirect interlock, involving a subsidiary corporation.

It is undisputed that Bosch U.S. is engaged in commerce within the
meaning of Section 8. The question of whether Bosch GmbH is en-
gaged in commerce by virtue of the business and operations of its
subsidiary Bosch U.S. is therefore squarely presented. There is no
dispute that the criteria for determining whether a corporation is
engaged in commerce are the same for Sections 7 and 8 ofthe Clayton
Act.

Relying primarily on United States v. American Building Mainte-
nance Industries 422 U.S. 271 (1975), respondents urge Bosch GmbH
is not "directly" engaged in the sale, distribution or acquisition of
goods in United States commerce and therefore is not engaged in
commerce within the meaning of the Clayton Act. This construction
of American Building Maintenance has, previously been rejected. (54)

. . . 

Respondents rather crabbed interpretation of the Court's language in American
Building, that "a corporation must itself be directly engaged. 

. . 

in interstate com-

merce " finds no support in that decision. Nowhere in that case is there the slightest
hint that a corporation operating through its subsidiaries, which in turn are admittedly
involved in interstate commerce falls outside the reach of Section 7 because it is not
deemed to be "engaged in commerce. Jim Walter Corp. 90 F. C. at 671 , 740 (1977).

Dispositive of the question are two decisions under Section 7 hold-
ing that where the requisite degree of control exists , a parent may be
found to be engaged in commerce by virtue of a subsidiary s opera-
tions. Jim Walter Corp. 90 F. C. 671 (1977); United States v. Jos.
Schlitz Brewing Company, 253 F.Supp. 129 (N. D. Cal. 1966), affd 385

S. 37 (1966), reh. denied 385 U. S. 1021 (W67).
Strict adherence to common law principles is not required in deter-

mining whether a parent should be held for the acts of its subsidiary,
where the public interest is involved in the enforcement of the Feder-
al Trade Commission or Clayton Acts. Jim Walter Corp. 90 F. C. at

735. Nor is overt intervention in the day-to-day activities of the sub-
sidiary prerequisite to finding the parent company responsible for the
acts of the former:
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Historical ties and associations, combined with strategic holdings of stock, can on
occasion serve as a potent substitute for the more obvious modes of control. . . Domina-
tion may spring as readily from subtle or unexercised power as from arbitrary imposi
tion of command. To conclude otherwise is to ignore the realities of intercorporate
relationships. North American Co. v. SEC 327 U.S. 686 , 693.

Latent control alone is suffcient to hold the parent liable for its
subsidiary s acts. Beneficial Corp. 86 F. C. 119, 159 (1975), rev d in
part on other grounds, 542 F. 2d 611 (3rd Cir. 1976). See also USLIFE
Credit Corp. 91 F. C. 984, 1034 (1978).

Bosch GmbH directly and indirectly wholly owns Bosch U. ; Bosch
GmbH and its subsidiaries , in which Bosch GmbH holds a controllng
interest, nominate and elect the directors of Bosch (55) U.S. (Findings
35-36); there is an overlap between parent and subsidiary in the case
of four out of twelve of Bosch U.8.'s directors (Finding 37). There is
also an overlap in the offcers and directors of Bosch U.S. and Robert
Bosch North America Inc. , a Bosch GmbH subsidiary which functions
as a holding company for its parent (Findings 35, 38-9). Approxi-
mately 100 of Bosch U.S.'s 1 500 employees are former employees of

Bosch GmbH; Bosch U.S. hires employees of its parent when the
necessary skills are not available in the United States (Finding 41).

Three of Bosch U .8.'s corporate offcers were formerly employees of
Bosch GmbH or other Bosch affliates (Findings 42-5). Five of the 15
employees of Robert Bosch North America are simultaneously em-

ployed by Bosch U.S. and the offce space of Robert Bosch North
America is a "contiguous part of the overall (Bosch U. ) real estate
(Finding 45). Bosch U.S.'s current president was employed in 1973 as
a consultant by Bosch GmbH for North American activities to evalu-
ate business opportunities, to become involved in licensing opportuni-
ties, potential new business ventures "and also to collaborate with the
existing corporation Robert Bosch Corporation (Bosch U.S.)" He as-
sumed his position as president of Bosch U.S. in 1974 (Finding 40).
Bosch GmbH established the subsidiary to market its products in the
United States; Bosch U.S. sells the relevant products under the Bosch
trademark; Bosch U.S. is the only U.S. firm licensed to use its parent'
trademarks (Finding 55); Bosch U.S. discusses with Bosch GmbH
what products should be introduced in the subsidiary s market, al-
though on occasion the subsidiary has rejected the parent's suggestion
for the introduction of certain products (Finding 48); Bosch GmbH has
made capital contributions to the business of Bosch U.S. to pay for
facilities in order to start new programs; Bosch GmbH has com-
municated with the subsidiary concerning major proposed expendi-

tures (Findings 53-54); Bosch U.S. submits financial reports
forecasts, operating results, balance sheets and business plans to
Bosch GmbH (Finding 46); in hydaulics sales to a major customer the
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parent and subsidiary collaborated on engineering and specification
requirements, such collaboration being "tied into again (the) Bosch
relationship worldwide with Massey-Ferguson, trying to achieve uni-
form application and interchangeabilty" (Finding 56); Borg-Warner
offcials had a business discussion with a Bosch GmbH offcial in
charge of the automotive aftermarket outside of Europe talking "
particular about Bosch's aftermarket activities in the United States
(Finding 57); Bosch U.S. is responsible for warranty service on au-
tomotive equipment in the United States, with respect to which Bosch
GmbH represents that it has a worldwide "Service Network", and the
parent company handles such matters in close cooperation with those
responsible in countries other than Germany (Finding 59); Bosch
GmbH offcials suggested to Borg-Warner discussion of a "joint action
plan" concerning the hydraulics market in the (56) United States
and other areas (Finding 60). Other discussions or contemplated dis-
cussions concerning cooperation between Bosch GmbH and Borg-
Warner also involved the business of Bosch U.S. (Finding 57).

Bosch GmbH had the power by virtue of stock ownership and inter-
locking directorships to control the affairs of its subsidiary; parent
subsidiary discussions concerning major expenditures demonstrates
the power to control the subsidiary s marketing decisions as did the
facts of record showing that Bosch U.S.'s affairs were subject to coordi-
nation with the multinational business ofthe Bosch Group (E. Find-
ings 40, 56-0).

The record demonstrates the requisite degree of control by Bosch
GmbH over the subsidiary so as to bring it within the purview of
Section 8 ofthe Clayton Act. Bosch GmbH had the power, whether or
not exercised , to influence or control those decisions which might
involve violations of the antitrust laws. The totality of these factors

is suffcient to bring this case within the rule of Jim Walter and Jos.
Schlitz. Bosch GmbH by virtue of its control over and contacts with
Bosch U.S. is engaged in commerce within the meaning of Section 8
of the Clayton Act. On the same basis, Bosch GmbH is found to com-
pete with Borg-Warner in the sale of the relevant automotive replace-
ment parts by virtue of the operations of Bosch U.

6. Applicability Of Section 5

, contrary to the conclusions reached herein, indirect interlocks
are not within the proscription of Section 8, they are nevertheless

subject to Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. One of the
objectives of Section 5 is to halt in their incipiency violations of the

Sherman and Clayton Acts before such practices become full fledged
violations of those statutes. As the Supreme Court held;

1( Bosch u.s- is responRible for marketing of Bosch's hydraulic products in the United States.
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. . . 

(tJhe Federal Trade Commission Act was designed to supplement and bolster the
Sherman Act and the Clayton Act . . . to stop in their incipiency acts and practices

which, when full blown, would violate those Acts. , as well as to condemn as (57)
unfair methods of competition existing violations of them. ...

FTC v. Motion Picture Advertising Service Co. 344 U.s. 392, 394
(1953). Put another way, " . . . the Commission has power under
Section 5 to arrest trade restraints in their incipiency without proof
that they amount to an outright violation. . . of the Clayton Act or
other provisions of the antitrust laws. FTC v. Brown Shoe Co., 384

S. 316, 322 (1966). Section 5, moreover, authorizes the Commission
to suppress as unfair methods of competition acts counter to the
public policy declared in the Sherman and Clayton Acts. Fashion
Originators ' Guildv. FTC, 312 U.S. 457 , 463 (1941).

The Commission may exercise that power where the practices are
inconsistent with the Clayton Act although not technically within one
the specific prohibitions of the statute. Grand Union Co. v. FTC, 300

2d 92, 99 (2nd Cir. 1962). Kraftco Corp. 89 F. C. 46, 63-4 (1977),
rev d. on other grounds 565 F. 2d 807 (2nd Cir. 1977); Perpetual Federal
Savings Loan Assoc. 90 F. C. 608 , 652-57 (1977), withdrawn, 3
Trade Reg. Rep. n 21 609 (1979) (94 F. C. 401). The Commission
moreover, need not prove injury to competition where it proceeds
under Section 5 against acts contrary to the policy of a Section of the
Clayton Act which itself is a per sestatute. Grand Union Co. 300 F.
at 99. Accordingly, if contrary to the conclusion reached here, indirect
interlocks are not within the technical confines of Section 8, then they
can be reached under Section 5 to effectuate the public policy of the
Clayton Act. Indirect interlocks where the parent company has the
power, whether or not exercised, to influence or control those deci-
sions of the subsidiary which might involve antitrust violations are
surely counter to the policy of Section 8.

Similarly, if contrary to the conclusions reached herein , Bosch
GmbH is not engaged in commerce within the meaning ofthe Clayton
Act, the record is suffcient to bring Bosch GmbH within the standard
of Section 5, namely Hin or affecting commerce.

REMEDY

An order wil issue prohibiting a continuation of the interlocks
between Borg-Warner and Bosch GmbH and Bosch U.S. as long as
these corporations or their subsidiaries compete. The order wil also
prohibit interlocking directorates between respondents and other cor-
porations with whom they compete. However, in the case of Bosch
GmbH and Bosch U. , a limitation ofthe provision to prohibitions on
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interlocks with competing corporations engaged in commerce "within-
the United States" is warranted. (58)

Complaint counsel also seek a prohibition barring any director
offcer, or employee with management functions or any representa-
tive of Bosch GmbH or any of its subsidiaries from serving on the
board of directors of Borg-Warner. Complaint counsel urge that such
a provision is necessary to make the order effective. Such a provision
will not issue. The violation found is a narrow one. The government's
case , relying on the per se nature of Section 8, is limited to a showing
that the elements of the statute have been met. The record does not
permit an evaluation ofthe competitive effects of the arrangements.
Under the circumstances, the evidence justifies no more than a ban
on interlocking directorates. See TRW; Inc. 93 F. C. at 387.

The presence of Dr. Merkle and Dr. Bacher on the boards of Borg-
Warner, Bosch GmbH, and Bosch U.S. also constitutes a violation of
Section 5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act. A broader order is not
warranted for that reason since the instant Section 5 case is based
simply on the Section 8 violation or a showing that the practices
complained of violate the policy of that statute if all the technical
elements of the Section 8 provision have not been demonstrated. To
justify a broader order under Section 5 , it would be necessary to
demonstrate that respondents had committed unfair acts and prac-
tices going beyond a violation of Section 8 or the spirit ofthat Act. No
such finding can be made on this narrowly based record.

Nor is such a provision warranted by the fact that Bosch GmbH and
Borg-Warner in connection with Bosch's stock acquisition of the lat-
ter s stock had engaged in extensive discussions for future coopera-
tion or joint activities which might benefit both corporations. The
Commission had two alternatives in addition to the course followed
in this proceeding. It could have charged the stock acquisition as
ilegal under Section 7 of the Clayton Act and/or it could have
charged that such discussions arising out of or related to the stock
acquisition were unfair methods of competition. Such a course under
either statute would have required some evidence of the impact or
probable impact on competition of the stock acquisition or such dis-
cussions. The case was not tried on that (59) basis. Accordingly, there
is no justification on that score for prohibitions going beyond a ban
on interlocking directorates as provided in Section 8 of the Clayton
Act.

31 (Antral Linen Seruice Company, 64 F. C. 1307, 1349, 1356 (1964) did issue an order contaning a provision
such as the one which complaint counsel request. However, it should be noted that in that Section 5 proceedng,
the complaint aUeged and the record showed Ii conspiracy to allocate customers. No such evidence is contained
in this record.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over the subject
matter of this proceeding and the respondents.

2. The complaint herein states a cause of action and the proceeding
is in the public interest.

3. The interlocking directorates between Bosch GmbH and Borg-
Warner and Bosch U.S. and Borg-Warner violate Section 8 of the
Clayton Act and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

ORDER

The following definitions shall apply in this order:

Subsidiary of a corporation means any other corporation of which
50 percent or more ofthe voting stock is owned or controlled, directly
or indirectly, by such corporation.

Parent of a corporation means any other corporation which owns or
controls 50 percent or more of the voting stock, directly or indirectly,
of such corporation.

Sister of a corporation means any subsidiary of the parent of such
corporation.

It is ordered That respondents Hans L. Merkle and Hans Bacher
shall forthwith cease and desist from serving on the board of directors
of Borg-Warner or on the board of management and boards of direc-
tors of Bosch GmbH and all of its subsidiaries and shall forthwith
withdraw from participation in the direction , control or conduct of the
business of the corporation(s) from which each resigns. (60)

II.

It is further ordered That respondent Borg-Warner and its succes-
sors and assigns shall forthwith cease and desist from having, and in
the future shall not have, on their boards of directors any individual
who either:

(a) serves at the same time on the board of management and/or
boards of directors of Bosch GmbH or any of its subsidiaries , so long
as Borg-Warner competes with Bosch GmbH or any of its subsidiaries
in the production or sale of any product or service; or

(b) serves at the same time on the board of directors of any other
corporation (other than a subsidiary, parent or sister of Borg-Warner)
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which competes with Borg-Warner- in the production or sale of any
product or service; or

(c) fails to submit to Borg-Warner any statement required by Para-
graph IV of this order to be obtained by Borg-Warner.

It is further ordered That respondents Bosch GmbH and Bosch U.
and their successors and assigns shall forthwith cease and desist from
having, and in the future shall not have, on their boards of manage-
ment and boards of directors any individual who either;

(a) serves at the same time on the board of directors of Borg-Warner
so long as Bosch GmbH or Bosch U.S. or any of their subsidiaries or
parent corporations compete with Borg-Warner in the production or
sale of any product or service; or

(b) serves at the same time on the board of directors of any other
corporation engaged in commerce within the United States (other
than a subsidiary, parent or sister of Bosch GmbH or Bosch U.
which competes with Bosch GmbH or (61) Bosch U.S. or any of their
subsidiaries or parent corporations; or

(c) fails to submit to Bosch GmbH or Bosch U.S. any statement
required by Paragraph IV ofthis order to be obtained by Bosch GmbH
or Bosch U.

IV.

It is further ordered That within thirty (30) days of the effective
date of this order, and prior to each election of directors or prior to
the solicitation of proxies for such election , whichever is earlier, re-
spondents Borg-Warner, Bosch GmbH, and Bosch U.S. shall obtain a
written , certified statement from each member oftheir board of direc-
tors or board of management (except directors whose terms expire at
the next election and who are not standing for re-election) and from
each nominee for a directorship or seat on the board of management
(who is not then a director) showing:

(a) the name and home mailng address of each director or nominee;
and

(b) the name and principal offce mailing address of, and a listing
of each product or service produced or sold by, each corporation which
the director or nominee then serves as a director at the time of the
statement.

Provided, however That in complying with the provisions of Para-
graph IV(b), the information to be furnished by Bosch GmbH concern-
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ing its directors may be limited to those corporations engaged in
commerce within the United States and those products and services
sold or offered for sale by such corporations within the United States.

The requirements of this paragraph shall not apply to elections of
directors occurring after ten (10) years from the effective date ofthis
order.

Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to relieve respondents
of their obligations under Paragraphs II(a) and III(a) above due to any
error or omission contained in any written statement received pursu-
ant to this paragraph. (62)

It is further ordered That within forty-five (45) days ofthe effective
date ofthis order, and annually for a period often (10) years thereaft

, respondents Borg-Warner, Bosch GmbH and Bosch U.S. shall fie
with the Commission separate, written reports setting forth in detail
the manner and form in which each has complied with this order.
Copies of the statements obtained pursuant to Paragraph IV of this
order shall be submitted to the Commission as part of the reports of
compliance required by this paragraph.

Nothing in this paragraph shall relieve respondents Borg-Warner,
Bosch GmbH and Bosch U.S. of their obligations to comply with Para-
graphs II, III, and VI of this order once they are no longer required
to submit reports of compliance to the Commission.

VI.

It is further ordered That respondents Borg-Warner, Bosch GmbH
and Bosch U.S. shall notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days
prior to any change in the corporations or in their relationships to
each other such as dissolution, assignment, or sale resulting in the
emergence of successor corporations, the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries, or any other change in the corporations which may af-
fect compliance obligations arising out of this order.

APPENDIX A

Abbreviations Used

Ans. Par. -

Comp. Par. -

RA -
Int. -
RB -

Paragraph of the Answer
Paragraph of the Complaint
Response to Request For Admissions
Response to Interrogatories
Respondents Joint Brief
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CX -
Tr. -

BWX -
RBUSX -

RBGX -

Commission Exhibits
Transcript
Borg-Warner Exhibits
Bosch U.S. Exhibits
Bosch GmbH Exhibits

OPINION OF THE CoMMISSION

By BAILEY Commissioner:

The Commission issued a complaint on November 7, 1978, charging
three corporations and two individuals with violating Section 8 of the
Clayton Act, 15 U. C. 19, and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion Act, 15 UB. C. 45. The complaint alleged interlocking director-
ates between competing corporations.

The respondents in this proceeding are Borg-Warner Corporation
a Delaware corporation with its principal offce in Chicago, Ilinois;
Robert Bosch GmbH ("Bosch GmbH"), a limited liability company
organized under the laws of the Federal Republic of Germany; Robert
Bosch Corporation ("Bosch UB.

), 

a New York corporation with its
principal offce in Broadview, Ilinois, and a wholly owned Bosch
GmbH subsidiary; and Dr. Hans L. Merkle and Dr. Hans Bacher
residents of the Federal Republic of Germany and the directors in
question. The complaint alleged that Borg-Warner competed with
Bosch U.S. in the sale of automotive ignition parts, wire and cable
carburetors, carburetor kits , automotive test equipment, automotive
air (2) conditioner compressors , hydraulic valves, and hydraulic gear
pumps and motors, and that the presence of Messrs. Merkle and
Bacher on the boards of Borg-Warner and Bosch UB. was thus a
violation of Section 8. The complaint also alleged that Bosch GmbH
was similarly a competitor of Borg-Warner; complaint counsel argued
at trial that although Bosch GmbH itself made no sales in competition
with Borg-Warner, the degree of control exercised by Bosch GmbH
over Bosch U.S. warranted imputing the subsidiary s sales to the

parent corporation for purposes of Section 8 and finding that the

presence ofthese two directors on the boards of both Borg-Warner and
Bosch GmbH was an unlawful interlock as .well.!

In an initial decision fied June 30 1980, Administrative Law Judge
ALJ") Theodor P. von Brand found that Borg-Warner competed

with Bosch U.S. and Bosch GmbH in the United States in the sale of
fast-moving" automotive ignition parts, wire and cable products, and

carburetor tune-up kits with application on imported cars. All re-
1 Afr the trial, reBpondent. notified the ALJ that MeBSI'. Bacher and Merkle were no longer servg on the

board of Bosch U.S. See Let r from Joseph A. McManus, Esq., to ALJ van Brand ex parte Feb. 4, 1980. Thus,
only the interlock between Borg.Warner and Bosch GmhH continued afr that date.
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spondents, therefore, were found in violation of Section 8 of the Clay-
ton Act and Section 5 of the FTC Act. The complaint was dismissed
with respect to allegations that respondent corporations competed in
hydraulic products and automotive air conditioner compressors. The
ALJ entered an order requiring Messrs. Merkle and Bacher to remove
themselves from either the board of Borg-Warner or the boards of
both Bosch U.S. and Bosch GmbH. The order barred interlocking
directorates between Borg-Warner and either of the two Bosch enti-
ties in any product lines in perpetuity, with strict and long-lasting
(ten-year) reporting requirements. Both sides have fied appeals.
Subsequent to the argument of this matter on appeal , counsel for
Hans Bacher notified the Commission of Dr. Bacher s death.

I. BACKGROUND

A. The Automotive Parts Aftermarkets

Complaint counsel alleged that Borg-Warner and Bosch U.S. com-
peted in the aftermarket for certain foreign-car parts. The aftermar-
ket is the market for replacement parts, that is, parts intended for
ultimate use in automotive repairs (see LD. 43; (3) LD.F. 62-98).
According to the record in this case, distribution in the aftermarket
takes place at three levels. Suppliers such as Borg-Warner and Bosch
UB. sell lines of parts to warehouse distributors ("WD' ), who are
authorized by the suppliers to resell one or more lines as intermediate
wholesalers. WD's maintain inventories of vehicle parts for resale to
local "jobbers " and in exchange for this service suppliers grant WD'
a discount from the jobber price. Jobbers serve as wholesalers to retail
outlets such as garages and service stations, and sometimes jobbers
make retail sales to consumers (LD.F. 62).

"TIle following ahbreviations will be used in this opinion:

LD.

T..
Int. No.

CPF
CAB
CAAB
CAItB
BWX
RBUSX
RPF

RAB
RAIB
BAAB
RARB
RACB
RMD

- Initial Decision Page Number
- Initial Decision Finding Number
- Transcript Page Number, followed by witness ' name
- Response to Interrogatory Nwnber, preceded by responding party s name
- Response to Request for Admission Number, preceded by responding party s name
- Complaint Counsel's Exhibit Number
- Complaint Counsel's Proposed Finding

- Complaint Counsel's Appeal Brief
- Complaint Counsel's AppeJ1ate Answering Brief

Complaint Counsel's Appellate Reply Brief
- Borg,Warner Exhibit Number
- Bosch U.S- Exhibit Number
- Respond nts' Proposed Findings
- Respondents' Joint Brief, Apr. 1 , 1980
- Respondents' Joint Appeal Brief

- Respondents Bosch GmbH, Merkle & Bacher s Brief on Indirect Interlocks
- Respondents' Joiut Appellate Answering Brief
- Re':pondents' Joint Appellate Reply Brief
- Re':pondents' Joint Appellate Reply Brief on the Competition Issue
- Respondents' Motion to Disrr8S, Dec. 14, 1981.
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Suppliers do not sell individual parts to WD's but sell groups of
related items known as "lines" of parts. Among these are lines of
ignition parts, wire and cable products , and carburetor kits (see Tr.
Reichers 622-23; I.D.F. 62--3). A line of parts is defined in the indus-
try as the parts "necessary to supply and complete the function of a
specific phase of operation within the vehicle Cid.

). 

No manufactur-
, however, produces a line containing every single part with applica-

tion on all foreign-made vehicles or on all domestically produced

vehicles (Tr. , Nelson 498-99; LD.F. 67). Indeed, manufacturers gener-
ally offer either a "full line" of parts, which has all parts in the
relevant category necessary to repair the great majority of cars es-
timated to be in service in a particular area (Tr. , Weber 861; (4)
Wagner 1223-24; LD.F. 64); or a "short line" of parts, a series of only
high-turnover or "fast-moving" items in a specific category (Tr.
Weber 861; I. F. 65).

The wholesalers in the automotive parts aftermarket generally
have been characterized in this proceeding as "traditional" Cdomes-
tic ) or " import specialist" WD's and jobbers. Traditional WD' s princi-
pally stock replacement parts for domestic-made vehicles, but often
stock a more limited number of parts for foreign-made vehicles (see
Tr. , Reichers 626; I. F. 72). Import specialist WD' s handle foreign car
parts and do not sell domestic car parts (Tr. , Wagner 1232; LD.F. 75),
which seems to be a tradition held over from years when only these
distributors sold replacement parts for the then-limited number of
imported cars in this country. Jobbers who buy from WD's may spe-
cialize in domestic or foreign parts (Tr. , Wildermuth 1396; Wagner
1232; LD.F. 79), but it is not unusual for domestic jobbers to carry
parts for the more popular foreign cars (Tr. , Weber 846-7; LD.
80-1), and some jobbers sell full lines of both domestic and imported
parts (Tr. , Wagner 1237; LD.F. 81)3 Some WD's obviously sell to both
domestic and foreign car part jobbers (Tr. , Wildermuth 1396; LD.
81).

B. Borg- Warner

Borg-Warner s Automotive Parts Division (APD) produced for sale
in the aftermarket eighteen lines of parts, three of which were igni-
tion parts, wire and cable products, and carburetor tune-up kits (Tr.
Reichers 622-23; the uses ofthese parts are described in LD.F. 99, 113
and 125). In response to demand from its customers, Borg-Warner
began adding fast-moving foreign car parts to its various lines in 1972
or 1973 (Tr. , Reichers 639; Weber 861; LD.F. 85 , 86). Borg-Warner sells
in the aftermarket to traditional warehouse distributors (Tr. , Reich-

1 LD.F. 79, which implies that aU jobbers specialize in either domestic or import car part, must be read in
conjunction with I. F- 8a-1, which cJarify that many jobbers carry both types of parts
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ers 625; LD.F. 87). Borg- Warner s total sales of automotive parts in the
aftermarket were approximately $69. 1 millon in 1978 (Tr. , Reichers
621; BWX 34A, in camera; LD.F. 84). Its sales of(5J ignition part, wire
and cable products , and carburetor tune-up kits with application on
foreign cars were approximately $900 000 in 1978.

C. Bosch Us.

Bosch U.S.'s Automotive Sales to Manufacturers (AS)\.n division is
engaged in sales of foreign car parts to manufacturers in the after-
market, and its Automotive Sales to Independent Distributors (ASD)
division is engaged in such sales to warehouse distributors in the
aftermarket (Tr. , Bendixen 894-95; LD.F. 89). Bosch U.S. sells full
lines of foreign ignition parts; the fast-moving parts constitute the
majority of sales in this line (Tr. , Weber 861-62; Wagner 1274-75;

D.F. 109). Bosch U.S. sells two items in the wire and cable line for
a wide range of foreign cars (Tr. , Bendixen 898-99; LD.F. 139);5 and
a line of carburetor tune-up kits for imported cars that is virtually
identical to that of Borg-Warner-Borg-Warner manufactures all of
Bosch U.S.'s carburetor kits (Tr. , Weber 867; Wagner 1273; Bendixen
930; LD.F. 122 , 124). Bosch U.S. sells its lines of parts both to domestic
and to import specialist WD's; thirty percent of its sales and seventy
percent of its customers are domestic WD's (Tr. , Bendixen 913-14;
Wagner 1213, 1266--67; LD.F. 90 , 96, 98). Bosch U.S.'s sales in the
aftermarket totalled $72 milion in 1978; its sales to WD' s in 1978
totalled $36 milion. Approximately fifteen percent of its sales (i.
$5.4 milion of(6J sales to WD' s) were in ignition parts, wire and cable
products, and carburetor tune-up kits (Tr. , Bendixen 913-17; LD.F. 90
91).

4 Respondents have accepted this figure for purposes of their appeal (RAB 42-3 citing LD. F. 104, 116, 134).

Complaint counsel object to this figure, but their proposed figue includes some par that are Dot part of the
relevant product lines (seeCAAB 21-22; RARB 23-24). Respondents did, however, in responding to interrogatories
of complaint counsel, list sales of various igntion part with application on importd vehicles totallng $1.116

milion (s..e CAB 18 citing Confdential App. to Borg-Warner Int. No. in camera; CPF 70). This would place
Borg-Warner s total saes of the relevant purt.'! at $1. 4 milnoll- We Dote that the interrogatory response sems to
contain parts th..t may not have application on foreign vehicles (e,g. part no. E 1 , see CX 4Z-206), but als that
it is missing some parts with such application (e.

g. 

par nos. A 534 , A 535 , C 561, e 576 , D 575 , E 38; see CX 5D;

ex f,E; ex 5.; ex 5" ; CX 5Q; CX 5T; ex 5W), Rather than searching for an exact figue that neither respondents
aor compJaiat counsel saw fit to provide , however, we accept the AI..' s determination that Borg-Warner made
$900 000 in sales of parts with application on imported cars in the igntion, wire and cable, and carburetor kit lines
in 1978.

\ The last sentence of I.D.F. 139 is inacclIate. The first sernence of this finding, which states that Bosch U.s.
seHs spark plug connectors as well as igntion cahle sets, is correct.

6 The testimony of Bosch U.S. as to its sales is somewhat sketchy. In respo1:se to complaint counsel's interrogatory
no. 33, Bos.h listed its toW sales of wire and cable products for 1978 as $858 027; its total salesofcarhuretor tune-up
kits at $151 197; and its total sales of ignition part. (that is , points, condensrs, caps, rotors , igntion coils, switches

and regulators-the items Borg-Warner seJIs in its igntion parts line) at $11,368 917.

Complaint counsel's estimate of total sales must be rejected. Citing to LD-F. 110, complaint counl contend that
Bosch U.s's sales of ignition part alone totalled $30.3 millon, more than the 15% oftota afnnarket es that
Bosch claimed it made in an three lines (CAB 18; CAAB 21). As respondents correctJy point out, however, complaint
counel have included alternators, generators, Hnd starters in the ignition part line (RARE 14 n.7). The ALJ
properly fOUDd these items were not igniton parts ee l.D.F. 99).
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D. Bosch GmbH

Bosch GmbH is the owner, both directly and indirectly through two
subsidiary holding companies, of all ofthe capital stock of Bosch U.
(Complaint and Bosch U.S. Ans. n4; Tr. , Fiene 1323, 1329; LD.F. 13
35). Bosch GmbH elected all of the directors of 1329; LD.F. 13, 35).

Bosch GmbH elected all of the directors of Bosch U. , and four of
Bosch GmbH' s directors also served on the board of Bosch U.S. during
1978 (Bosch GmbH Int. No. 9; Tr. , Fiene 1325-26; LD.F. 3&-37). Bosch
GmbH does not make sales to WD's in the United States , but it sells
a substantial number of parts to Bosch U. , the only company located
in the U.S. to which Bosch GmbH makes sales (CX 88 , at 29 , 33-34;
LD.F. 59 , 107). The ALJ entered numerous findings on the special
relationship between Bosch GmbH and Bosch U.S. (LD.F. 33-61; LD.
52-56), which we will discuss below.

E. The Individual Respondents

Dr. Hans L. Merkle has been a member ofthe board of management
of Bosch GmbH since 1958 and was its chairman in 1978. He had been
a member of the board of directors of Bosch U.S. since 1967 , and he
joined the board of Borg-Warner on or about April 26, 1977 (Com-
plaint & Merkle Ans. n6, Bosch GmbH Int. No. 10; CX 59L; CX 67 A-
LD.F. 18-21)7 (7)

Dr. Hans Bacher was a member of the board of Bosch GmbH since
1967 , was a member of the board of Bosch U.S. during all times
relevant to this proceeding, and became a director of Borg-Warner at
the same time as did Dr. Merkle (Complaint & Bacher Ans. F; Bosch
GmbH Int. No. 10; CX 59M; CX 67A-B; LD.F. 23-26).

After the trial in this proceeding, respondents notified the Adminis-
trative Law Judge that Messrs. Bacher and Merkle were no longer
members of the Bosch U.S. board , and that certain changes in the
Bosch parent-subsidiary structure had taken place.S On January 24

1983, counsel for Hans Bacher notified the Commission of Dr. Ba-
cher s death.

F. Issues on Appeal

Section 8 of the Clayton Act provides, in pertinent part:

(N)o person at the same time shall be a director in any two or more corporations , any

one of which has capital , surplus , and undivided profits aggrgating more than $1 000

000 . . . , if such corporations are or shall have been theretofore, by virtue of their
business and location of operation , competitors , so that the elimination of competition

7 Dr. Merkle was elected to Borg-Warner s board when SOBeh GmbH acquired a 9.5% interest in Borg.Warner
stock for approximately $63 million (I.D,F. 27 , 29).

B See Letter from Joseph A. McManus, Esq., supra note 1.
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by agreement between them would constitute a violation of any of the provisions of any
of the antitrust laws.

15 U. C. 19.

The statute, on its face, contains four elements- First, a person must
be simultaneously the director of at least two corporations. Second, at
least one of the corporations must have capital, surplus , and undivid-
ed profits aggregating more than one milion dollars. Third, the corpo-
rations must be engaged in whole or in part in commerce- Fourth , the
corporations must be competitors. The first three of these elements
are not in dispute." The fourth is very much at issue.

Respondents raise several issues on appeal. First, they argue that
Borg-Warner and Bosch U.S. do not compete and that the AU used
an incorrect standard for determining "competition" under Section 8.
Respondents also contend that Bosch GmbH does not exercise actual
and direct control over the activities of (8) Bosch U.S. and cannot be
held in violation of Section 8. Even if there was competition, respond-
ents submit that it was de minimis and thereby not cognizable under
Section 8. Further, respondents claim that a charge under FTC Act
Section 5 cannot cure these defects in complaint counsel's Clayton Act
Section 8 case. Finally, respondents argue that even if an order were
appropriate, it should be narrow because the violation found was a
technical" one and because there is ample FTC precedent for a limit-

ed prospective order.
Respondents have also raised procedural issues in post-trial mo-

tions. They have alleged the prospect of ex parte communications
between the Commission and its staff in this matter and another case
and they have moved the dismissal of this case, or its continued delay,
on the grounds that the public interest weighs against a finding of
liability with respect to the parent-subsidiary competition and 
minimis competition issues.

Complaint counsel raise two issues on appeal. They claim that the
AU was mistaken in finding that Borg-Warner and Bosch GmbH
were not competitors as to automotive air conditioning compressors
and that the AU' order was unduly narrow and should have extend-
ed to any interlocked "offcer, agent or employee" of Borg-Warner.

II. COMPETITION BETWEEN BORG-WARNER AND BOSCH U.

Respondents assert that Borg-Warner and Bosch U.S. were not
competitors for purposes of Section 8 , claiming that these corpora-

9 There was considerable skirmishing at trial over whether Bosch GmbH was " in commerce" in the United States
(see LDT 10; LD. 53-4), hut this issue was not raised on appeal.

10 Complaint counsel have not appealed the ALJ' s determination that Borg-Warner did not compete with Bosch
S- or Bosch GmbH for sales of hydraulic products (CAB 4 n. l). Complaint counsel determined before trial to offer

no evidence concerning the otber products listed in tbe complaint, namely, automotive test equipment and carbu.
retors (I.D. 2 n- 1).
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tions sold lines of parts to their warehouse distributors that were not
substitutable, and that the parts were distributed -in a manner that
precluded competition.

The legal standard for competition under Section 8 has been exam-
ined in very few cases. The statute itselfbars interlocking directorates

among two or more corporations "if such corporations are or shall
have been theretofore, by virtue of their business and location of
operation, competitors , so that elimination of competition by agree-
ment between them would constitute a violation of any of the provi-
sions of any of the antitrust laws. " 15 VB.C. 19. The purpose of the
statute was "to nip in the bud incipient antitrust violations by remov-
ing the (9) opportunity or temptation for such violations through

interlocking directorates. TRW, Inc. v. FTC, 647 F.2d 942 , 946-7
(9th Cir. 1981); United States v. Sears, Roebuck Co. 111 F. Supp. 614
616 (S. N.Y 1953).

The role of competition analysis in Section 8 is not to measure
market power or to assess competitive effects; it is to establish a nexus
of competitive interests between corporations suffcient to warrant
concern over collusion or other outright market division should inter-
locked directors seek to share or exchange information. Proof of com-
petition under this statute does not depend, therefore , on the kind of
complex product market definition that may be required in a merger
or monopolization case. TRW, Inc. 93 F. C. 325 , 380 (1979), aff'd in

part and rev d in part 647 F.2d 942 (9th Cir. 1981). Interlocked direc-
tors of competing corporations have the incentive and ability, through
access to confidential business information , to advise or direct that
the competitive decisions of two or more corporations be made so as
to minimize adverse effects on any or all of the competitors. As the
House of Representatives report that supported passage ofthe Section
stated:

The truth is that the only real service the same director in a great number of corpora-
tions renders is in maintaining uniform policies throughout the entire system for which
he acts.

R. Rep. No. 627 , 63d Cong. , 2d Sess., pt. 1 , at 20 (1914). Judge (now
Justice) John Paul Stevens has summarized the legislative purpose
that militates against endless economic analysis of "competition
under Section 8:

We do not believe Congress intended the ality of an interlock to depend on the kind
of complex evidence that may be required in a protracted case arising under 7. On the
contrary, the statute reflects a public interest in preventing directors from serving in
positions which involve either a potential conflict of interest or a potential frustration
of competition. Protedoseal Co. v. Bamncik 484 F.2d at 589.
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This is not to say that some sophistication in economic analysis
cannot facilitate understanding of the competitive nexus. We have
found it appropriate to draw by analogy on concepts applied under
Section 2 of the Sherman Act and Section 7 of the Clayton Act (15
UB. C. 2, 18) in determining competition under Section 8. TRW, Inc.
93 F. C. at 380. In particular, the courts and the Commission in
deciding Section 8 cases have drawn on the market definition analysis
established in Brown Shoe Co. v. United States 370 U.S: 294, 325
(1962), in order to "recognize competition where, in fact, competition
exists. TRW, Inc. 93 F. C. at 380 citing United States v. Continen-

tal Can Co., 378 U.S. 441 , 453 (1964). For example , in TRWthe two
(10) corporations were found to be competitors as to point-of-sale
credit authorization and electronic funds transfer products , even
though the products of each corporation functioned so differently
from those of the other company that in almost all cases the products
of only one of the corporations could meet a customer s requirements.
As the court stated the problem

, "

(TJhe products they offer, unless
modified, are suffciently dissimilar to preclude a single purchaser
from having a choice of a suitable product from each. TRW, Inc. v.
FTC, 647 F.2d at 946 948. The Commission and the reviewing court
found , however, that several of the seven indicia of a market set out
in Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. at 325 , were met: the
corporations were vying for the business ofthe same purchasers, were
attempting to convince the same purchasers that their products best
suited the purchasers ' specific needs, were offering to modify existing
equipment to meet purchaser needs, were being recognized as com-
petitors by the industry and customers, were using similar production
techniques, and were not serving distinct groups of customers. 647

2d at 946-7. A competitive nexus suffcient to find the two corpora-
tions "competitors" for purposes of Section 8 was therefore estab-
lished, even though the corporations ' products were " purchased by
different types of users and functioned in different ways." 93 F.
at 381.

This case is less difIcult than others decided under Section 8, in-
cluding TRW There is ample evidence that many of the "fast-mov-
ing" foreign car parts sold by Bosch U.S. and Borg-Warner are
substitutable and have no significant physical differences. The
product catalogs, which were a great part of the decisive evidence in
this proceeding (CX 3A-Z36; CX 4A-Z248; CX 5A-Z6; CX 15A-Z79;
CX 16A-Z42; CX 17 A-Z284), fully support the ALJ' s findings that the
two corporations ' foreign-car ignition parts , wire and cable products
and carburetor kits were functionally equivalent.l1 These catalogs

!1 LD.F- 69 is modified to reflect the fact that wveragc of the part lines of different manufacturers can be
compared by examining not ouly the manufacturers ' parts interchange lists but the entire cataJog of each manufac-
turer.
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show Borg-Warner and Bosch parts under-th" same headings for thji
same uses. As to ignition parts, Borg-Warner and Bosch U.S. catalogs
in the record contain several such parts that are substitutable on a

number of (11) imported cars.'2 Indeed , Borg-Warner s coverage in
the fast-moving ignition parts-that is, points , condensers, distributor
caps, and rotors for the most popular imported cars (V olkswagens
Toyotas , and Datsuns)-was comparable to that of Bosch UB. and the
corporations Bosch agreed were its competitors (Tr. , Bendixen 922;
LD.F. 112). As to wire and cable products, Borg-Warner has an ap-
plication for almost all the fast-moving foreign car part appliyations
covered by Bosch U.S. (Tr. , Nelson 513-14; CX 15; CX 17J-Z135
Z-247; LD.F. 143). As to carburetor tune-up kits, respondents ' own
witness testified that Bosch U .S.'s coverage and Borg- Warner s cover-
age was comparable or "close to being the same, since Borg-Warner
manufactures them for (Bosch U.S.) (Tr. , Wagner 1273 , Bendixen
930; LD.F. 117 , 124). We adopt these findings of the ALJ, and we find
that this evidence is conclusive indication of product substitutability.

We also believe that the record shows an industry perception of
competition between Borg-Warner and Bosch U.S. as to foreign car
parts, and an attempt on the part of these corporations to convince
the same purchasers that their products suited the purchasers ' needs.
See TRW, Inc. v. FTC, 647 F.2d at 946 quoting 93 F. C. at 381-82.
Seventy percent of Bosch U.S.'s customers are traditional WD' , once
the exclusive customers of such domestic part producers as Borg-

Warner. Thirty percent of Bosch U.S.'s sales in 1978 were to tradition-
al WD's (Tr. , Bendixen 912-15; LD.F. 90 , 97, 98). Borg-Warner, both
in its catalogs (used for promotion and for customer reference) and in
its advertising has promoted itself not only as a domestic part produc-
er but also as an import car part producer (e.

g. 

CX 4; CX 15; BWX 23G;
BWX 25A; CX 70A-C). Bosch U.S. has advertised and thus held out for
sale its parts in publications directed at both import specialist and
traditional WD's and jobbers, and some consumers (RBUSX 12; Tr.
Bendixen 931-33; LD.F. 95). Both Borg-Warner and Bosch U.S. are
members of the Automotive Warehouse Distributors Association, of
which import specialist WD's are not members. The meetings of this
trade association are a way for manufacturers to obtain new custom-
ers among traditional warehouse distributors (Tr. , Wagner 1258-9;
CX 85; LD.F. 73). The conclusion is inescapable, even if only the
manufacturer-to-WD market for these products is examined, that

12 I.D. F. 111 describes some examples of part which, as complaint counsel correctly point out , are ilustrative
of the part pcoduced by Borg-Warner and Bo!!h that ace interchangeable. See, e.

g., 

ex 4Z-191 , ex 17Z-121

(Borg-Warner (" ) part no. A 515 substitutahle for Bosch U.S. ("BUS") part no. 1-237-Ot3-26); ex 4Z-21O
ex 17Z-8 (B-W pait no. G 582 substitutable for BUS pari no. 237--30-67); ex 4Z-196, ex 17Z-113 to 114 (B-

part no. C 541 substitutable for BUS part DO. 1-23fi2242-7); ex 4Z-202, ex 15Z-9 to 91 (B-W part no. D 555
substitutable for BUS part no. 1-234-32-74).
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Borg-Warner and Bosch U.S. have the same potential customers and
that their (12) promotion activities have held out these corporations
and their wares as including foreign car parts business.13

Respondents urge vigorously that there can be no competition be-
tween these two corporations because there are "distinct" channels of
distribution and because the entire lines of ignition parts, wire and
cable products, and carburetor kits of each corporation are not sub-
stitutable. First , we reject the assertion that there are clearly distinct
channels of distribution. Borg-Warner and Bosch U.s. sell lines of
parts to the so-called traditional WD's (Tr. , Reichers 625; Wagner
1213 1266; LD.F. 87 , 96). Both traditional and import part jobbers buy
lines of parts from traditional and import specialist WD's (Tr. , Wag-
ner 1234, 1237; Wildermuth 1396-97; Weber 846-7; LD.F. 78-1).
Jobbers generally sell the parts to retail outlets such as repair shops
and service stations where parts are sold individually, but some job-

bers also make such retail sales (Tr. , Weber 802-D3; LD.F. 62). Unlike
the cases in which lines of distribution precluded competition 14 vari-

ous segments of both companies ' lines of parts compete at every level
of the distribution chain in this case.

The full-line/part-line distinction is also irrelevant for purposes of
analysis under Section 8. Respondents urge, in essence, that we in-
quire into the total universe of companies and products in determin-
ing a relevant product market; respondents claim in particular that
this market is larger than "fast-moving (13) foreign cars parts. " A
determination of competition under Section 8 does not depend on
analysis as extensive as that required under Section 7. Detailed in-
quiry into the total universe of products and companies in defining a
relevant market is crucial in Section 7 cases in order to assess market
concentration and to measure the increase of market power under an
aggregation of market shares. The probabilty of competitive effect is
projected on the basis ofthis measurement. Under Section 8, however
the critical inquiry is to identify a competitive nexus between corpora-
tions suffcient to warrant concern over potential antitrust violations
involving coordination of competition between the firms-in other

13 Respondents did offer ooveral industr)' witnesses that testified that they did not view Bosch U.s. and Borg-
Warner as competitors- Some testjfied on the short-line, full-line differenc",s (Tr. , Weber 783, 830; Bendixen 918;
Wildermuth 1407). Some testified that they knew of no "changeovers" or exerdse of choices between the lines at
the WD level (Tr. , Johnson 981-82). These subsidiary arguents we wil deal with below; in part, respondents
expect too much of competition analysis under Section 8. The comments of two of these witnesses, however, are
particularly tellng. Mr. Rodger Wagner , National Sales Manager tor Bosch U.S. , aftr statiog that he had never
regarded Borg-Warner as a competitor, admitted that Borg-Warner was a competitor , at least in a limited way.
"I1e amount of their business in my areas of responsibilty from time to time, from (19171 until now , Borg-Warner
has never been a significant factor in the marketplace in imported car parts" (Tr., 1251). Further, an import
specialst WD, Mr. Karl Heinz Flicker , admitted on crossexamination that he had previously stated to complaint
counsel that Borg-Warer had a lioe of carburetor kits competitive with that of Bosch U.S. (Tr, 1193). It is with
these three Jines of parts, this "factor in the marketplaee, " that this case deals.

1. See

g, 

LG. Balfour Co. tJ. FTC 442 F.2d 1, 11 (7th Cir. 1971) (college fraternity insigna jewelry not in same
market with an emblematic jewelry)
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words, to determine whether the products are suffciently substituta-
ble to raise a concern of price-fixing or other collusion. The statute
simplifies this inquiry by requiring only that the firms allegedly inter-
locked are in fact competitors in regard to some product or service. We
have described above the evidence of product substitutabilty, indus-

try perception of competition, and lack of distinct customers , that in
our view establishes such a competitive nexus. Moreover, the clear
distinctions respondents seek to establish in this case between full
lines and short lines become blurred upon close examination. Jobbers
and WD's do not carry every part in a "full line" (Tr. , Wildermuth
1409; LD.F. 76); the fast-moving parts are by definition the majority
of the parts stocked and sold from either type ofline Cid. ); two firms
need not manufacture or sell identical products or an identical range,
selection, or number of products in order to compete;'5 (14) and the
manufacturers themselves regard the ultimate consumers (who buy
individual parts) as part of their markets.

It is true that Borg-Warner not only deals primarily in domestic
automotive parts, but distributes those parts through a chain of ware-
house distributors and jobbers that have traditionally dealt only in
parts for domestic automobiles. Bosch has dealt with a different body
of distributors, those that are specialists in the distribution offoreign
automotive parts. The "competitive realities" of this case , however-
and of this industry generally-are that the growth of the market
position of automobiles offoreign manufacture have led Borg-Warner
into the decision to enter into the sale of a limited line of automotive
parts that are most in demand for the purpose of repairs to popular
foreign car makes, a field heretofore left to Bosch and other imported
car parts firms. The record-simply put-is that Borg-Warner cus-
tomers in the early 1970's were coming more and more to receive
requests for parts from repair facilities for the best-known makes of
foreign cars, and that Borg-Warner responded to that demand by the
initiation of a (15) program offoreign car parts distribution. 17 As the

\ s United States v. E. /. d/J POl1tde Nemours Co. 351 U.S. 377, 395 (1956); TRW; Inc. v. FT 647 F.2d 942

(9th Cir. 1981); George R. Whitten, .Jr. , Inc- u. PaddockPoolBldrs , Inc., 50B 2d 547 , 552(lstCir. 1974), cert. denied

421 U.S. lQ04 (1975); lInrniEchfeger Corp. v. Paccar, Inc. 474 F.Su.pp. 1151, 1154-57 (E.D. Wisc.

), 

arrd 624 F.

1103 (7th Cjr. 1979).
lEi Norman Reichers (fonner vice-presidellt of sales for Borg-Warer s Automotive Parts Division), in discus.ing

targ",ted acr:ounts" WD' s that Borg-Warner wanted as customers--testified concisely as to the overlap or the
markets:

A tageted account is an account that we hllve seJected in a specific marketing area that pO.\.'S the service

power which would be ilJventones, sales organization , good jobber distribution , so forth to help us or enable
us to get a larger percent of the potential market in that area

(T. 663 (emphasis added)).
1"1 See Tr., Reichers639-0:

Q. Can you tell me how it came about that Borg-Warner carries-Borg-Warner auto pam division offers
par for import car applications?

A. The trend started in the early '70s- And somewhere along about '72 or ' 73 due to popuJar demand from
our warehouse distributors, wc sUirted addilJg some applications for the extremely fast-moving popular import
cars.

(footnote cont'
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catalogs that form the body of evidence in this proceeding make clear
the Borg-Warner parts in question are complete substitutes for Bosch
parts for identical uses on the same cars. The Administrative Law
Judge, dealing with the argument of respondents that complaint
counsel had failed to show that any distributor had switched its line
of parts from one of these companies to the other, concluded nonethe-
less that purchasers of these parts had a "choice" between the two.!8
We think the analysis is more direct: Borg-Warner elected to enter
into a limited but growing line of commerce, which was once the
preserve of Bosch and other rivals in the business of supplying re-
placement parts for foreign cars. There is no gainsaying the simple
conclusion that Borg-(16)Warner made a business decision to take
advantage of growing consumer demand for fast-moving repair parts
for the most popular foreign cars, and that the sales it made in this
regard would otherwise have gone to Bosch or to other corporate
rivals. This is competition.

The Commission holds that Borg-Warner was a competitor of Bosch
S. in sales of ignition parts, wire and cable products, and carburetor

tune-up kits with application on foreign cars, and that the presence
of Messrs. Bacher and Merkle on the boards of both corporations was
thus a violation of Section 8.

II. COMPETITION BETWEEN BORG-WARNER AND BOSCH GmbH

Respondents urge that the AU was mistaken in finding a violation
on the part of Bosch GmbH. Although Messrs. Bacher and Merkle
were directors of both Bosch GmbH and Borg-Warner during the
relevant time period, respondents claim that Bosch GmbH cannot be
deemed to have been a competitor of Borg-Warner by virtue of the
parent-subsidiary relationship between Bosch GmbH and Bosch U.
Indeed, there is no evidence that Bosch GmbH and Bosch U.S. do not
maintain corporate formalities, or that Bosch U.S. is undercapital-
ized. Bosch GmbH itself does not make sales of automotive parts
directly to WD's in the United States; Bosch GmbH's only sales of
such parts in the U.S. are to Bosch U.

Q. To your knowledge were there other domestic par suppliers who also added some foreign applicatioIL
to their lim about that time?

fA. ) Yes. Yes, aud that is why we got involved in it, because of popular demand
Ja The laDguage of "choice" was recently adopted by the Ninth Circuit in 1'RW, In.c (I. fTC:

Thus , in the eyes of the Commission

, "

competitors" are companies that vie for the business of the game
prospective pl.hasers, even ifthe products they offer, uv!eSl modified , arc sltffciently dissimilar to preclude
a single purchaser from having a choice of a suitable pruducl from each.

, .

The Commia. ioIJ , we conclude, employed the proper legal standard for determining competition.

647l".2d at 946, 947 (emphasis added)- Unlike TRW, jn which competition was fOlInd even though the produc
were "p\ln:hased by different types ofuseru and function.ed in different ways " 93 F' I'. C. at 381 , the instan.t case

involves interchangeable produd.s that were purchased by the same types of users for the same functional purposes
in foreign cars.
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The generally accepted principles for imputing a subsidiary s activi"
ties to its parent corporation under Section 8 are elementary and few.
A parent corporation is not a competitor of another corporation mere-
ly because its subsidiary is. United States v. Crocker National Corp.

656 F.2d 428, 450 & n. 77 (9th Cir. 1981) (citing Kennecott Copper Corp.

v. Curtiss- Wright Corp. 584 F.2d 1195, 1205 (2d Cir. 1978)), rev d on

other grounds sub nom., BankAmerica Corp. v. United States, 51
W. 4685 (VB. June 8, 1983). But see Paramount Pictures Corp.

v. Baldwin-Montrose Chemical Co., 1966 Trade Cas. (CCH) n71 678, at
065 (S.D.N.Y.) (subsidiaries, parents should not be considered in

determining Section 8 competition). Conversely,

to interpret Section 8 as meaning that the business activity of the subsidiary can never
be considered in determining whether the parent is a "competitor" within the meaning
of Section 8 would assume that Congress intended to permit such a simple and obvious
means of avoidance as to render the statute meaningless , and would ignore the Su-
preme Court' s admonition that the antitrust laws are "aimed at substance rather than
form.

United States v. Crocker National Corp. 656 F.2d at 450 citing United
States v. Yellow Cab Co. 332 S. 218, 227 (1947). (17)

In determining whether a parent corporation should be thus liable
under Section 8 , courts often have focused on the degree of "control"
exercised by the parent over the subsidiary. For example, in Crocker
National Corp. the court of appeals held that "(ijfthe parent substan-
tially controls the policies of its subsidiary, it may fairly be said , in
the language ofthe competing corporation provision of Section 8, that
the 'business and location ' of the parent include the business and
location of the subsidiary." 656 F. 2d at 450; see also United States v.
Cleveland Trust Co. 392 F.Supp. 699 , 712 (N. D. Ohio 1974) aff'd mem.
513 F.2d 633 (6th Cir. 1975); Kramer Interlocking Directorships and
the Clayton Act After 35 Years, 59 Yale L.J. 1266, 1268 n. ll (1950).
In any area of law, the criteria for deciding when a subsidiary

activities should be imputed to its parent corporation are based on the
purpose ofthe law in question. As Judge Henry Friendly noted sever-
al years ago in a case interpreting the Norris-LaGuardia Act:

Whether a subsidiary corporation is to be considered a separate entity "cannot be
asked, or answered in vacuo Latty, The Corporate Entity as a Solvent of Legal

Problems , 34 Mich. L. Rev. 597 , 604 (1936); the issues in each case must he resolved in
the light of the policy underlying the applicable legal rule, whether of statute or
common law. .. The policy behind the Norris-LaGuardia Act was a strong one; we

19 In pertinent part, the Norris-LaGuardia Act forbade a cour to issue an injunction against picketing "in any
case involving or growing out of any labor dispute," which was defined in the statute as involving persons " who
are engaged in the sae industry, trade, craft, Of occupation. See 303 F.2d at 372. The court was faced with the
question whether a shipping company was in the same "industry, craft, or occupation " as a sister corporation in
the wood-cutting business , which was the subject of a strke.
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cannot think Congress would have meant this to be defeated by the fragmentation of
an integrated business into a congeries of corporate entities , however much these might
properly be respected for other purposes.

Bowater Steamship Co. v. Patterson 303 F.2d 369 , 372-73 (2d Cir.
cert. denied, 371 U.S. 860 (1962). In other words, the degree of defer-
ence accorded to the corporate entity depends on the legal rule 

issue, and courts should give emphasis in their analysis to fulfillng
the intent of the underlying statute. Thus , parent corporations are
held liable for the subsidiary s tort or breach of contract on the "con-
trol" or "piercing the corporate veil" theory, which respects the limit-
ed liabilty of (18) the subsidiary s stockholder unless the parent

corporation becomes so involved in the subsidiary s activities that
regarding them as separate is an unacceptable fiction. See generally

Steven v. Roscoe Turner Aeronautical Corp. 324 F.2d 157 (7th Cir.
1963); American Trading Production Corp. v. Fischbach Moore,
Inc. 311 F.Supp. 412 (N.D. Ill. 1970). It is this type of common-law
inquiry, which places heavy emphasis on corporate formalities and
the degree of day-to-day interference in a subsidiary s management
that respondents urge as appropriate in Section 8 analysis. Strict
adherence to this common law rule is not required under Section 7 of
the Clayton Act or Section 5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act (15
U.S.C. 18 , 45), however, because the public interest in antitrust and
consumer protection enforcement would be frustrated in many cases
if separate corporate entities were respected universally. See PF
Collier Son Corp. v. FTC, 427 F.2d 261 (6th Cir. ) (Section 5), cert.
denied 400 U.S. 926 (1970); Jim Walter Corp. 90 F. C. 671 , 734-35
(1977) (Section 7), rem 'd on other grounds 625 F.2d 676 (5th Cir. 1980);
Beneficial Corp. 86 F. C. 119 , 159 (1975) (Section 5), modified, 542

2d 611 (3d Cir. 1976). But cf National Lead Co. v. FTC, 227 F.2d 825
828-29 (7th Cir. 1955) (applying "substantial identity" rule to clearly
separate corporations charged with violations of Section 2(a) of Clay-
ton Act and Section 5), rev d on other grounds 352 UB. 419 (1957).

The policies behind Section 8 also do not merit strict adherence to
the common law test of "control." The relevant inquiry under Section
8 is whether the parent company should be regarded as a "competi-
tor" of the subsidiary s competitors, and whether an interlocked di-
rector is so placed as to be able to exercise control or even to
substantially influence decisionmaking at the director level so as to
dampen competitive relationships between divided corporate inter-
ests. The common-law Hcontrol" inquiry is relevant insofar as it is an
indication of the likelihood of collusion and anticompetitive transfer
of information among competitors. Ifa parent company has directors
in common with its subsidiary s competitor, but ifthe parent exercises
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little or no control over its subsidiary, there may be littleopportllnlty
for anticompetitive behavior. As the facts of this case show, however
there are factors other than those critical to a common-law inquiry
that warrant a finding that Bosch GmbH is a competitor of Borg-
Warner.

The Administrative Law Judge applied the "control" test, and en-
tered detailed findings concerning the business relationship of Bosch
GmbH and Bosch U.S. (LD.F. 33-61 , summarized at LD. 54-56). The
Commission adopts these findings and we need only highlight them
here. Bosch GmbH wholly owns Bosch U. , both directly and through
holding companies in which Bosch GmbH is the majority shareholder
(Tr. , Feine 1329; LD.F. 35). The president and chief executive offcer
of Bosch U.S. testified that he reports directly to Bosch U.S.'s board
of directors, which in turn represents shareholder interests-with
Bosch GmbH being the majority shareholder (CX 88, at 15; see Tr.
Feine 1346- (19) 48). Bosch GmbH and its subsidiaries nominate and
elect the directors of Bosch U.S. (Bosch GmbH Int. No. 9; LD.F. 36).
Bosch GmbH created Bosch U.s. in 1953 for the purpose of marketing
products in the United States under the Bosch trademark (CX 88, at
25; LD.F. 34). Bosch U.S. is the sole United States company licensed
to use the Bosch trademark, for which Bosch U.S. pays trademark
royalties to Bosch GmbH (Bosch GmbH RA 29; Int. No. 31(j); LD.F. 55).

Bosch U.S. submits reports concerning its forecasts, operating re-
sults, balance sheets , and business plans to Bosch GmbH (Tr. , Feine
1330; Bosch GmbH Int. No. 31 , at 48; LD.F. 46). The companies evalu-
ate the products Bosch U.S. needs for the markets it attempts to
service (Tr. , Feine 1331; LD.F. 48). To faciltate this goal, Bosch U.
is privy to Bosch GmbH' s research and development programs and
has access to Bosch GmbH's engineering center (Tr., Feine 1331).
Bosch GmbH suggests products that Bosch U.S. might introduce into
the U.S. market, although on occasion Bosch U.S. has told Bosch
GmbH that it cannot do so profitably for reasons of human and finan-
cial resources or U.s. statutory requirements rid. LD.F. 48). Although
Bosch U.S. maintains a line of credit with domestic banks and has
assets in excess of $100 milion, it relies on contributions from Bosch
GmbH for capital investment (Tr. , Feine 1334-35; Bosch GmbH &
Bosch U.S. RA 54-55; LD.F. 53-54).20 The two companies also evaluate
how Bosch U.S. can best " identify (itselfJ as an American company
doing business in America" (Tr. , Feine 1331).

There is further evidence in this case that is more dispositive of
parent corporation liability for purposes of Section 8 than it would be
in a common-law determination. First, offcers of Bosch GmbH and

O! LD.F. 53 should reflect the fact that Bosch GmbH has made cODtinuing, rather than one-time, capita contribu-
tions to the business of Bosch U.s.
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Borg-Warner had discussions ahout the business of Bosch U.S. which
involved potential "cooperation" (20) relating to Bosch U.S.'s activi-
ties.2! This evidence indicates to us that the "temptations" to anticom-
petitive behavior that the statute was established to abate were very
nigh at hand. See TRW, Inc. u. FT 647 F.2d at 947. Second , four of
Bosch GmbH' s directors sat on Bosch U.S.'s board (Tr. , Fiene 1325-26;
LD.F. 37), and two of these same directors-Dr. Bacher and Dr. Mer-
kle-also sat on Borg-Warner s board (Complaint & Merkle Ans. TI6;
Complaint & Bacher Ans. F; Bosch GmbH Int. No. 10; CX 59L; CX
67A-B; LD.F. 17-26). Professors Areeda and Turner suggest that the
legality of interlocks between a parent corporation and its sub-
sidiary s competitor should be determined by asking "whether the
subsidiary s business could ordinarily be expected to be the subject of
the parent's boardroom deliberations." 5 P. Areeda & D. Turner
Antitrust Law TI1302(b), at 367 (1980). In the instant case , this addi-
tional indication of "control" is met: Four members of the parent
corporation s board had full knowledge of and input to the sub-

sidiary s board deliberations , and two of the four also had similar
knowledge of and input to the board actions of the subsidiary s com-
petitor. (21)

Respondents impute great importance to the ALJ's finding that
Bosch GmbH does not control the day-to-day activities of Bosch U.
(LD.F. 61). They also assert that the record in this case fails to estab-
lish systematic instructions from parent to subsidiary. We do not find
such considerations dispositive in a Section 8 inquiry into whether a
parent corporation is a !!competitor" of its subsidiary s competitors.
We would render the statute meaningless if we were to disregard the
evidence of actual, or at least substantial control of Bosch GmbH over
Bosch U. , the evidence of discussions of "cooperation" between
Bosch GmbH and Borg-Warner, and the presence offour of the Bosch
GmbH directors on the Bosch U.S. board and the presence of two of
these same directors on the board of Borg-Warner. We cannot accept
the view that merely observing corporate formalities insulates a par-

21 Borg-Warner Vice President of Engineering Wiliam Jl Weltyk made the following report on his vi!\it to Bosch
GmbH in Slutlg"rt, Gennany, on February 36, 1976:

We then met with Mr. Hertz who is in charge of the aftermarket Qutside of Europe. We talked in particular
about nQs 'h 's aftermarket activities in the United Stlltes which is headuartered in ChicUfo. Their aftermar-
ket group employs about 800 people and they have offces in New York, San Francisco and Houston. They
have direct sales of 4 classei3 of trade: to warehouse distributors, to foreign vehicle distributors, to mass
merchandisers and to outlets which specialize in diesel engiues- In tota , Bosch has about 1,000 direct account.
Their primary products are spark plugs, starters, alternators (which are mainly rebuilt), ignition parts and
electronic fuel injection equipment. All in all, the Bosch organization seems to have a very adequate aflermar-
ketl!roup in the United States. Mr. llertz was not available for a very long time and therefore we did not have
ample opportunity to probe what opportunities f"r Ctoperation might ist in this area. Al we were not able
to cover distribution in South America or Mexico as a result ofthis tight schedule. These topics will be reviewed
further in future meetings.

(CX 29I; I. F. 57 (emphasis added)).
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ent corporation in situations sucn as this. 'rhe evidence as a whole
fully justifies finding Bosch GmbH to be a competitor of Borg-Warner
for purposes of Section 8.

Respondents argue that Section 8 deals with "direct" and not " in-
direct" interlocks. See RAIB 9 citing Staff of House Comm. on the
Judiciary, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. , Report on Interlocks in Corporate
Management 26 (Comm. Print 1965); Federal Trade Commission, Re-

port on Interlocking Directorates, H.R. Doc. No. 652 , 81st Cong. , 2d
Sess. 1 15 (1950). Indeed , the Administrative Law Judge character-
ized the Bosch GmbH-Borg Warner interlock as "indirect an inap-
propriate term, in our view. None of the authorities cited by

respondents and none that we have found include parent-subsidiary
relationships among the lists of "indirect" interlocks. Situations such
as that in the instant case are more accurately designated as direct
interlocks between competing corporations, the fact that only the
subsidiary was literally making competing sales having been disre-
garded on sound policy grounds. See 5 P. Areeda & D. Turner at
TITI1302(b), 1304 (discusses parent-subsidiary interlocks as a problem
separate from indirect interlocks); United States v. Crocker National
Corp. 656 F.2d at 451. (22)

Respondents also contend that if Congress had intended to prohibit
such arrangements under Section 8 , it would have done so specifical-
ly. Respondents cite several statutes, including Section 7 of the Clay-
ton Act, in which Congress specifically included "indirect" or
vicarious liability (see RAIB &-7). We do not find this argument per-
suasive. The legislative history of Section 8 does not indicate precise
limitations on which corporations can be deemed competitors by vir-
tue of a closely related corporation s activities. Moreover, statutes
that make no mention of liability of a parent or any other related
corporation often are found to include such liability if strong public
policy grounds warrant it. See, e.g., Bowater Steamship Co. v. Patter-
son 303 F.2d 369 (2d Cir.

), 

cert. denied 371 U.S. 860 (1962).
Respondents urge that parent corporation liability under Section 8

would necessitate involved, case-by-case evaluations of the parent

company s "control" of its subsidiary (RAB 4-7). We agree that this
approach may not promote judicial economy as much as would a
blanket rule barring liability in any parent corporation. At least one

2. On the other hand , application of the same principles of analysis frustrates complaint counsel's appeal of one

portion of the Initial Decision- The ALJ concluded, and we agree , that complaint counael did not meet their burden
of showing that Bosch GmbH exercised sufcient control over FemsR, Inc. to warrant imputing Femsa s production
of automotive air conditioning compressrs to Bosch GmbH- Although the record shows that Bosch GmbH owns
more than 50% of Femsa , Ine.'!! capital stock , direetly or indirectly, we agree with the AI 8 determnation that
there is instlffcient evidence of control or of corporate contacts to warrant a finding that Bosch GmbH and
Borg-Warner competed in sales of air conditioning compresors through the remote corporate relationship with
Femsa (see D. 52; LD.F. 214-4). Complaint counsl's argument to the contrary in appeal ufthe Initial Decision

, therefure , rejected.
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case has suggested , however, that barring parent corporation liability
completely might encourage the establishment of technically remote
corporate relationships in order to frustrate accountability for Sec-

tion 8 liability. See United States v. Crocker National Corp. 656 F.
at 450. More importantly, such a blanket rule would elevate form over
substances, and would do violence to the statutory purpose of prevent-
ing director interlocks that raise concerns of anti competitive decision-
making.

The Commission holds that Bosch GmbH was a competitor of Borg-
Warner for purposes of Section 8. The presence of Messrs. Bacher and
Merkle on the boards of both Borg-Warner and Bosch GmbH con-
stituted an interlocking directorate among corporations that "are or
shall have been theretofore, by virtue of their business and location
of operation , competitors -a violation of Section 8. (23)

IV. DE MINIMIS DEFENSE

Respondents claim that Section 8 contains a de minimis exception
and that even ifthere is competition between the corporate respond-
ents, Borg-Warner s sales of the relevant products were too small for
liability to attach.

The statute itself contains no such exception. TRW, Inc. v. FTC, 647
2d at 948. Implicit in the statute s million-dollar net worth require-

ment and explicit in the legislative history of Section 8 is the judg-
ment of Congress that the size of the interlocked corporations is the
crucial de minimis inquiry. In (24) other words, it is the character of
the restraint rather than the amount of commerce involved that
Section 8 addresses. United States v. Sears, Roebuck Co., 111
Supp. at 621.

Courts nevertheless have disagreed about whether Section 8 forbids
2J By framing the issue around Borg-Warner s sales of the relevant products and the small percentage of

Borg-Warner .' busine that such sales constituted, respondents take a narrow view of what could constitute 

minimis competition. Section 8 decisions often have examined the combined sales of the relevant products among
all of the interlocked corporalions. See, e. , United States u. Sears, Roebuck & Co. , 111 F.Supp. at 615, 621
(combined sales of $80 milion do not come within de minimis principle); Perpetual Fed. Sau. Loon Assoc. , 90

C. 608, 652 & n. lO (1977) (multimillon-dollar figures for loans in all respondent banks could "in no way be
termed de minirnisamount."J, rem d on other grounds, No. 78-1134 (4th Cir. Nov. 10, 1978), order withdrawn

C. 401 (1979). If combined sales were estimated in a de minimis rue , Bosch D.S.'s sales and those of Borg.
Warner would amount to at least $6.3 mjJion--learly not de minimis. Seesupranotes4, 6 and accompanying text;
infra text accompanying note 29.

de minimis rule also might examine the extent to which the interlocking companies occupy the market. of
their competing product.. See United States v. Sears, Roebuck Co. 111 F. Supp. at 620 (interlOiked companies
had sufcient market share to raise potential of either one gaining "total absorptive capacity" in certin commun-
ties by anticompetitive agreement). Such a rule, however, would require more complex evidence of the sort
Congress did not intend to be required in Section 8 cass. See Prutectoseal Co. v. Barancik 484 F.2d at 589.

Although some consideration of these factors may properly be a part of gudelines for prosecutoriaJ discretion
in Section 8 cascs, a detailed examination of size ofindustrics, size of corporations , percentages ofaales, or volumes
(Jf commerce is not properly a part of an adjudicative case under Section 8.

SeeH. R. Rep. No. 627, 63d Cong. 2d Se:;. , pt. 1. at 19-20 (1914) ("great corporations" with more than $1 milion
net worth , not "smalJer industrial corporations " subject to Section 8); S. Rep. No. 698 , 63d Cong. , 2d Sess. 15-16
(1914) (sae); see also Pres. Woodow Wilson s Messge to Congress, Jan. 20 , 1914 reprinted inH.R. Rep. No. 627
supra pt. 1, at 17-18 (enumerating evils inherent in director interlocks among "great corporations
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interlocking directorates if only a de minimis amount of commerce is
involved. Two district court cases decided several years ago indicat-
ed that Section 8 included such a de minimis defense. See Paramount
Pictures Corp. v. Baldwin.Montrose Chemical Co. 1966 Trade Cas.
(CCH) 678 at 82 065 (S.D. NY.) (de minimis competition not en-

compassed by Section 8); United States v. Sears, Roebuck Co. 111
Supp. at 621 (appreciable part of interstate commerce .does "not

come within the de minimis principle ). Recent cases, however, have
found that Section 8 does not allow a de minimis defense. See TR 

Inc. v. FTC, 647 F.2d at 948 (de minimis exception not contemplated
by Section 8); United States v. Crocker National Corp. 422 F.Supp.
686 703 (N.D. Cal. 1976), rev d on other grounds 656 F.2d 428 (9th Cir.
1981), rev d on other grounds sub nom., BankAmerica Corp. v. United
States 51 U.8.L.W. 4685 (U.S. June 8, 1983).

In TR W; Inc. v. FTC, the most recent case to examine the issue and
the only court of appeals case to do so, the Ninth Circuit rejected a
de minimis defense to Section 8. The court reasoned that Section 8
was designed to prevent restraints on competition before they materi-

alized by outlawing interlocking directorates which facilitated such
restraints. 647 F.2d at 948. The court determined that "Congress
undoubtedly was as concerned with restraints that stop the growth of
competition at a low level as it was with restraints affecting substan-
tial segments of commerce. Id. The court found, therefore, that Con-
gress intended to reach interlocks between competitors without
regard to the amount of commerce that might be restrained. Id., (25)
citing United States v. Crocker National Corp. 422 F.Supp. at 703;
United States v. Sears, Roebuck Co. 111 F.Supp. at 619-21.

We find this reasoning persuasive. Implicit in the reasoning of the
court of appeals was the philosophical underpinning of Section 8 that
lies in the Sherman Act's proscription against collusion and other
forms of trade restraint. Congress enacted Section 8 partly in re-
sponse to the diffculties of proof under the "rule of reason" estab-

lished for Sherman Act violations by the Supreme Court in Standard
Oil Co. of New Jersey v. United States 221 U.S. 1 (1911). Investigations
of the "trusts" stimulated legislation that would reach specific prac-
tices at an early stage and arrest conspiratorial growth in its incipien-

20 Commentators likewise have disagreed ahout whether Section 8 contans or should contain a tk minimiJ

exception. See e.g, Halversn, Should Interlocking Director Relationships Be Subject to Regulation and, If 

What Kind? 45 Antitrust L.J. 341, 342-3, 350-1 (1976) (although Section 8 is per se statute, Commission has
discretion not to prosecute smal Section 8 cases): Kramer, Interlocking Directorships and the Clayton Act After
35 Years 59 Vale L.J. 1266 , 1268-9 (1950) (different interpretations pOSBihJe but court decisions predcted to give
little or no weight to amount of commerce involved); Travers, Interlocks in Corporate Management and the
Antitrust Laws 46 Tex. L. Rev. 819, 846 (1968) (plicy considerations suggest that no explicit ck minimis exception
should be recognzed); Wilson, Unlocking the Interlocks: The On.Again Off-Again Saga of Section of the Clayton
Act 45 Antitrust L.J. 317, 324 (1976) (suggesting Section 8 includes de minimiB concept); Note Inter/ocking
Directorates rmd Section of the Clayton Act 44 Alb. L. Rev. 139, 145 (1979) (competition must not he ck minimis,
citine- Paramount Pif:tllr". rnrn. IJ. R"lrlw;n- Mnntrn " rh"m.i"a! rn
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cy-before the actual vesting of anticompetitive effects. Interlocking
directorates were one of the specific practices deemed so likely to
facilitate collusion as to deserve outright condemnation even in the
absence of express evidence of collusion itself. Staff of House Comm.
on the Judiciary, 89th Cong. , 1st Sess. , Report on Interlocks in Corpo-
rate Management 2 (Comm. Print 1965). Therefore, unlike Section 7
ofthe Clayton Act, 15 U .s.C. 18, which proscribes certain stock acqui-
sitions if "the effect. . . may be substantially to lessen competition
Section 8 is a per se statute that requires no showing of industry
domination and no showing of present or potential anticompetitive
effects. See id.; TRW, Inc. v. FTC, 647 F. 2d at 948 (citing United States

v. Socony- Vacuum Oil Co. 310 U.S. 150, 221-23 (1940)); United States
v. Crocker National Corp. 422 F. Supp. at 703; United States v. Sears
Roebuck Co. 111 F.Supp. at 620-21. Such a per se statute logically

excludes the sort oflevel-of-commerce analysis urged by respondents
as well. Congress did not, of course, have before it in 1914 the sophis-
ticated analysis of competitive relationships that has attended anti-
trust inquiries into conglomerates and multinational economic

interests in more recent times. Congress nonetheless has declined
thus far to alter the per se rule for finding a violation under Section
8. (26)

Respondents claim that the "so that" clause of Section 8 is, in
effect, a de minimis limitation. Because there were no per se rules in
1914, so the argument runs , Congress could not have established such
a rule in Section 8 (RAB 35-38). As we have noted, however, Congress
enacted Section 8 specifically to obviate the necessity for a Sherman
Act "rule of reason" approach. We agree with the ALJ and the courts
that have examined this issue: the "so that" clause of Section 8 is
satisfied if price-fixing arrangements among the competing corpora-
tions would be ilegal, as they would be in this and virtually any other
case without regard to the amount of commerce involved. See TRW,
Inc. v. FTC, 647 F. 2d at 948; United States v. Crocker National Corp.
422 F. Supp. at 703; United States v. (27) Sears, Roebuck Co. 111

Supp. at 61&-17 620-21. We find unpersuasive respondents ' argu-
ments that the "so that" clause is a de minimis limitation on Section

26 SectioD 8 prohibits interlocking directorates among two or more corporations in interstate commerce if any
one corporation has a net worth of more than $1 million and

if such corporations are.. competitors so that the elimination of competition by agreement between them
would constitute violation of any of the prov ions of any of the antitrust laws.

15 D. C. 19 (emphasis added). The leading case interpreting the "so that" dause is United Stotes o. Sears, Roebuck
& Co., in which the court held that if price-fixing arrangements or territorial divisions among the competitoI1
would violate the antitrust laws-and they would , becausc such a eements are pe,. se violations-the "so that"
claUB of Section 8 would be satisfied. 111 FBupp- at 616-17 , 620-21. See o.lso5 P. Areeda & D. Turner , Antitrut
Law TI 1302(a), at 364 (1980).
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It should be noted that respondents' sales volume in the relevant
products is not insubstantial. Even with a view of the evidence most
favorable to respondents 28 Bosch U .S.'s sales ofthe relevant products
to WD's totalled approximately $5.4 milion , and Borg- Warner s sales
totalled approximately $900 000. In TR Iv Inc. the Commission found
that $1 millon and $7 milion in sales of the relevant products by the
respective corporations were not de minimis under Section 8, assum-
ing arguendo that a de minimis defense applied. 93 F. C. at 385-86.
In Protectoseal Co. v. Barancik Judge Stevens found a violation of
Section 8 where one of the corporations did $1.5 million of business
in the relevant products and the other corporation met the $1 milion
net-worth requirement. 484 F.2d at 587 & n.3. The relevant amount
of commerce engaged in by respondents in the instant case is compa-
rable to that involved in TRIv Inc. and Prtectoseal and as such
would not in any event meet a de minimis standard. These decisions

bear out the analytic principle that it is not the volume of commerce
that is the proscriptive concern of Section 8, but rather the character
of the potential overt antitrust violation.

Finally, respondents raise several policy considerations that would
support a de minimis doctrine. Respondents note than outside direc-
tors such as Messrs. Bacher and Merkle are valuable to such corpora-
tions as Borg-Warner. Respondents claim further that it is
burdensome for directors of multinational corporations to search out
every competitive overlap among all the (28) corporations for which
they are directors. We recognize such realities. A corporation can
however, benefit from such industry experts in other ways , such as
retaining such experts as consultants, without placing them in the
position of ultimate corporate decisionmaking from which it is possi-
ble to fix prices or otherwise restrain competition-the matter with
which the statute is ultimately concerned. Although consideration of
the level of commerce affected is appropriate in determining the scope
of any order issued for violations of this Section 29 we hold that there

ZI Respondents further contend that the Commssion has established a de minimis standard by entering ooveral
consent orders in which respondents could not share directors with competing corporations if a certn level of
commerce or a certin percentage of respondents' business were implicated (RAB 38-1). These cases did not , as
respondents contend

, "

JieeD/1e violations of the law" in certin levels of commerce, nor did they establish a 
minimisatadard. Rather, the consent decrees reflected an exercise afthe Commission s discretion not to prosecute
Section 8 violations in partcuJar situations- Respondents' relia nce on these cases for a legal proposition is even
more misplaced because consent orders are the product of negotiation and compromise and do not establish the
criteria against which litigated cases are to be measured. See United Van Lines, Inc. u. United States 545 F.
613 618 (8th Cir. 1976); see generally United States u. lIT Continental Baking Co. 420 U.S. 223, 2357 (1975);
United States u. Armour & Co. , 402 U.S. 673, 681-82 (1971).

Z8 See supra notes 4 , 6 and accompanying text.
29 Level of commerce considerations also may be relevant in a decision whether to exercise prosecutorial

discretion to bring a Section 8 compJaint. Several lines of par involving millions of dollars in commerce were
aleged in the complaint to be competitive in this case, however--cJearly not de minimis commerce for purose
of a decision to issue a complaint against respondents
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is no de minimis defense to a Section 8 violation.

v. SECTION 5

Respondents claim that the Administrative Law Judge erred in

finding, as an alternative to Section 8 liability, that respondents
conduct violated Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15

C. 45. We find that respondents violated Section 5 , because a
violation of Section 8 is in itself a violation of Section 5. See FTC v.
Sperry Hutchinson Co. 405 S. 233, 239-44 (1972) (Section 5 en-
compasses violations ofletter and spirit of antitrust law); TRW, Inc.
93 F. C. at 386 n.22 (based on Section 8 violation, Section 5 violation
found); S. Rep. No. 597 , 63d Cong. , 2d Sess. 13 (1914) (Section 5 encom-
passes interlocking directorates). We do not reach the issue whether
respondents ' interlocking directorates would have been an unfair
method of competition under Section 5 absent a violation of Section

VI. REMEDY

The ALJ's order directs that Messrs. Merkle and Bacher resign
either from the board of Borg-Warner or from the boards of Bosch
GmbH and its subsidiaries. The order further directs that respondent
corporations shall not establish director interlocks with any other
competing corporation in "the production or sale of any product or
service. " The order also requires, for a (29) period of ten years, that
corporate respondents obtain from their directors a list of such per-
sons ' other corporate directorships and the products or services pro-
duced by such corporations. Respondents must fie compliance reports
annually for ten years showing their adherence to the terms of the
order. The order itself is in perpetuity.

Respondents contend that even if a Section 8 violation is found in
this case , the order recommended by the ALJ is inappropriate and
even punitive because the violation found was a "technical" and "nar-
row one (see RAB 49; LD. 58). In particular, respondents object to the
breadth of the order s coverage; its perpetual nature; its "elaborate
and burdensome" compliance reporting requirements; its lack of a
floor level of competitive overlap at which interlocking directorates
must be scrutinized in order to comply with the order; and its applica-
tion to potential corporate overlaps involving firms other than re-
spondents. Complaint counsel, for their part, would extend the order
to proscribe offcers, employees, or agents of one respondent (Bosch)
from sitting on the board of the other (Borg-Warner).

30 In Perpetual Fed. Sav. LtGn AssQc. the Commission found that Section 5 could reach director interlocks
between banks and a savings and loan association, even though Section 8 did not reach such interlocks, because

such interlocks violated the policy of Section 8. See 90 F- G 608, 652-7 (1977), rem d on other grounds
78-1134 (4th Cir- Nov. 10 , 1978), ordr withdrawn 94 F- G 401 (1979).
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We approach our decision on the scope ofthe order in this case with
well-settled standards. Commission orders must be reasonably related
to the unlawful practices found to exist. ! The Commission has wide
discretion in the choice of relief it deems adequate to remedy unlawful
practices FTC u. Ruberaid Co. 343 U.S. 470 , 473 (1952), and when a
respondent has been found in violation of the law, it must expect some
fencing in FTC u. National Lead Co. 352 U.S. 419 , 431 (1957). In

this instance, the order issued by the Administrative Law Judge is
typical of those issued in Section 8 proceedings in the past.

We agree with the ALJ that an order should issue against all re-
spondents in this case. Even though Messrs. Merkle and Bacher ap-
parently resigned their directorships with Bosch U.S. (after the trial
in this case),32 respondents did not maintain that these individuals

discontinued service as directors of Bosch GmbH or Borg-Warner. As
this opinion has affrmed , common directorships between Borg-Warn-
er and Bosch GmbH violated Section 8 of the Clayton Act; this viola-
tion continued unabated beyond the resignation of the individual
respondents from the Bosch U.S. board. Nor is this a violation situa-
tion in which directors are interlocked without knowledge of corpo-
rate overlaps. (CX 29I; LD.F. 57; CPF, at 98; see supra note 21).
Moreover , there is a (30) "cognizable danger" that a violation could
recur with respect to Bosch U. S. in its future board elections. United
States u. WT Grant Co. 345 U.S. 629 , 633 (1953). Resignation from
a board by an interlocked director at the onset of Section 8 litigation
has been consistently held insuffcient to prevent entry of an order
against both individual and corporate respondents. See id. at 633-34;
Kraftco Corp. 92 F. C. 416, 419 (1978), afrd sub nom. SCM Corp. 

FT 612 F.2d 707 (2d Cir.

), 

cert. denied 449 U.S. 821 (1980). The order
is necessarily and properly applicable, therefore , to all three corpo-
rate respondents. Because ofthe death of individual respondent Hans
Bacher, an order provision with respect to individual respondents wil
be limited to Hans Merkle.

Some recent Section 8 decisions have addressed whether injunctive
relief is appropriate beyond the undoing of the immediate interlock-
ing directorates that are the subject of the Section 8 proceeding. In

SCM Corp. u. FTC, 565 F.2d 807 , 812-13 (2d Cir. 1977), the Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit remanded a Section 8 proceeding to
the Commission because the Commission had failed to acknowledge
that it bore the burden of showing a "cognizable danger of recurrent
violation" as justification for an order barring future interlocks , cit-
ing United States u. WT Grant Co. 345 U.S. at 633. On remand, the

FT u. Colgate-Palmolive Co. 380 U.s. 374, 394-95 (1965); FT v. National Lead Co 352 U.S. 419 , 42B--
(1957); FTC v. Ruberoid Co. 343 U.S. 470, 473 (1952); Jacob Siegel Co. v. FTC, 327 U.S. 608 , 611 (1946).

32 See Letter from Joseph A. McM8nu. , Esq. supra note 1.
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Commission reimposed its order after an analysis under the appropri-
ate standard, and that order was upheld by the court of appeals.
Likewise in TRW, Inc. u. FT 647 F.2d 942 (9th Cir. 1981), the Court
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit declined to approve a prospective

order where a director had removed himself from any interlock prior
to the initiation of litigation by the government.

In these two cases, the courts included among the considerations
relevant to assessment of the "cognizable danger" component of in-
junctive relief the following: whether an interlocking directorate was
voluntarily discontinued prior to the onset of Section 8 litigation
whether respondents promised to avoid interlocking directorates in
the future , and whether there was evidence of a Section 8 compliance
program in operation. In this case, Drs. Merkle and Bacher only
resigned from the Bosch U.S. board after the trial was virtually com-
plete, and have remained interlocked on both the Borg-Warner and
Bosch GmbH boards. Nor does there appear to be record evidence of
any effort by respondents to prevent future interlocks, or to establish
a systematic compliance program. On the contrary, respondents seem
not to have screened their directors for interlocks in this case (RARB
31) and are determined to maintain the closest of Bosch corporate
company control over Borg-Warner (RB 43). (31)

While we believe that injunctive relief barring future interlocks is
appropriate in this case , we do agree that the order entered by the
ALJ should be limited in three important respects suggested by re-
spondents. Rather than a perpetual ban on all relevant competitive
interlocks , a ten-year ban, tracked by the compliance reporting sys-
tem already in the ALJ's order, would seem to guard against the
continuation of Section 8 problems for the foreseeable future.

We also believe that prospective relief applicable to these corporate
respondents and other corporations (Paragraphs I(b) and II(b) of the
Final Order) should be limited to automotive parts for the automotive
aftermarket. Traditional Section 8 relief tracks the "all products
relief contemplated in the complaint's Notice Order and proposed by
the ALJ, but the Commission believes that the competitive concerns
identified in this proceeding and the evidence on the likelihood of
repeated interlocks justifies a narrower order. This record, in focusing
on three types of specific automotive parts for the aftermarket, does
not provide an all-inclusive definition of such automotive parts. There
was testimony and documentary evidence , however, describing the
lines of parts sold by the corporate respondents at the time of the
proceeding,34 and it is to these parts that the order proscription ap-

3. Kraftco Corp. 92 F. C. 416 (1978), afrd su.b /lorn. SCM Corp. u. rre 612 F.2d 707 (2d Cir.

), 

cerL denied, 449
S. 821 (1980).
J. Specifically, we refer to the part sold by Borg-Warner s Automotive Part DivisioD (Reichers 623), and the

ASM and ASD divisioDs of Bosch U.s. (Bendixen 894-95, ex 17A-Z 284).
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plies. Thus the prospective relief applicable to corporations other
than the named respondents themselves is confined to the actual
range of automotive parts sold by these respondents during the course
of these proceedings.

Finally, we believe that respondents ' compliance obligation with
these prospective provisions of the order should not extend below
overlapping levels of commerce found in this proceeding witjJ respect
to interlocks between respondents and other corporations. Complaint
counsel alleged in the complaint that the competitive overlap be-

tween Borg-Warner and Bosch U.S. involved several closely related
product lines encompassing multimilion-dollar sales. Only three
product lines proved to be competitive, however, involving approxi-
mately $900 000 and $5.4 milion in sales for the respective corpora-
tions. These are relatively small fractions ofthe total business ofthese
corporations, and in shaping relief we are convinced that other than
in interlocks between these corporate respondents, the public interest
is served in requiring respondents to submit reports of competitive
overlaps of$5 million or more. As between these respondents, howev-

, we believe traditional relief, without limitations as to products or
volumes of commerce has been justified in this record. (32)

Complaint counsel seek an order that would extend beyond director
interlocks to offcers, employees, or agents of respondents. The logic
of such relief is that whatever danger of collusion adheres in director
interlocks can be achieved through the use, for instance, of an offcer
of one corporation as a director of another. Evasion of an order bar-
ring only interlocking directors is therefore relatively easy, and these
respondents have indicated already their intention of using nondirec-
tor Bosch representatives on Borg-Warner s board should an order be
entered. Nevertheless, Section 8 speaks only of interlocked directors
and Congress has repeatedly declined to amend the statute to extend
its prohibitions CRAIB 7). No litigation under Section 8 has resulted
in an order such as that pressed by complaint counsel on this point.
The statute s limitation is based on concern about ultimate corporate
decisionmaking, and does not seem aimed at the suppession of all
intercorporate relationships or information exchanges. The antitrust
laws other than Section 8 remain to guard against improper com-

munications between such non-director personnel. Accordingly, we
deny complaint counsel's appeal on the scope of this order.

Finally, we note that during the pendency of this proceeding the
Bosch companies underwent a corporate reorganization. See Letter
from Joseph A. McManus supra note 1. We believe that the competi-
tive concerns raised by this reorganization in light of this case are
satisfied by an order that is binding on the named respondents and
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their successors and assigns.

VII. RESPONDENTS ' POST-TRIAL MOTIONS

Respondents initiated two rounds of post-oral-argument briefing,
based on developments beyond the record ofthis proceeding. The first
of these was initiated by a motion fied on August 20, 1981 , raising the
issue of alleged ex parte communications between staff "pd the Com-
mission involving this matter and the Commission s July 23 , 1981
issuance of a complaint in Docket No. 9157. The latter case is a
Section 7 Clayton Act proceeding that challenges Borg- Warner s sale
of its Automotive Parts Division (APDJ to Echlin Manufacturing Cor-
poration. Respondents asserted that arguments made in connection
with our deliberations on the complaint in Docket No. 9157 were
incestuously related to product market issues involved (33) in this
proceeding. By order of May 13 , 1982, the Commission granted in part
and denied in part respondents ' motion for full disclosure and access
to records, in disposition of this issue. We believe the Commission
order demonstrates that the Commission has scrupulously adhered to
the principles of both the Administrative Procedure Act and the Com-
mission s rules of procedure in dealing with these alleged ex parte
matters.

The second round of briefs in this matter was occasioned by re-
spondent' s December 14 1981

, "

Motion by All Respondents to Dismiss
Proceeding for Lack of Public Interest, or Alternatively, to Defer
Decision on Appeal Pending Consideration of New Clayton Section 8
Guidelines." In this motion , respondents argue for dismissal of this
proceeding because its continuation is no longer in the public interest.
The basis for the argument is, first, that the competitive overlaps in
the interlocking directorates case are very small, and, as a conse-

quence, any finding of a violation of the Clayton Act would be "very
narrow and technical" (RMD 2). Second, respondents argue that this
proceeding has been mooted by the exit of Borg-Warner from the
automotive parts business through the sale of APD to Echlin. Third
respondents in effect incorporate their ex parte communications argu-
ment, the subject of the August 20 , 1981, motion, as part of their
motion for dismissal of this proceeding.

Respondents ' alternative motion , to defer issuance ofa Commission
decision in this matter, is based on suggestions that the Commission
should first promulgate Clayton Act Section 8 enforcement policy
guidelines on interlocking directorates. Respondents declare that

J, As discussed above, the order prohibits various interlocks between corporate respondents (or their successors
and assigns) and between corporate respondents and other corporations. The order, of cours, only prohibits
interlocks ootwCtlll corporations that arecompetitol1- In detenniningwhcther a corporation is a "competitor " the
bWjincss ofaDY subsidiary that is subject to actual or substantial control ofthe parent will he imputed to that parent
(See Sedion III supra).
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such guidelines might bear on issues raised in this case such as OIl

whether there should be created a de minimis competition exception

to Section 8 liability, and whether Section 8 can be applied to an
interlock involving the foreign parent of an allegedly interlocked

competing subsidiary firm.
Most of the issues raised in respondents ' motions are dealt with in

this opinion. Two issues are raised that bear additional consideration
however. The Commission has not promulgated Section 8 guidelines
and even if it had, the issuance of guidelines relating to prosecutorial
discretion over case selection or investigative review would not, as
respondents seem to suggest, determine what constitutes a violation
of law in any particular adjudicative context.

More significantly, we do not agree that this case has become moot
because Borg-Warner has sold its Automotive Parts Division, remov-
ing the alleged competitive overlap that is the focus of this case. It is
well settled that "voluntary cessation of ilegal conduct" does not
make a Section 8 case moot. United States v. W T. Grant Co. 345 U.
at 632. A Section 8 case is mooted only if the respondBnt or defendant
can demonstrate that there is "no reasonable expectation that the
wrong wil be repeated. The burden is a heavy one. Id. at 633; TR W,

Inc. v. (34) FTC, 647 F. 2d at 953; SCM Corp. v. FTC, 565 F.2d at 812.
The concern is with repeated violations of the same law, not merely
with repetition of the same offensive conduct-that is, the interlock
challenged in the particular case. TRW, Inc. v. FTC, 647 F.2d at 953.
We do not think that defendants have met their burden to show that
there is no reasonable expectation of future violation. Moreover
Borg-Warner s effort to sell its APD is the subject of an ongoing
Section 7 Clayton Act proceeding that, according to the Notice of
Proposed Relief, seeks divestiture or, alternatively, rescission of the
Borg-Warner sale of APD. Although respondents believe the potential
for rescission of the APD sale is purely "speculative " we believe to
the contrary that such a prospect ilustrates the speculative nature
ofthe mootness argument itself. In view ofthe factors discussed here
and in Section VI supra we also find that despite the sale of the
Automotive Parts Division there is a "cognizable danger" of a recur-
ring violation of Section 8 suffcient to warrant issuance of a cease and
desist order. The Commission s order provision requiring the in-
dividual respondents to resign from either the Borg-Warner or Bosch

36 "A cas might become moot ifsubseuent events made it IIb!loh.1tely clear that the alegedly wrongful behavior
could not reasonably be expected to recur. United Stutes v. Concentrated Phosphate Export Ass /nc. 393 U.

199, 203 (1968), rev'g 273 F.Supp. 263 (S. Y. 1967), on remand 1969 Trade Cas. (CCH) 719 (S.

The present case present. a situation unlike that in United States u. Cleveland Trust Co. 392 F.Supp. 699 (N.
Ohio 1974), o(fd mem., 513 F.2d 633 (6th Cir. 1975), in which one ofthe interlocking corporation8 mooted the case
by sellng the division that produced its competitive line of commerce. Here, the pending Section 7 case challenging
such a sale raises more than mere "conjectural" concerns that a violation could recur. See id. at 710.
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boards, however, does not come into force until and unless there is
competition between the corporate respondents. (35)

Should any future change of law or fact occur with regard to mat-
ters raised in this case, respondents have available the remedies set
out in the Commission s Rules of Practice at Sections 2.51 and 3.
16 C. R. 2. , 3.72 (1982), providing the right to petition the Commis-
sion to reopen and to modify or to set aside an order, based on changed
conditions of law or fact or other public interest considerations not

now before the Commission.
We believe that respondents' motions of December 14 , 1981 , must

be dismissed.

DISSENTING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN JAMES C. MILLR III

Today the majority interprets the relevant statutory and case law
as requiring ineluctably the conclusion that Section 8 of the Clayton
Act is what may be termed a " strict" per se statute that is uncon-

cerned with whether the "offending" director interlock helps or
harms competition, or whether the extent of competitive overlap be-
tween the interlocked firms is massive or trivial. In so holding, the
majority s opinion fails even to acknowledge what Commissioner
Clanton correctly characterizes as the "potentially harsh effects" of
a Section 8 strict per serule (Clanton Statement at 1.)1 much less make
any effort to avoid them. The majority concludes that Congress and
the courts leave this Commission no alternative but to strike down the
interlock in this case because at the time the complaint issued in
November 1978, Borg-Warner and Bosch U.S. were "competitors" in
the sale of certain automotive aftermarket products. Section 8 con-
demnation must, reasons the majority, automatically ensue. (2)
Rather than adopting the majority s strict per se standard, I would

follow the rule of the better-reasoned cases and hold that interlocks
with an insignificant or de minimii' effect on competition do not
violate Section 8. I would therefore remand this matter to the ALJ to
consider evidence of the likely competitive effect of the interlocks
challenged here. I would also remand on the issues of whether Borg-
Warner s post-oral-argument sale of the overlapping assets--oupled

. Commissioner George W. Douglas joins in thig dissnting statement
j The following abbreviations are used in this opinion:

Maj.Op. Majority Slip Opinion
Bailey Op.--eparate Concurring Opinion ofCommi8lioDCr Patricia Bailey
Clanton Statement-oncurring St.tement of Commissioner David Clanton
ID.Initial Decision Page Number
IDI-' Initial Decision Finding Number
Tr. Trancript of Testimony Page Number
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with the resignation of the indivIdual directorB-ither mootstliis

proceeding or makes issuance of any order unnecessary.

I. A STRICT PER SE RULE UNDER SECTION 8
IS UNNECESSARY AND UNWISE

I depart from the majority on several determinative issues. Most
fundamentally, I cannot agree with the majority s unnecessarily ex-
pansive view that Section 8 mandates purposeful disregard of the
competitive effects of the challenged interlock. I find the wording of
Section 8 consistent with considering competitive effects; thelegisla-
tive history internally contradictory but equally supportive of conclu-
sions contrary to those embraced by the majority; and the case law on
the critical issues sparse, conflicting, and indeterminative. Moreover
I view the interpretation of Section 8 as a strict per se statute to be

inconsistent with sound application of antitrust policy.

A. The Language of Section 8 Is Vague And
Does Not Require A Strict Per Se Result

It is a desirable attribute of our political system that Commission-
ers-like other adjudicators-have limited power. We are constrained
in our adjudications by the wording of the laws we are charged to
apply and interpret. Nevertheless, to the extent the language of Con-
gress permits, our goal in interpreting and applying the antitrust
laws should be to discourage anticompetitive and ineffcient practices
that diminish consumer welfare on the one hand, and to encourage
procompetitive and effcient practices on the other. Where the lan-
guage of a statute leaves no choice but to reach an anticompetitive
ineffcient, or otherwise harsh result in a pending litigation , it
becomes our unhappy duty to apply the law as mandated. But it is for
Congress to place us in that situation. Absent specific legislative com-
mand, we need not-and should not-presume that (3) Congress in-
tended to condemn the beneficial and the harmless together with the
pernicious.

One irony of the majority s decision is that it renders unlawful
under Section 8 of the Clayton Act the sharing by two competing firms
of one director even in situations where it would be lawful under
Section 7 of the same statute for the two firms to merge completely
and share an entire board of directors. Further, it does so even if the
interlocked firms each produce but an infinitesimal fraction of the
relevant industry s output. Since these two sections were adopted
simultaneously by the same Congress, I believe it abundantly clear
that the Commission and the courts should avoid stretching to reach
such inconsistent (indeed, surprising) results unless that is what Con-
gress clearly intended.
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To determine precisely what legislative command Congress has
given the Commission and the courts in Section 8 cases, we must
examine closely the disputed statutory provision. In pertinent part
Section 8 of the Clayton Act provides-as it did when enacted in
1914:2

No person at the same time shall be a director in any two or more corPorations , any
one of which has capital , surplus , and undivided profits aggregating more than $1
000 . . . if such corporations are or shall have been theretofore, by virtue of their
business and location of operation competitors, so that the elimination of competition
by agreement between them would constitute a violation of any of the provisions of any
of the antitrust laws. (Emphasis added)

The underscored portion is generally referred to as the "so that"
clause , the focal point of the analysis of whether Section 8 embodies

de minimis exception or otherwise applies only to interlocks having
(or likely to have) some minimal impact on competition. (4)

On its face the "so that" clause arguably contemplates at least some
consideration of competitive effects, although a number of questions
can be asked concerning the precise scope ofthe inquiry. For example
does the clause contemplate that all competition between the inter-
locked firms would b eliminated by agreement (as in a merger or a
market or customer division), or simply one aspect of competition (as
in an agreement to fix prices or to refrain from advertising)? Must
there be a total elimination of competition , a substantial reduction in
competition , or a minimal or even potential impact on competition?
Does the clause require that the interlocked firms have suffcient

combined market power to effectuate the "elimination ? Does "elimi-
nation of competition" refer only to competition between the inter-
locked firms, or does it mean elimination of all competition
throughout the relevant market? Is the "so that" clause not intended
as a conditional at all , but rather as a mechanism for bringing the
interstate commerce requirement into play? The statutory language
affords no ready answer to these questions.4 (5)

See United States u. Crocker National Corp. 656 J.'2d 428, 431 0. 1 (9th Cir. 1981) (compar1og language of present
and original Section 8), rev d on other grounds sub nom., BankAmerica Corp. u. United States, 51 U.S. W. 4685

(U.S. June 8 , 1983).
315 U. C. 19 (1973).
4 Even commentators cited by Commissioner Bailey s concunence (BaiJey Gp. at 12-13.) indicate the extent of

the ambiguity created by the language of Section 8. Two years aftr Section 8 was enacted, one treatise addressd
the meaning of the "so that" clause:

It would be diffcult to conceive a more uncertin and shifting stadard of corporate conduct than this one,
by which the question of what elimination of competition betweeu two (interlocked) corporations by agreement
would constitute a violation ofthe antitrust laws , is made the test of the lawfulness ofla competitor interlock).

J. Harlan & L. McCandless The Federal Trade Commision, Its Nature and Powers 20 (1916). Similarly, ten years
after Section 8's passge another commentator wrote:

The diffculty in applying the test lay in the fact that no one could state with assurance under what circum.
stances the elimination of competition by agreement would constitute a violation of the anti.trut laws.

(footnote cont'
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Uncertainty as to the meaning and pu ':pos of the "so that" clause
is reflected in the legislative history of Section 8. As discussed below
many of the Senators voting on the measure found the clause vague
and imprecise. (Indeed, a number of Senators rejected criminal penal-
ties for violations of Section 8 because it lacked the certainty required
of criminallaws.5) Moreover, the first court to consider its meaning
concluded that "the clause is not crystal clear " and accordingly
turned to portions ofthe legislative history in an attempt at clarifica-
tion.

Resort to legislative history is always an uncertain undertaking, to
be avoided if possible. But where the language of the statute is inesca-
pably ambiguous 7 the courts and the Commission have been forced
to this sometimes dangerous and always imperfect source of legisla-
tive intent. I am generally wary of placing great reliance upon legisla-
tive history, dependent as it is upon individual or committee (ratber
than majority) expressions of opinion. However, where, as here , a line
of case law has developed in an unfortunate direction on the basis of

an incomplete interpretation of the legislative history,8 further resort
to that history would seem justified to right the wrong. (6)

B. The Legislative History Of Section Neither Requires Nor
Supports A Strict Per Se Rule

The Senate and House Judiciary Committee Reports provide little
insight into the Congressional intent behind Section 8. Both cite an
address by President Wilson to Congress inveighing against trusts in
general and interlocks in particular. Neither sheds much light on the
intended extent of the interlock prohibition. 10 The conference (7) com-

G. Henderson The Federal Trark CQmmis. ion, A Study In AdminiHtmtiue Law and Procedure 38-9 (1924).

(; 

See page 12 below.
6 United States u. Sears, Roebuck Co. III F. Supp. 614, 617 (S. Y. 1953). The paragraph of Section 8

containing the "so that" clause is not the only unclear aspect of SedioD 8. See, e.g., SCM C')rp. u. FT 565 F.
807 8010 (2d Cir. 1977), cert. denied 449 U.s. 821 (1980) (in concluding Section 8 applies to corporations as weJl
as to individual directors , the court a.id, " It is tre that if the language of the section is considered alone, the result
is not clear

), 

remanding on other grounds, Kraftco Corp., et al. 89 F. C. 46 , 61-62 (1977) (" the language of Section
8 read in vacuo perhaps leaves some doubt as to the entities its proscription is intended to cover

7 See, e. , United States u. Universal C. . T. Corp. 344 U.S. 218, 221 (1952) ("we may utiize in construing a statute
not unambiguous , all the light relevantly shed upon the words and the clause and the statute that express the
pu.rpose ofCongres.

ij See discussion of United States v. Sears, Roebuck Co. 111 F. Supp. 614 (S. Y. 1953) in Part I(C) below.
S. Rep. No. 69R 63d Cong. , 2d Sess. (1914) (hereafter "Sen. Jud. Rep. ); and H.R. Rep. No. 627 , 63d Cong. , 2d

Sess. (1914).
!U Accrd, lfnitpd Stales v. Sears, Roebuck Co. III F.Supp. 614 , 616 (S. Y. 1953).

Among the segments of 1egislative history relied upon by Commissioner Bailey s concurring opinion to support
the view that Congress intended a strct per setest to apply is the following quotation from the Senate Judiciary
Committee !! Report summarizing the Clayton Bill:

Among other of thc!!e trade practices which are denounced and made unlawful may be mentioned .
interlocking directorates.

Bailey Op. at 9 quoting Sen. Jud. Rep. at 1. However, the portion that is omitted from the quoted excerpt is also
instrctive. The full quotation is as follows:

Among other of these trade practices which are denounced and made unlawful may be mentioned di. crimina-
(footnote cont'
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mittee report is silent on the scope of Section 8 with respect to com-
petitor interlocks in general , and on the meaning of the "so that"
clause in particular.!!

The House Report acknowledges the committee s attempt to draft
Section 8 so as to implement the recommendation of President Wilson
that all interlocks be prohibited.!2 It is significant that the House
Report makes no direct mention of any danger to competition posed
by director interlocks. Indeed, the principal goal of Section 8 that
might be gleaned from the report is a desire to promote President
Wilson s goal of permitting "new blood" to enter the realm of corpo-
rate management, and thereby " immensely hearten the young men
coming on. !3 The report also emphasizes a perceived need to check
the "concentration of wealth, money, and property" under the control
of "a few individuals or great corporations. "!4 One of three sets of
minority views included in the report states that Section 8 is "full of
diffculty and peril" for small corporations, and would affect them in
far greater degree than it would larger corporations.!5 It further de-
clares:

The use of interlocking directorates serves many usefill purposes, and because in some
instances it haR been used to foster monopoly or create a restraint of trade , does not
furnish a goo reason why the use of interlocking directorates generally should be
forbidden.1

However, the full House debated neither this question nor other rele-
vant competitive issues.1 (8)

The full Senate did debate the per se issue , and the record of that
debate furnishes a guide to Congressional intent that must not be

overlooked. The Senate Judiciary Committee reported the Clayton
bil to the Senate floor, where one of the committee members--ena-

tion in prices for the purpose of wrongfully injuring or destroying the business of competitors; exclusive a.nd

tying contracts; holding companies; and interlocking directorates. (Sen. Jud. Rep. at 1 , emphasis added.

In the veraion of the Clayton Bil reported out ofthe Senate Judiciary Committee onJy two of the omitted four
practices (exclusive dealing and tying arraogements) were subject to the strict per se ille ality stadard that the
majority is so intent 011 imposing upon competitor interlocks. See Sen. Jud. Rep. at 54-69. Moreover, in the final
version of the CJayton Bil enacted into law (as well as under curent antitrust law), none of the four omitted
practices were outlawed under a strict per se rue. See Id at 54-6, 60-1; 15 U. C. 13(a) (b), 14 , and 18 (1976);

Tampa Electric Co. u. Na.huille Co. 365 U.S. 320 , 328-29, 333-5 (1961); and Fortner Enterprises, Inc. u. United
Stales 394 U.s. 495 498-00 (1969) Fortner 1")

Thus, to the extent the quote pass e iluminates the meaning of the "so that" claus , it can onJy be interpreted
as cutting against any intention by Congress to adopt a strict per se condemnation of competitor interlocks

\l I-LR. Rep. No. 1168, 6ad Cong., 2d Seas. 13-16 (1914). See note 18 below.

R. Rep. No. 627, 63d Cong., 2d Seas- 18 (1914)- BIl! see note 57 below.
\3 H.R. Rep. No. 627, 63d Cong. , 2d Seas. 18 20 (1914).

14 Idatl9.
15 Id (Part 2, Minority Views) at 8.

17 51 Congo ReI'. 9600-07 (1914). In the bill that ultimately became the Clayton Act, Sections 7 and,l of the final
Act were denominated Sections 8 and 9 , respectively- Thus, the merger provision in the legislative history is Section
8, while the interlockig directorate section is Section 9. For cOllvetlience, I refer throughout this opinion to their
final (and curent) designation.
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tor Cummins ofIowa-raised the subject o(Sections 7 and R Affei
stating his view of the policy embodied in the pending legislation, he
read the relevant language of Section 8 as reported by the committee.
This version was nearly identical to that adopted by the House '8 and
essentially the same as the present Section 8; it included both the $1
milion corporate size threshold and the "so that" clause. (14 256. )'9

Senator Cummins believed those provisions were far too weak. He
understood Section 8 to require proof "that a consolidation ofthe two
corporations which are involved would be a violation of the antitrust
law- (Id emphasis added_) He went on to urge that:

It ought to be unlawful for corporations that are engaged in competitive business to
have a community of directors. It ought to be unlawful for any man to act as a director
upon two corporations which are or ought to be competing with each other. . . (ld. )

The legislative history records no challenge to Senator Cummins
interpretation of Section 8 and his assessment of its worth- However
the course of the ensuing debate reveals that a majority of the Sena-
tors differed with his policy prescription-

During the ensuing floor debate, Senator Cummins introduced
what was, in effect, a strict per se amendment deleting both the "
that" clause and the $1 milion corporate (9) size exclusion, and ex-
tending the interlock prohibition to offcers, as well as directors, of
any firms "carrying on business of the same kind or competitive in
character- " (14 534.) Explaining his reasons for the amendment he
stated that, under the original language, if an agreement "totally
annihilating competition would not constitute a violation , then the
(original) section would not apply." (14 535.) Senator Cummins main-
tained that the extra burden of proving that some agreement between
the companies would violate existing law seriously weakened the
interlock prohibition. (Id_ He also felt that Section 8, as reported , was
a "half hearted and feeble way" to cure the perceived evil of inter-
locks- (Id. It is diffcult to see how a member ofthe reporting Senate
committee could have taken such a position were it not clear that the
original Section 8 provision was not a strict per se proscription of
director interlocks.

A number of Senators spoke against the Cummins amendment
including other members ofthe Judiciary Committee. It is interesting
that many of the reasons why strict per se condemnation of director
interlocks is unwise antitrust policy today were advanced on the floor

The Senate Judiciary Committee modified the "go that" clause by changing an elimination of competition
to the elimination of competition. " Sen. Jud. Rep. at 48, 68. The fuJi Senate approved the change, 51 Congo Rec.

030-1 (1914), as did the subsequent conference commttee. H.R Rep- No. 1168, 63d Cong., 2d Sess. 14 (1914).
19 UnieSM noted otherwise, parentheticaJ citatioll in the text refer to page numbers in Volume 51, Part 13-16

of the Congressional Record , 63d Congress, 2d Session (July 22-ct. 24 , 1914).
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of the Senate almost 70 years ago. These include the dangers of
impairing legitimate procompetitive business expansions;2o reducing

the number oHIO) qualified directors available to corporations, espe-
cially to small firms;2! discouraging investment and enterprise;22
placing a premium on ! dummy directors ;23 and increasing the dif-
ficulties confronting firms that are required to be incorporated in a
state in order to do business there.24 

Senator O'Gorman (N. ), another member of the Judiciary Com-
mittee, opposed the Cummins amendment as Uunfortunate , arguing
that the situation the amendment sought to remedy was already
addressed adequately by the antitrust laws:

(In the Clayton bil) we have supplemented the Sherman Antitrust Act; we have
taken every reasonable step that is necessary to destroy monopoly; and, having done
all that a suggestion is now made which is wholly unnecessary and which can offer but
a modicum of benefit while inflicting injury and imposing needless restraints upon
American enterprise. It is tor this reason that I shall vote against the (CumminsJ
amendment. (14 540,) (Emphasis added)

Senator Chilton (W. Va.), still another Judiciary Committee member
explicitly opposed the strict per se approach in the amendment, say-
ing: (11)

That which experience teaches is necessary to legitimate success and which enables the
enterprising man to expand his business should not be made unlawful per se but only
when it is made or becomes the handmaiden of monopoly or the restraint of trade.
(14 539-40.) (Emphasis added)

The arguments advanced by supporters of the Cummins amend-
ment are also inconsistent with the Commission majority s conclusion

20 See remarks of Sen. Hitchcock (Neb. ) (14 535.) (expressing concern that per se amendment might destroy or
impair great deal of legitimate business expansions, citing wholesale grocery iodustry); Sen. Ovennan (14,536.
(same as to expansion of cotton mils via new incorprations with new boards sharing common directors); Sen.
Lippit (14,536. ) (interlocking directorates created by geographic expansions can be procompetitive and not danger.
ous); and Sen. Walsh (14 536. ) (same, indicating preference for less restrictive rule than Cummins proposal).
Senators Ovennan and Walsh were members of the Judiciary Commttee.

21 See remarks of Sen. Lippit (R.I. ) (14 538. ) (directors described as scarce source of effciency; since suffcient
number ofindependent, qualified persons are unavailable , ban on interlocks would detract from quality of many
boards and could impair effciency of all small corporations). See also Halverson, Should Interlocking Director
Relationships Be Subject To Regulation And, If What Kind?, 45 Antitrust L.J. 341 346 (1976) ("The realities
of toaY ll corporate world require that interlock regulation not be so severe as to diminish furher the pool of
qualified individuals who are wiling to serve as outside directors ; cites recent business publication as indicating
individual on the margins of (Section 8' sJ scope are expressing concem about accepting pOllitions on corporate

boards where the existence of competitive overlap is merely de minim us (sic)"); Note, Interlocking Directorates
cmdSection of the Clayton Act 44 A!b. l,. Rev. 139, 155 (1979) (" Interlocks involving outside directors may yield
advantages in terms of corporate productivity that outweigh any possible dangers of anticompetitive abus,
especially if there is a shortge of qualified 'expert directors' in a particular field"

22 See remarks of Sen. Smith (Mich.) (14 538. ) (citing numerous Michigan industries with interlocking director-
ates, Cummins ' amendment calJed " a sweeping, a. far-reaching, and an undesirable amendment, and it ought not
be adopte"
" ld
2. Seercmarks ofSen Chilton (W.Va. ) (14 540. ) (citing requirements in oil and coal industry, reincorporation in

new states described as "beneficia! process
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that Section 8, as ultimately enacted , was -intended as a strict per se

statute. For example, Senators Reed (Mo.) (Judiciary Committee
member) and Jones (Wash.) both supported the amendment because
they favored the proposal advanced by President Wilson and the
Democratic platform-that all interlocking directorates be prohibit-

ed. (14 539-41. Far from providing a clear-cut prohibition ofall inter.
locks, Senator Jones viewed the provisions of Section 8 as "uncertain
indefinite, and ambiguous in terms and possible e!fecL We do not
know what they mean. " (14 542.) He further despaired that "The
suggestions of the President were wise. We would have done well to
follow them. We have not done so. (fd.

With these words the Senate debate on the Cummins amendment
ended. The amendment was defeated 15-4 (37 not voting). (14 543_
Of the 18 Judiciary Committee members,25 10 voted against the

amendment (including the Committee s chairman) and only three
voted for it (the remainder abstained). (fd. ) The meaning of this seg-
ment of the legislative history of Section 8 is not without ambiguity.
For example , it is unclear whether Senators arguing and voting
against the Cummins amendment did so because they supported re-
tention of the "so that" clause, the $1 millon corporate size exception
(or both), or for other reasons. But this ambiguity is suffcient to
disprove the premise underlying today s majority opinion that the

legislators clearly intended a strict per se proscription. (12)

It is reasonably apparent from this legislative history that the Cum-
mins amendment was rejected because a majority opposed applying
a strict per se rule to interlocking directorates. As the Senate floor
debate reveals, the committee reporting the bil did not understand
that Section 8 would be construed as a strict per se prohibition, since
a majority of Judiciary Committee members voted against the Cum-
mins amendment. Moreover, the above-described floor debate involv-
ing the Committee s membership indicates that the bil was
intentionally flexible.

This legislative history reveals that the legislators were well aware
of the resulting uncertainties in Section 8. Indeed, it is clear that, for
a number of Senators, this uncertainty was a primary reason for the
decision to remove criminal penalties from Section 8. For example
Senator Cummins concluded that he was against a criminal penalty
in Sections 7 and 8 on the "ground that neither of them furnishes a
rule of conduct, neither of them furnishes a standard that can be
applied with that certainty that all criminal laws ought to be ap-

plied. " (14 328; see also 254 and 14 325.) In the course of a debate
on whether Sections 7 and 8 should be criminal provisions , Senator
2., AmenDments tD Shennan Antitrst Law and Related Matters: Hearings on H.R. 15657 BefDre Suocmnm.. of

the Seoate Comm. on the Judiciary, 63d Cong . 2d Sess. (1911).
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Chilton pointed out the danger that harsh penalties coupled with an
ambiguous prohibition could create, stating, "We want to stop inter-
locking directorates as far as we can. But we . . . . do not want 
destroy or to frighten legitimate business . (14 327.

Treating Section 8 as encompassing a de minimis exception is not
only more consistent with the specific legislative history, but also
with the competitive concerns which underlay the enactment of the
antitrust laws in general. For example, when the Clayton bil was
reported from the House-Senate conference committee, debate ensued
over whether addition of the words "may be" (substantially to lessen
competition) and "or tend to" (create a monopoly) in Section 7 had
weakened the bil. Senator Walsh (Mont.) (13) defended these
changes , noting that there is little difference between finding that
competition has been damaged substantially and demonstrating that

commerce restrained by any violation was more than de minimis. 

expressed the common understanding that the Sherman Act was not
intended to reach de minimis violations and that de minimis is under-
stood in terms of com petiti ve effect:

The Sherman Act denounces all combinations in restraint of commerce, but no
combination falls under the ban of the statute unless commerce is restrained to a

substantial" extent. De minimus (sic) non curallex. (16 149.)27

In short, contrary to the Commission majority s position that "Im-
plicit in the statute s milion-dollar net worth requirement and explic-
it in the legislative history of Section 8 is the judgment of Congress
that the size ofthe interlocked corporations is the crucial de minimis
inquiry" (Maj.Op. at 23.), the legislative history of Section 8 provides
ample support for the conclusion that it was designed to permit be-
nign competitor (14) interlocks. Numerous statements made during

16 The effect of the conference committee s changes was to insert the bracketed tenns into, aDd delete the strcken
term!: from, the Senate version of Section 7:

That no corporation engaged in commerce shal acquire, directly or indirectl, the whole or any part of the
stock or other share capital of another corporation engaged also in commerce, where the effect of such
acquisition (may be) substantially (toJ leasD competition between the corpration whose atok is so acquired
and the corporation making the acquisition, (or to restrain such commerce in any setion or communty,J or
(tend) to create a monopoly of ",ny line of commerce.

Sen. Jud. Rep- at 60; H.R Rep. No- 116B , 63d Cong. , 2d Sess- 3 (1914).
:a Senator Walsh went on to cite an example of the consquences of not requiring some substantial injury to

competition.

How much reason there is to dread disastrous results from such a construction is exhibited by the decision
in the Union Pacific-Southr!fn Pacific case , in which the traffc affected by the combination amounted only
to eighty-eight one-hundredths of 1 per cent ofthe total tonnage ofthe Southern Pacific. Yet the court heJd
that the restraint of trade was substantial enough to bring the combination under the condemnation of the
law. (16,149.

See United States v. Union. Pacific Railroad Co. 226 U.S- 61, 88 (1912) ("while these roads did a great deal of
business for which they did not compete and... the competitive business was a comparatively smal par of the
sum tota of al traffc, state and interstate, carried over them, nevertheless such competing traffc was large 
volume , amounting to many millions of dollars
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the Senate debate as to the inte ded - flexibility of the statute . tEe

uncertainties connected with enforcement, and the competitive in-
quiry inherent in a de minimis analysis, all tend to support the view
that those who enacted Section 8 did not intend it to apply solely on
the basis of a clearly articulated dollar cutoff poinL Rather, it was
intended to contain enough flexibility to preserve interlocks where
they are useful and beneficial while prohibiting those likely to threat-
en competition.

C- The Case Law Is Mixed And Does Not Dictate
A Strict Per Se Rule Under Section 8

Contrary to the impression left by the majority s opinion today, the
courts have not conclusively resolved the per seide minimis question.
In approaching this issue, it is important to keep three facts in mind-
First, as noted, the language of Section 8 itself is unclear and suscepti-
ble of alternative interpretations. Second, only a handful of courts
have ever considered the issue- And third, the Supreme Court has
never decided or even considered the meaning of the "so that" clause
or the existence of a de minimis exception to Section B-

It is also important to distinguish among per se ilegality, the 

minimis concept, and the $1 milion corporate size exemption in Sec-
tion 8. These concepts need not be mutually exclusive. The strict per
seapproach the majority endorses apparently forecloses any consider-
ation of competitive effects. However, the better approach in constru-
ing Section 8 would be to require establishing a threshold factual
predicate-that the competitive effects of the interlock at issue are
likely to be non-trivial-before imposing liability, per se or otherwise.

de minimis exception simply means that if the competitive impact
of the interlock can readily be shown to be de minimilmost appro-
priately viewed in terms of the extent and nature of the competitive
overlap, not the size of the allegedly interlocked firms-no violation
has occurred.

One need not do an exhaustive rule of reason or Section 7 analysis
in all (or even most) cases to determine whether any such competitive
overlap would be trivial. Thus, a (15) de minimis exception does not

vitiate the per serule; the two can logically co-exist. Ifannual industry
sales could be shown to be $100 milion , for example, and the two
interlocked firms ' combined overlapping sales were shown to be $1
000, or if overlapping sales constituted only a minute fraction of each
firm s revenue , it should be reasonably clear that an exhaustive rule
of reason analysis would not be required to determine that the com-
petitive overlap was de minimis and that no Section 8 liability should
attach. Under the majority s decision, of course, liabilty would exisL
Finally, the de minimis principle does not relate to corporate size;
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instead, it relates to competitive effects. Section 8's $1 milion corpo-
rate size limitation is therefore not properly viewed as one demarcat-
ing what constitutes de minimis competition.

The legilative history outlned above has not been examined close-
ly in most Section 8 cases. Only two ofthe cases that have considered
the "so that" clause have examined Section 8's legislative history in
any detail- United States v. Sears, Roebuck CO. and U"ited States

v. Crocker National Corp.29 Because the holding and analysis in Sears
has formed the basis for virtually all subsequent precedent on the "
that" clause, I begin my discussion of the case law there.

The district court in Sears concluded generally that "a fair reading
ofthe legislative debates leaves little room for doubt" that Congress
enacted Section 8 to reach "incipient" antitrust violations.3o Howev-

, with respect to the meaning of the "so that" clause, the court
concluded:

(t)he legislative history of 8 is inconclusive on the precise question before (the court).
It affords no (16) evidence permitting progress from speculation toward certainty.
(Emphasis added)31

Elsewhere, in discussing whether the "so that" clause meant an inter-
lock was unlawful under Section 8 only if a "consolidation" or merger
of the corporations would violate the antitrust laws, the Sears court
stated:

We can , therefore, do no more than speculate as to whether or not it was the sense of
Congress that 8 invoked only the consolidation test.

The court briefly discussed the debate over Senator Cummins ' amend-

ment, and the fact that Cummins characterized the proposed Section
8 language as a restatement of the Section 7 test. The judge declined
to speculate whether the Senators expressed agreement or disagree-
ment with Senator Cummins ' characterization. The vote to reject the
Cummins amendment, according to the court, could have meant that
the Senators believed that the Cummins amendment added nothing
to the reported bil and was hence unnecessary.

As shown above, however, the floor debate tells a different story. To
the Senators of the Sixty-Third Congress, the Cummins amendment
seems to have presented an unwanted tightening of the law that was
rejected because they did not want to prohibit competitor interlocks

0! ) 11 F.Supp. 614 (S. Y. 1953)

:! 656 F.2d 428 (9th Cir. 1981), rev d sub nom. , BankAmerica Cvrp. u. United State. 51 LW. 4685 (U.S. June

1983).
3U 111 F.Supp. at 616.

/d.at619.
Id. at 618.
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entirely. Moreover, it is reasonable to infer that the majority votig
against the Cummins amendment did not agree with President Wil-
son s view that all competitive interlocks are harmful. Rather, the
prevailing view seems to have been that effciencies were available

through interlocking directorates, and that only when those relation-
ships created a danger to competition would they be prohibited by the
antitrust laws. Finally, the legislative history does not establish that
the Senators ' desire for flexibility was satisfied by the $1 milion
minimum corporate size exemption. The numerous examples of pro-
competitive business expansions carried no such qualification. (17)

The Sears court concluded that a per se analysis is applicable to
Section 8 cases.33 Nevertheless, the court also recognized a de minimis
exception-as the majority concedes (Maj. Op. at 23 n.23.J-when it
stated:

Surely the (overlapping) sales of $80 000 000 do not come within the de minimus (sic1

principle.

This statement, made in the context of the amount of interstate com-
merce affected by the interlock 35 ilustrates that the first court to

construe Section 8-in a decision described by the majority as "The
leading case interpreting the ' so that' clause " (Maj. Op. at 26 n.26.
was unwiling to go as far in extending the reach of Section 8 as is the
majority today.

The de minimis exception recognized in Sears was applied in a 1966
district court decision involving several facts similar to this case. In
Paramount Pictures Corp. v. Baldwin-Montrose Chemical Co., Inc. ,36

the court-dting Sears-held that" De minimis competition is not

encompassed by the proscription of 8."37 Applying that standard, the
Paramount court concluded that any direct competition between the
defendant corporations and Paramount in the various types of enter-
tainment products and services alleged by plaintiffs was de minimis
and dismissed the complaint on that basis (as well as on alternative
grounds, including mootnessJ. (18)

In my judgment, this de minimis rule makes far more sense as a
matter of antitrust policy than the doctrinaire approach taken by the

J. lcl at 617, 620-21. See Travers, lnterloch in Corporate Management and the Antitrust Laws, 46 Tex. L. Rev.
819 839-0 (1968) (noting that "prior to the first judicial WlltruCtiOD of (Section 8 in Sears), considerable doubt

existed whether the statutory language would permit a constrction of per Sf! iJegality Sears court described as
employing "an ingenious coostitutional arguent" to avoid giving the "so that" clause substative meanng as
qualification of term "competitors

:14 111 F.Supp. at 621.
35 The Sears court appear to have recogIized the de minimisexceptioD as arising from the restrctions of the

commerce clause. Of course, the "so that" clause discussd above provides substantia) support in and of itslf for
de minimis exception.
JO 196 Trade Cas. (CCII) 1171678 (S. Y. 1966).

37 Id at p. 82 065 (emphasis added).
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majority today. Moreover, there is ample case support for this posi-
tion. As the ALJ in this matter stated in weighing arguments for and
against a de minimis exception

, "

Precedent may be found to support
either position. " (ID 47.) Unfortunately, as the ALJ also found

The record does not permit quantification with any degree of precision as to the overlap
in the sale of import car parts in the relevant product lines to domestic (warehouse
distributors) by Borg-Warner and Bosch U.S. (ID 46.)

Hence, I would remand this matter to the ALJ for consideration of
whether the competitive overlap that formerly existed between the
corporate respondents was de minimis. If the evidence established
that it was , I would dismiss the complaint.

In United States u. Crocker National Corporation 39 the other case

besides Sears to review the legislative history of the "so that" clause
in any depth, the principal issue was whether Section 8 prohibited
director interlocks involving banks, bank holding companies, and in-
surance companies. In the course of holding the interlock to be within
the ambit of Section 8 (a determination the Supreme Court subse-
quently rejected), the court asserted (without citation):

The initial formulation ufthe bar against interlocking directorates between competing
corporations rested on the premise that elimination of competition between the corpo-
rations was to be presumed from the very existence of common directors. This remained
the essence of the prohibition.40 (19)

Several points bear mentioning in connection with this statement
by the Ninth Circuit. First, the Supreme Court has recently reversed
the Ninth Circuit decision in Crocker concluding that Section 8 was
not intended to cover interlocking directorates between banks and
nonbanks (such as insurance companies).4! Second, while the court of
appeals affrmed the per se nature of Section 8 violations 42 it was not
faced with and did not reach the de minimis issue, since the parties
had stipulated they were competitors and that the competition be-

tween them was "not insubstantial." Moreover, the defendant compa-
nies "waived any defense that the elimination of this competition by

38The de minimis exceptio!) recognized by both the Sears and Paramountcourtand applied by the latter court
to reject a finding of Section 8 liabilty-is the very approach that I propose the CommiStion adopt under Section
8. Thus, CommStio!J r Bailey is incorrect in aSterting that "The dissnters have found no cas that takes their
contrary view." (Bailey Op. at 1.) Indeed , even the majority opinion concedes that "Courts nevertheless have
di!!greed about whether Section 8 forbids interlocking directorates jf only a de minimis amount of commerce is
involved. " (Maj. Qp. at 24.

39656 F.2d 428 (9thCir. 1981j, rev don other grounds sub nom. . BankAmerica Corp. v. United States 51 V.
4685 (U.S. June 8 , 1983).

4U 656 F.2d at 438.
41 BankAmerico. Corp. 11. United States 51 U.8.L. . 4685 (U.S. June 8, 1983).

656 F.2d at 438 citing TRW, Inc. v. FTC, 647 F.2d 942, 947 (9th Cir. 1981), and United States u. Bears Roebuck
& Co. 111 F.Supp. 614 , 616-17 (S. Y. 1953).
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agreement among them would not violate the antitrust laws. 43 Fur-

ther, the court in Crocker made passing reference to the Paramount
court' s application of the de minimis exception , and gave no indica-
tion that it was rejecting that approach_

However, the Ninth Circuit did address the de minimis exception
a few months earlier in TRW, Inc. v. FTC In that case , interpreting
the "so that" clause for the first time 46 the Ninth Circuit asserted

that in establishing a Section 8 offense

, "

proof that the interlock has
an actual anticompetitive effect is not required 47 and , further, that

de minimis exception is not contemplated by (Section 8)."48 (20)
In concluding that "The statute contains nothing that suggests a

requirement of some substantial quantum of competition 49 the

Ninth Circuit appears to have discarded all other plausible interpre-
tations of the ambiguous "so that" clause but its own.50 In any event
the Ninth Circuit's holding in TRWthat there was no de minimis
exception was arguably unnecessary to its conclusion. In its own deci-
sion in TRWin 1979, the Commission wisely refrained from deciding
the issue unnecessarily, holding simply that if there were a de mini-
misexception to Section 8, the respondents in that case failed to prove
it applied to them.51 Had the question been so clear as the majority
implies today, one suspects that the Commission would have so in-
dicated in its TR W decision.

The final "so that" clause case relied upon by the majority to sup-
port its strict per se conclusion is Proteetoseat v. Baraneik 52 in which
in its first Section 8 case the Seventh Circuit appeared to apply a per
se standard. However, for several reasons Proteetoseat affords little
support for a strict per se rule. First and most important, the Seventh
Circuit did not reach the de minimis issue, since it was alleged by the
plaintiff (in a summary judgment context) that the interlocked firms
together accounted for 50 percent of the market in which they com-

656 F-2d at 433.
44/d.at451n.81.
4" 647 F.2d 942 (9th Cir. 1981).

'" 

Jd. at 946.
17 ld. at 947. The sole authority cited for this proposition is a 1973 decision by the Seventh Circuit in Protectoseal

Company tI. Barallcik 484 F.2d 585 (7th Cir. 1973), discussd below, which adopted essentiaJly a per se approach
but did not reach the rk minimis issue.

.8647 F-2d at 948.
Id.

5( In construing the "so that" clause to preclude a de minimis exception , the TR W court cited the 1940 Socony-
Vacuum decision per se ruJe against horizontal price fixing, United States IJ. Socony- Vacuum Oil Coo, 310 U.s.
150 221-23 (1940), as somehow showing that Congress by I'nading the " !! that" clause in 1914 "plainly meant
to reach interlocks between competitors without regard to the amount of commerce that might be restrained. " 647

2d at 948. However, one of the two district court caBeS cited by the 1'RWcour for this proposition was Sears
which itslf expressly recognized a de minimis exception to Section 8. (The second was the distrct court' s decision
in Crocker now reinstated by the Supreme Cour.

61 TRW; Inc. , et ai. , 93 Jo' C. 325, 385-6 (1979), afFd in part 647 F-2d 942 (9th Cir. 1981).
484 F.2d 585 (7th Cir. 19731.
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peted. Second, Protectosealitselfcited for (21) support only the 1953
Sears case (recognizing a de minimis exception).54 And third, the Sev-
enth Circuit's conclusion as to the legal standard was based upon an
apparent misreading ofthe critical language of the "so that" clause.
In concluding that the language of the clause " implies that a market-
wide analysis of competition is unnecessary 55 the court of appeals

was construing its own inaccurate quotation of the clause that omit-
ted the bracketed words:

They must be "competitors, so that the elimination of competition (by agreement)
between them would constitute a violation of the provisions of any of the antitrust
laws.

Thus , with respect to its "market-wide analysis " holding, the Protec-
toseal court appears to have misread Section 8's "so that" clause to
refer to competition between the interlocked competitors, rather than
to competition in the relevant market being eliminated by agreement
between them. Its resulting conclusion on the legal standard intended
by Congress should be discounted accordingly.

The majority relies heavily on this uncertain precedent in rejecting
respondents ' contention that the " so that" clause imposes any sort of
de minimis limitation on Section 8 (Maj. Op. at 24-27). The decision
cites TR Wand other cases that construe the clause to be satisfied if
price-fixing or other per se arrangements among the competing inter-
locked firms would be ilegal. (ld. at 26-27.) However, at the time
Section 8 was enacted, the Supreme Court had not yet adopted at least
some of the strict per se rules that the majority invokes in its interpre-
tation of the "so that" clause. (ld. at 25-26. ) Moreover, the majority
reliance on the per se rule against price fixing is arguably not consist-
ent with the express terms of the "so that" clause, since such agree-
ments do not result in the "elimination" of all competiti"n between
the conspirators, but only price (22) competition. 57

5:ld.at587.
r, ld. at 588
r./d.at589.
56/d.at588
57 One further indication of the inappropriateness of the majority s construction of the "so that" claus is the

vertical character of the very per se rule of ilegality that this same Commssion majority recently applied in its
Ru.ll Stoverdeciaion. The majority restated its view in that case that a manufacturer s setting of prices for resale
of its goods by distributors was a per se offense under the antitrust laws. The sae majority s constrction of
Section 8 in this case would seem to make "competitors" of a manufacturer and a distrbutor whose contract of
sale contans resale price maintenance provisions , because (to paraphrase the "so that" clause) "the elimination
of ( intra brand priceJ competition by agreement among them would violate loneJ of the provisions of the antitrust
laws. See Rusell Stover Candies, Inc., 3 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) TI21933 (July 1 , 1982) at p. 22 370 (100 F. C. 1),

appeal doketed, Russell Stover Candies, Inc. v. FT Civil No- 82-2036 (8th Cir., argued April 11, 1983)
It is interesting to note that President Wilsn actually urged that director interJocks between firm in buyer-

seller relationships be probibite- See R. Rep. No. 627 , 63d Cong. , 2d Sess. 18 (1914). However , the legislative
history tmd subooquent cas law clearly indicates that Section 8 was intended to reach only bori7.ontal interlocks.
See, e.g., Paramount Pictu.res Corp. !I. Baldwin-Montrose Chemical Co. , Inc. 1966 Trade Cas. (CCH) 1:1 678 at p

064 (S. Y. 1966) ("Only horizonta relationships are covered"

); 

BonkAmerica Corp. v. U.S., 51 W. 4685

'''-

L____ L'-''
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Further, the majority and Commissioner. Baney are both incorrect
in asserting that any agreement between any two or more competitors
that fixes a price wil inevitably violate the antitrust laws, thus satis-

fying the "so that" clause. (Maj.Op. at 26; Bailey Op. at 12.) The
Supreme Court has made clear that, in some joint ventures and cer-
tain other situations in which competitors combine to produce a dif-
ferent product that individual competitors cannot market effectively,
a horizontal agreement setting a price may not be a "naked" restraint
of trade lacking any purpose except the stifling of competition.58 The

Court has explained that such conduct may be ancilary to a practice
(23) having redeeming competitive virtues and, in such cases, com-

petitors ' price-related agreements wil be lawful under the rule of
reason if, on balance, they do not restrain trade unreasonably."9

Thus, upon close inspection, the court decisions that have addressed
Section 8 of the Clayton Act do not inevitably require imposing strict
perseliability in this case. Although one line of case law would permit
strict per se condemnation of interlocks between competing corpora-
tions, nothing in those cases prohibits the Commission from consider-
ing competitive effects in Section 8 cases. Moreover, a second line of
cases supports the better-reasoned approach-€mbodied in Para-
mount-that treats likely competitive effects as an important issue
under Section 8. As I discuss next, sound antitrust policy dictates
that the Commission has a responsibility to follow the second, more

legally and economically sound approach.

(U.s. June 8 , 1983) at 4687 ("competing corporations" paragraph of 8 "does not har . . . any kind of vertical
interlock"). Thus, in the vertcal as well as the horizontal area, Congre98 was wiling to depart from President
Wilsn s doctrinaire position to achieve a more sensihle policy result. See Halversn Interlocking /Jrectorates-

Pre nt Antitrust Enforcement Interest Plm:ed in Proper Analytical Perspective 21 ViiI. L. Rev. 393, 398 (1975-76)

the legislation which emerged from Congress was more limited in scope than (WilsonJ had envisioned. Section
8 of the Claytn Act only covered director interlocks between competitors , and thus feU far short of the objective

President Wil80n had in mind"
!W Broacast Music, Inc. v. Columbia Broacatinf: System, Inc. 441 U.s. 1 , 23 (1979) ("Joint ventures and other

cooperative arrangments are. . . not usually unawful, at least not as price-fixing schemes, where the agreement

on price is necessry to market the product at all"
Id. at 8-10, 19-24 (agreement among competing members of composers ' association to grant non-excJusive

blanket license to copyrighte musical compositions at fees negotiated between association and buyer-teJevision

network not "naked" restraint, but mIL 'It be judge under ruJe of reason), complaint dismised on remand, CBS

v. ASCAP 620 F.2d 930 (2d Cir. 1980) (blal1ket license held lawful under rue ofreaBol1), cert. denied, 450 U,S. 970

(1981), reh'g denied 450 U.S. 1050 (1981).
6( CommssiOl1er Bailey s assrton that the Commssion majority, il1 adopting a rule of strct per se liability, is

simply following the holdings of "virtually all decided cases" (Bailey Op. at 17.) is not supportble. AJ explained

il1 the text, only five court cases have ever constred the meaning of the " so that" clause as itappJies to the instant
matter- Of those, only TR W concluded there was no ck minimis exception to the per sestadard, while Sears and

Paramuunt recognzed such an exception. As noted above, the parties had stipulated the de minimis issue out of

the case in Crocker and the Ninth Circuit' s decision was recently reversd hy the Supreme Court in BonkAmerico-

Moreover, not only did the Protectosealcour not reach the de minimis question, its conclusion that no market.wide

analysis of competition is neceS!ry was apparently bascd upon a misreading of the lan age of the "so that"

claus, as explained above. TIms, while two cases support the dissllt' s position , only one case directly support
the majority s approach.
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D. A Strict Per Se Rule Under Section 8
Is Unsound Antitrust Policy

To say that Section 8 should not be construed as a strict per se

statute is not to argue that establishing a Section 8 violation requires
proofthat a merger ofthe interlocked firms would be unlawful under
Section 7 ofthe Clayton Act. That argument (24) has been expressly
rejected by at least two courts. ! Moreover, in other cases in which
both Section 7 and Section 8 violations were alleged, the. courts have
analyzed the two provisions separately.62 I agree that had Congress
intended an identical legal standard to be used for Sections 7 and 8
presumably it would have used identical wording in each section. It
did not. However, it does not follow from this that Congress intended
a strict per se standard under Section 8 that would preclude any
consideration of competitive effects. To say that Congress intended
that no full.blown rule of reason or Section 7 analysis be required in
Section 8 cases does not lead inescapably to a rule of per se illegality
whenever competitors share a director. Thus, I do not urge that a full
rule of reason analysis is required to find a Section 8 violation. Rath-

, I argue simply that before an interlock between competitors is
condemned, some abbreviated form of analysis suffcient to determine
that the likely competitive effect of the interlock is not de minimis
should be conducted.

Throughout its historical evolution, antitrust case law has devel-
oped varying legal standards. Viewed from one perspective, these
might be thought of as falling along a continuum that includes stan-
dards ranging from per se illegality;63 to per se ilegality once certain

factual predicates are proven;64 to the truncated or so-alled "quick
look" (25) rule of reason that considers whether any possible procom-
petitive justifications might exist and, if not, condemns the generally
anticompetitive practice;65 to the full-blown rule of reason, which

61 Protectoseal Co. u. Barancik 484 F.2d 585, 588-9 (7th Cir. 1973); United State. v. Sears, Roebuck Co. III
Supp. 614, 616-20 (S, Y. 1953).
62 See, e. , Kennecott Copper Corp, u. Curti$- Wright Corp. 584 F.2d 1195 (2d Cir. 1978); American Medicorp,

Inc. v. Humana, Inc. 445 F-Supp. 573 (E.D. Pa. 1977); United States u. Cleveland Trust Co. 392 F. Supp. 699 (N.
Oh. 1974), urN mem. 513 F.2d 633 (6th Cir. 1975).

6. See, e , Cata.lano, Inc. u. Target Sales, Inc. 416 V.s. 643 (1980) (per curam) (agreement among competiag
beer wholesalers to fix credit tem1S by requjring retailers to pay in advance or upon delivery conclusively
presumed per se ilegal price fixing; further examination under rule of reason unnecessry).

64 See, e. , Fortner EnterpriBes, Inc. v. United Steel Corp. 394 U.S. 495, 498-00 (1969) Fortner 1"); aDd
Times-Picayune Prlbhshing Co. u. United States 345 U.S. 594, 608-14 (1953) (pr semis against tie-ins applied only
where one product is tied to a second , seller has suffcient economic power in tying product market, and not
insubstantial amount of commerce in tied product market is involved). Cf Goldfarb u. Virginia State Bar, 421 U.
773 781-83, 786 n. 16 (1975) ("naked" agreemerit among competing members of state bar association to adhere to
minimum.fee schedule for residential real estate title searches found to be "classic ilustratiou " of price fixing,
though per . label not expressly invoked; in finding etIcct on prices "plain" and "unusualy damaging , Cour
considered level of adherence to , and enforcement of, challenged agreement , and dted apparent anticompetitive
purpose).

GO See, e. , National Society of Professirmal Engineers v. United States 435 U.S. 679 (1978) (agreement among
competing members of engineers ' society to abide by ethics rule prohibiting discssion of priccs with potential

(footnotecont'
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considers all possible pro- and anticompetitive justifications and ef-
fects of the challenged practices;66 and fiIlally even to the per se-

legality" that is judicially conferred in extraordinary cases.67 Thus
even if one were to accept the majority s conclusion that " detailed
examination of size of industries , size of corporations , percentage of
sales, or volumes of commerce is not properly a part of an adjudicative
case under Section 8" (Maj.Op. at 23 n. , emphasis added. ), antitrust
precedent furnishes ample flexibilty for the abbreviated competitive
analysis-short of(26J the full rule ofreason standard-that I would
adopt under Section 8.

Even assuming the majority today chooses to apply a rule of strict
per se ilegality as a matter of antitrust policy, rather than because
it feels required to do so, its actions do not meet the requisite standard
for applying a per.se rule. That test was recently reiterated by the
Supreme Court in the 1979 Broadcast Music case:

More generally, ih characterizing (the challenged) conduct under the per se rule , our
inquiry must focus on whether the effect and, here because it tends to show effect
... the purpose of the practice are to threaten the proper operation ofaur predominant-
ly free market economy-that is , whether the practice facially appears to be one that
would alway,,, or almost always tend to restrict competition and decrease output, and in
what portion of the market, or instead one designed to "increase economic efficiency and
render markets more, rather than less, competitive. (Emphasis added, citation omit-
te.)68

Measured against this standard, the majority s conclusion as to the
per se ilegality of director interlocks between competing firms regard-
less ofthe de minimis competitive impact the interlock might involve
customers until afr initial selection of engineer, while not price fixing as such, requires no elaborate industry
analysis to demonstrate anticompetitive character; agreement held unlawful aftr extensive discussion-and
rejection--fproffered "public safety" defe!1 under rule of reason). But cf Catalano, Inc. u. Target Sales, Inc.
446 U.S- 643, 647 (1980) (deBCribing agreement challenged in Professional Engineers as "urewfuJ without requir-
ing further inquiry

6G &e, e.

g., 

Broacat Music, Inc. u. Columbia BroodclIting System, Inc. 441 U.S. 1 (1979) (agreement among
competing members of composers ' association to grant nonexclusive blanket license to copyrghted muscal compo-
sitions at fees negotiate between association and buyer-television network not "naked" restraint Jacking any
purse except stiflng competition, thus per se rule not invoked; citing factors including integration of various
servces witbio blanket licensing system-resulting in "substatial lowering of costs"-Court remands for "a more
discriminating examination under the rue ofreason

), 

complaint di;missed on remand, CBS u. ASCAP 620 F.
930 935-6 (2d Cir. 1980) (court finds bJanket license lawfuJ under rule ofreaoon, citing customers ' election to use
such licenss "in preference to realisticaly available marketing alternatives , copyright owners

' "

unimpaired
independence to set up competitive prices for individu.allicens.s and risk-free aveilability of blanket license
renewalshouJd individual negotietions feil), cert. denied, CBS u. ASCA, 450 U.S. 970 (1981), rehi?denied 450 UB
1050(1981).

67 See Flood u. Ku.hn 407 U.S. 258 (1972) (professional besebal held not intended by Congress to be included
as " trade or commerce" within meaning of Shennan Act; aweements among baseball clubs to adopt unfonn player
contract embodying "reserve system " therefore exempt from Act's coverage).

G! Broacast Music, Inc. u. Columbia Broadcating System, Inc. 111 UB. 1, 19-20 (1979), citing United States
v. United States Gypsum CD 438 U.S. 422, 436 n. , 441 n. 16 (1978). See also Dotes 58 and 66 above. See also
Northern Pacific Railway Co. u. United States 356 U.S. 1 , 5 (1958) ("there are certin agreements which because
of their perncious effect on competition and lack of any redeeming virtue are conclusively presumed to be
uneasnable and therefore jlegal without elaborate inquiry as to the precise har they have caused or the
business excuse for their use
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can only be viewed as an aberration from the Supreme Court' s own
approach. There simply is no basis in antitrust policy for the majori-

s strict per se rule.69 (27)
Perhaps the potential dangers created by the majority s unneces-

sary ruling today will be limited to some extent by the relative infre-
quency of Section 8 challenges.70 However, the majority s holding that
Section 8 is a strict per se statute that admits of no form of de minimis
exception-coupled with its expansion ofthe definition of interlocked
corporations to include foreign parents of interlocked domestic firms
-may well encourage the fiing of more such actions. To the extent
such lawsuits attack procompetitive or competitively neutral inter-
locks, today s decision may well harm competition more than it pro-
motes it.

In its recent Ethyl decision (101 F. C. 425), the same Commission
majority asserted that the new antitrust cause of action created in
that case could be invoked only by the Commission itself under Sec-
tion 5 of the FTC Act, and was thus not susceptible of misuse by
private (28) litigants." The same cannot be said of the majority

69 See, e. Wil UnlrJcking Interlocks: The On-Again Of(.Again Saga of Section of the ClaytuTl Act, 45
Antitrusl L.J. 317, 329 (1976) (62 years of Section 8 enforcement "has produced no hard evidence of an aclual trade
restraint", and comprehensive FTC study and numerous Congressional hearng! "have likewise tured up no
actual abuses causd by director interlocks ; to the contrary, "al interlocks are not inherently evi1 " and "Many
jntcrJock specially those involving directors with a financial background-may provide more benefits than
risks of abuse ); Halversn Interlocking Directorates-Present Antitrust Enforcement Interest Placed in ProJiu
Analytical Perspectiue 21 Vill. L- Rev. 393 , 393-94 (1975-76) (" corporate interlock:; and their effect. on competition
are perhaps the least understod relationships in the history of antitrut law enforcement" , and "effort to
understand the actual effects of these linterlock) relationships and their impact, if any, on competition have been
largciy unsuccessful"); Travel1 Interlocks in Corporate Management and the Antitrust Laws 46 Tex. L- Rev. 819
834 (1968) ("very little is known about the actual effecUJ of interlocks"); Note Interlocking Directorates and Section

of the Clayton Act 44 Alb. L- Rev. 139 , 154-55 (1979) ("interJoeks are not necessrily inherently evil", and "
study has ever produced concrete evidence that interlocks actually have resulte in anticompetitive abuss ); Staff
of Antitrust Subcomm. of Housc Comm. on the Judiciary, 89th Cong. , 1st Sess. , Interlocks In Corporate Manage-
ment 6 (Comm. Print 1965) ("as of this time, there are virtually no factual analyoos of how interlocking bu!:ness
organizations deal with paricular transactions and the social and economic impact of such transactions

). 

See also
Clanton Statement at 1 ("Because of these rsignficantl changes lin the corporate world since 1914) it has been
argued that an overly strict application of Section 8 may limit the pool of qualified directors without any compen-
sating benefits to competition , since it is unlikely that directors ofmultibiHion dollar corporations are involved in
routine business decisions where only a few million dollars of competitive overlap are involved"

Commissioner Bailey s concurrence refers to a 1978 congressional sta study that purportedly details the
potential adverse effects of inter Jocks in general. (Bailey Op. at 15.) However, most of the effect- hypothesized io
the quoted paragraph have nothing to do with competition- Moreover, the staO. report concedes that "there has
been no effort to look at the broad array of interlocks as they may affect one or more industries or market-, or
the Nation economy in generaL" Interlocking Directorates Among the Major U.S. Corporations, 95th Cong. , 2d
Sess- 10-11 (Comm. Print 1978). Further, not only does the 1978 tareport fail to cite a single study finding actual
anticompetitive effect- resulting from competitor interlocks, but it expressly disclaims reaching any such condu-
sion itself, stating.

This report does not make any allegations as to the predatory use of speeific interlocks for. anticompetitiue
purposes- (ld. at 27, emphasis added.)

70 See, e.g., United States v. W. T. Grant Co" 345 U.S. 629 , 630 (1953) (39 years following Clayton Act' s passge
until Supreme Court decides first of it. two 8 cases); Protectaseal Co. v. Barancik, 484 F.2d 585, 58&-7 (7th Cir.
1973) (7th Circuit considers its first Section 8 case 59 years aftr Ciayton Ad enacte).

1J Ethyl Corp. et ai. 3 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) 003 (Mar. 22, 1983) at p. 22,560, r101 F. C. 425) appeals
docketed, No. 83-102 (duPont) (2d Cir. May 25, 1983) and No. 83-106 (Ethyl) (2d Cir. May 27 , 1983). But see id.
Miler, Chairman, dissenting at p- 22 566 (noting danger that private litigant. would attempt to graft uniJatcral
facilitating practices" theory onto Sherman Act via tacit collusion or conspiracy theories).
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action today. While I generally agree with Commissioner Clanton's.
suggestion that one means by which the Commission could seek to
avoid the policy concerns raised by a Section 8 strict per se rule is
through the adoption of a de minimis exception in prosecutorial

guidelines (Clanton Statement at 2.), no such constraint would apply
to private litigants bringing Section 8 actions.72 When competitive
effects are made virtually irrelevant in Section 8 cases-as they will
be ifthe rule adopted by the Commission s decision is followed by the
appellate courts-there is no check to assure that prosecution of pri-
vate actions wil promote the public interest. This factor assumes
added importance when one considers that private Section 8 lawsuits
are often initiated for purposes having no relation to any alleged
injury to competition.73 Perhaps the clearest ilustration of such
misuse of Section 8 is the lawsuit brought as part of a struggle for

control over the board of directors of Paramount (29) Pictures in the
mid-1960' s. Following the breakdown of a compromise entered to
avoid a proxy fight, the plaintiff corporation brought suit pursuant to
Sections 7 and 8 of the Clayton Act to secure removal oftwo dissident
shareholder-directors. As the district court stated in that case:

The purpose of this suit was not to protect the plaintiff or the public against a violation
of the Claytn Act, but rather to serve the interest ufthe majority of Paramount' s board
of directors in securing the removal of the two dissident directors.

Presumably, the majority s answer to this potential for private
mischief is that Congress weighed that possibility and assumed the
risk when it determined in 1914 to make Section 8 a per se statute
and it "has declined thus far to alter the per se rule for finding a

violation under Section 8. (See Maj. Op. at 25.) As the above discus-
sion oflegislative history makes clear, however, this argument lacks
suffcient merit to justify the imprudent antitrust policy established
today.

"1 See BankAmerica Corp. II. United States 51 U.S. W. 4685 (U.S. June 8, 1983) at 4688 (rejecting Government'
arguent that expanding Section 8 scope to prohibit hank-nonbank interlocks would not upset business world'
longslandiD.g reliance on earlier, narrower interpretation of Section 8 OOCRUse of Govemment's intent to grant
amesty " to directors who resign within reasonable time; Cour notes "such persns face possible civil liability
. . again t which the Governent cannot. . . render them immune
73 See, e.

!!.

, American Bakeries Co. u. Gourmet Bakers, Inc., 515 F.Supp. 977, 979 (D. Md. 1981) (as part of hostie
proxy contest, Clayton Section 8 action brought against insurgent candidate for directorship in plaintiff company);
Kennecott Copper Corp. v. Curtis- Wright Corp. 584 F.2d 1195, 1197-98 (2d Cir- 1978) (as part of proxy fight
plaintiff firm brought Claytn Setions 7 and 8 and securties suit to prevent defendant firm-having acquired
minority shareholder interest in plaintiff-from electing directors to plaintiffs board and compellng plaintiff to
sen unrelate, reently.acquied business); American Medicorp, Inc. u. Humana, Inc. 445 F.Supp. 573, 577-78 (KD.

Pa. 1977) (plaintiff firm brought suit under Clayton Section 8, other antitrst laws, and securities laws, to enjoin

hostile tender offer by defendant corpration); In Re Penn Central Securities Litigation, 367 F.Supp. 1158 , 1162-6
(E.D. Pa. 1973) (plaintiffrnnority sharehoJders brought class action and stokholders derivative suit under seuri-
ties and antitrust laws-including Section 8-against numerous related firms , their directors, and others, to halt
defendant parent corporation s alleged aJJocation of territories and markets among its subsidiares).

74 Paramount Pictures Corp. v. Baldwin-Montrose Chemical 

., 

Inc., 1966 Trade Cas. (CCH) 71,678 at p. 82,066

(S. Y. J966).
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Section 8 wil only be a strict per Be statute if the Commission and
the courts interpret it as such. Congress did not make it so, and the
relevant case law is divided. Since a strict per Be interpretation is
inconsistent with sound antitrust policy75 (I do not understand the
majority to argue otherwise), I believe the Commission should opt for
the more flexible view. Under that preferred approach, adjudicators
may and should-in some fashion-consider the degree of competitive
overlap and the likely threat to competition before condemning a
director interlock under the imprecise prohibitions of (30) Section 8

of the Clayton Act.

II. THE FORMER HORIZONTAL OVERLAP BETWEEN BORG-WARNER AND
BOSCH APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN MINIMAL

One of the most important facts to consider in assessing the majori-
s conclusions in this specific matter is that the competitive overlap

at issue no longer exists. No direct overlap ever existed between Borg-
Warner and Bosch GmbH. The only overlap was between the latter
domestic subsidiary, Bosch U. , and Borg-Warner. However, in July
1981-almost two years ago-Borg- Warner sold all of its automotive
aftermarket operations to The Echlin Manufacturing Company.
Since Borg- Warner s withdrawal from the relevant product lines oc-
curred over a year after the initial decision in this matter, the ALJ'
conclusions concerning liability and the need for injunctive relief did
not consider this important fact. (It should also be noted that not even
Bosch U.S. continues to sell the relevant product lines; shortly before
completion oftrial in this matter production of those parts was taken

. As indicated above, the majority s strict pe,. Sf! prohibition of interlocks may actually restrain beneficial
competition by disregarding potentia!.y procompetitive reasons for employing director interlocks. ThUB, the
majority s approach may impair the effciency of corporations in various ways, including-. reducing the Dumber
of qualified director candidates, especially in fields where there is a shortge of qualfied expert; prohibiting
smaller corporations from taking advanbge of expertise that may he more readily available to their larger
competitors; increasing the diffculty confronting fimls required by state law to be incorporated in a state to
conduct business there; and making it more diffcult to enter new industries in which nn incumbent firm shares
a director with the prospective entrant.

76 As the majority concedes (Maj. Gp. at 24 n.25.), this position !Lso finds support among the commentators. See

g., 

Wilson Unlocking the Interlock. : The On-Again Off-Again Saga of Section of the Clayton Act 45 Antitrst

J. 317, 324 (1976) (noting "Thoughout antitrust, court have recognized a general concept of de minimis," !id
citiog Paramount Picturesas the leading opinion on the applicabilty ofthe general de minimi concept" to Setion
8); Halverson, Should Interlocking Director Relationships Be Subject to Regulation And, If So, What Kind!, 

Antitrust L.J. 341, 350 (1976) (citing Paramount Pictures, recommellds adoption of a policy "puruant to which
nntitrust offcials wowd seek to dissolve only thoBe interlocks which involve companes with a signficant competi-
tive overlap ; conversely, "where the competitive overlap is de minirnus (sicJ, the risk of competitive ab\1 is
minute and does not justify the expenditure of the public s funds ); Note Interlocking Directurates and Section
8 of the Clayton Act, 44 Alb. L. Rev. 139, 145-6 (1979) (characterizing Section 8 as a per se prohibition only of
interlocks Mati fying other statutory requirements, including that "the competition must Dot be de minimis(sicJ"

which " insures that the competitive overlap hetween the interlocked corporations is signifcant enough to threaten
anticompetitive abuses ). C( Travers Interluck. in Corporate Mo.nagemento.nd the Antitrust Lcws, 46 Tex. L. Rev.

819, 846 (1968) (suggests DO de minimis exception be recognzed, conceding this approach would probably lead
cour to hold inter10cked firms we not "campetitors " where actual overlap is insignificant; concludes: "
explicit de minimis oxception has the advantage of permtting the cours a greater degree of candor and is more
likely to produce consistent doctrine

11 See The Echlin Mfg. Co. , et oZ. Docket No. 9157 (Complaint Ul) (July 23, 1981).
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over by a different subsidiary of Bosch (31) GmbH.
Putting Borg-Warner s withdrawal aside for the moment, whatever

possible threat to competition may have arisen from the overlaps
thought to have existed at the time the complaint in this matter was
issued, it is clear that the extent of those alleged overlaps dwindled
considerably over the course of this litigation. The complaint alleges
that Borg-Warner and Bosch competed in at least nine specified dis-
tinct product lines.79 At trial , complaint counsel offered no evidence
at all as to two of those lines.so The ALJ found insuffcient evidence
on which to base a finding of competition in three other lines.sl In
addition, the majority upholds (correctly, I believe) the ALJ's finding
of insuffcient evidence to establish the parent-subsidiary control

requisite for a Section 8 violation in yet another line.8 (Maj. Op. at

21 n.22.) The majority holds that "Borg-Warner was a competitor of
Bosch U.S. in sales of ignition parts, wire and cable products , and
carburetor tune-up kits with application on foreign cars. (ld. at 16.

Thus, the majority concedes that it can now identify only a relatively
narrow product line grouping in which the two domestic corporate

respondents competed prior to Borg-Warner s complete withdrawal
from all relevant product lines almost two years ago. (ld. at 31. This
fact is important not only for its relevance to the question ofthe need
for injunctive relief (discussed in Part IV below); it would also be
relevant to any competitive analysis of the challenged interlock-an
analysis the majority refuses to undertake even in cursory fashion.
(32)

I do not take issue with the majority s finding that Borg-Warner
and Bosch U.S. formerly competed in the manufacture and sale of
some segment of automotive replacement parts. (Maj. Op. at 16. ) The
record here is susceptible of several alternative definitions for the
boundaries of that segment. But assuming the majority has identified
correctly the product group in which competition formerly existed
there is scant information in the record-as the ALJ concluded (ID
46.)-from which we might attempt to infer the extent of that com-
petitive overlap. The ALJ found that in 1979 Borg-Warner had world-
wide sales of approximately $3 billion. (IDF 3 citing Tr. 1063-M.)
While the majority was unable to find accurate figures in the record
it accepts the ALJ's estimation that in 1978 Borg-Warner made ap-
proximately $900 000 in sales in what the majority finds to be the
overlapping product line. (Maj. Op. at 5 n.4.) Thus, the best that can

1B Letter from Joseph A. McManus, Esq.. to ALl von Brand, ex parte (Feb. 4 , 1980) at 1.
79 Automotive "igntion part, wire and cable, carburetors, carburetor kits, automotive test equipment; automo-

tive air conditioner compressrs " and certain non-automotive product linea

, "

such as hydraulic valves, hydraulic
gear pumps and motors." (Complaint 12) (Nov. 7 , 1978).

80 Carburetors and automotive test equipment. (JD 2 n.
81 Hydraulic valves, gear pumps, and motors. (ID 49-.'2.
2 Automc.tive air conditioning compressors. (ID 52.
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be said is that Borg- Warner s 1978 overlapping sales were three one-
hundredths of one percent of its overall 1979 sales.

With respect to Bosch U. , the majority finds that 1978 sales by its
automotive aftermarket division were $72 milion (ld. at 5. ), and the
ALJ' s findings indicate overall 1978 Bosch U.S. corporate sales were
approximately $172.54 milion. (IDF 47.) Conceding record evidence
on the point to be "somewhat sketchy , the majority concludes that
the best estimate of Bosch U.S.'s sales in the overlapping product
group was $5.4 milion (ld. at 5- and n.6), or 7.5 percent of that one
division s 1978 sales and only about 3.1 percent of overall Bosch U.
corporate sales. As the majority concedes, these $900 000 and $5.4
milion sales figures "are relatively small fractions of the total busi-
ness of these corporations. " (Maj. Op. at 31.

Thus, our best (albeit imperfect) estimate of combined, overlapping
sales for 1978 is approximately $6.3 milion. Unfortunately, there is
no evidence in this record concerning what percentage ofthe overall

S. automotive aftermarket in this overlapping "product group" this
estimated $6.3 millon in combined sales accounts for. It might be
one-tenth of one percent, 10 percent, or 50 percent. The majority
simply doesn t care which is the case. Because two competing firms
with an infinitesimal (33) combined market share could theoretically
enter a (hopelessly futile) per se unlawful agreement to fix prices or
divide markets , the majority believes Section 8 requires condemna-
tion of this challenged interlock arrangement. (See Id. at 26.

However, even setting aside the majority s incorrect conclusions

concerning the legislative history of Section 8, there remain-as Com-
missioner Clanton concedes important policy concerns about con-

demning technical, inadvertent or trivial violations of Section 8.
(Clanton Statement at 1. In my judgment, the Commission should
ascertain whether the former director interlock between firms with
$6.3 milion in overlapping sales falls into the category of "trivial" or
de minimis matters.B3 Although the majority asserts that the $6.
milion figure is "clearly not de minimMl' (Maj.Op. at 23 n.23), I do not
find that conclusion so obvious, especially when the more appropriate
focus upon competitive significance (rather than dollar amounts) is

considered. The ALJ described the record before us as "narrowly
based", and concluded that it "does not permit an evaluation of the
competitive effects of the (challenged interlock) arrangements." (ID
58.) Because the present record affords insuffcient evidence to assess

!1 Cf Protecto,eul Co- lI. Barancik 484 F-2d 585, 587 (7th Cir. 1973) (plaintiff aUeged combined market shares
of competing, interlocked firms exceeded 50 percent of competing product line alleged in complaint); United States
u. Cro 'ker National Corp. 656 F.2d 428, 433 (9th Cir- 1981) (parties stipulated that three defendant banks-among
largest in U.S. had outstanding real estate loans of$6.5 bilion and competed with and shared directors with four
of largest insurance companies having $32 bilion in sueh loans outstanding), reu d on other grounds sub nom
BankAmerica Corp. v. United Stutes, 51 U.S. 4685 (U.S. June 8, 1983).
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whether the challenged interlock created. a danger to competition
between either the interlocked firms, or among all firms in the indus-
try, I would remand to the ALJ to receive evidence and make findings
on these critical issues.

III. THE SALE OF THE OVERLAPPING ASSET8-OMBINED WITH THE
RESIGNATION OF THE INTERLOCKED DIRECTORSAPPEARS TO MOOT

THIS PROCEEDING

I agee with the majority that the resignation of the individual
respondents Merkle and Bacher following issuance of the Commis-
sion s complaint, in and of itself, does not, (34) as a legal matter
automatically moot this case. (Maj. Op. at 29-30. ) The Supreme Court
so held in United States v. W. T. Grant Company.B4 However, as one
district court explained in dismissing a Section 8 ease for mootness on
this basis

, "

it is within the discretion of(the adjudicator) to determine
that under all the circumstances it does (moot the Section 8 claimsJ. "85

In W. T. Grantthe Supreme Court elaborated further that even where
director resignations do not moot the proceedings

The case may nevertheless be moot if the defendant can demonstrate that " there is
no reasonable expectation that the wrong wil be repeated." The burden is a heavy
one.

Respondent Bacher s death has removed the possibilty that any Sec-
tion 8 violation wil recur with respect to him. However, this leaves
the question of whether Borg- Warner s post-complaint sale of its au-
tomotive parts division to Echlin-taken together with the resigna-
tion of respondent Merkle-removes any "reasonable expectation
that the wrong wil be repeated " at least as to Borg-Warner.

In two Section 8 cases, the resignation of the interlocked directors

together with the post-complaint sale or discontinuance of the over-
lapping product line by one of the interlocked firms, has been held to
moot the Section 8 suit. In Paramount Pictures Corp. v. Baldwin-
Montrose Chemical Co., Inc. 87 the district court found that the post-
complaint sale of stock in one of the interlocked corporations, coupled
with the (35) resigation of one of the two interlocked directors, "has

B4 345 U.S. 629, 63Q.2 (1953). See also Kraftco Corp., et 01., 89 F. C. 46, 65-66 (1977), remandd as to reliefsub
nom.. SCM Corp. Ii. FT 565 F.2d 807 (2d Cir. 1977), identical order reissued on remund, Kraftca Corp., et al.

C. 416, 419 (1978), affd sub nom., SCM Carp. v. FT 612 F.2d 707 (2d Cir.), cert. denied 449 U.S. 821 (1980);
Un.ited States l). Newmant Min.ing Corp. 34 F.R.D. 504, 505 (S. N.Y. 1964)

&\ 

In Re Penn Cmtra/ Secu.rities Litigation 367 F.Supp. 1158, 1168 (E.D. Pa. 1973), citing United State. v. WT.
Grant Ca. 345 U.S. 629 (1953) (resignation affaw interlocking directors, coupled with finding Qfno Sherman Act
Sction 1 violation, held to render Section 6 claims moot); ef. United States v. Newmont Mining Corp. 34 F.
504 507-08 (S. N.Y. 1964) (on faets of ease-including multipJe alleged interlock8irector resignations did not
e!Jtitle defendants to summary jurlment on mootness issue).

&i 345 U.S. at 633 citing United States v. Alu.minum Co. of America 148 F.2d 416, 448 (2d Gir. 1945).
7 1966 Trade Cas. (CCH) 71,678 (S. Y. 1966).
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rendered moot any claim of violation of 8."88 Similarly, in United
States v. Cleveland Trust Company,89 the district court granted a
motion by a corporate defendant (Pneumo-Dynamics Corporation) to
dismiss a Section 8 claim on the ground that the post-complaint sale
of its assets in the relevant product market had rendered the Section
8 case moot as to that defendant. Following a discussion of Paramount
the court stated:

Pneuma has effectively divested itslf of all interestsin the machine tool industry, and
does not retain the necessary facilities to resume such operations in the future. It 

no longer possible, therefore, for Pneuma to eliminate competition in that industry by
means of an agrement with lthe other interlocked corporate defendantsJresulting in a
violation of any ofthe provisions ufthe antitrust laws. At best, it is conjectural whether
Pneuma will ever be able to do this at some future date. This aspect ufthe Government'
setion 8 case , accordingly, has become moot. (Emphasis added)90

As indicated, the court did not dismiss the Section 8 case as moot as
to the other corporate defendants. Nevertheless, this precedent ap-
pears to support a legal conclusion that this proceeding is now moot
with respect to Borg-Warner.

As in Paramount and Cleveland Trust Borg-Warner no longer
manufactures the product line in which the challenged overlap exist-
ed. Its "divestiture" of its auto parts division might in normal circum-
stances be suffcient under Paramount and Cleveland Trust to moot
any competition concerns that might have resulted from a director
interlock. But here there is an additional wrinkle: the Commission
challenged that sale on antitrust grounds , and issued a complaint
against not only the acquiring firm (Echlin), but the seller-Borg-

Warner-as well.9! The majority raises the specter that, should the
sale to Echlin ultimately be found unlawful , it is possible that the
relief ordered may (36) involve Borg-Warner s reacquisition of its
former auto parts unit. (Maj. Op. at 33-34.

I view the probability of a Commission order having that effect to
be, in the words of Cleveland Trust conjectural at best. (In so conclud-
ing, of course, I express no view whatever on the merits in the Echlin
matter or on the form of relief that might be appropriate should
liability be found there.) Borg-Warner wil only reacquire its former
auto parts division if the Commission finds the sale challenged in the
Echlin matter to be unlawful and ifit orders or approves the reacqui-
sition. If the competitive danger was de minimis or non-existent, then
the danger the interlock might recur as a result of relief the Commis-
sion might impose if it finds liability in the Echlin matter would seem

86/datp. 060.
392 F.Supp. 699 (N.D. Oh. 1974).

IcL at 709.10.
91 Echlin Mfg. Co., et al

., 

Docket No. 9157 (July 23 , 1981).
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inconsequential. However , as noted "bove, tile record affords the Com-
mission no basis on which to determine whether the competitive ef:
fect of the former interlock was anything more than de minimis.

Thus, I am inclined to conclude that, at least as to respondent
Borg-Warner, the possibility ofthe challenged overlap recurring is so
remote and speculative that it fails to meet the legal standard that the
majority recognizes (Maj. Op. at 29- , 34. ): that there is no "cogniza-
ble danger" that the challenged interlock (or any other interlock in
this market between these two respondents) wil recur. I would in-
clude this possible mootness among those issues that I believe should
be remanded to the ALJ. However, regardless of whether the above
factors are suffcient to dictate a legal conclusion of mootness as to
Borg-Warner, as the following section explains they may well be ade-
quate to remove any necessity for issuance of injunctive relief against
any of the respondents.

IV. ISSUANCE OF AN ORDER APPEARS UNNECESSARY

ON THE FACTS IN THIS RECORD

As is clear from Commissioner Clanton s concurring statement

even assuming a Clayton Act violation and a lack of mootness , the
case for issuing an order here is less than overwhelming. Commission-
er Clanton finds it a "close call" , citing the relatively small dollar
overlap between Borg-Warner and Bosch, and Borg Warner s sale of
its auto parts division to Echlin. (Clanton Statement at 1.) While
respondents ' apparent lack of(37J any systematic screening program
tips the balance toward the need for an order in Commissioner Clan-
ton s mind (ld. ), I believe the other factors discussed above are proba-
bly suffcient to negate any public interest in issuance of the order
promulgated by the majority today. Thus, even were there a suffcient
basis to find Borg-Warner, Bosch, and the individual respondents
liable on this sparse record , I doubt it is necessary to issue an order
against any of the respondents."2

Clearly, under Section 8 (as under other regulatory laws), "there is
no per se rule requiring the issuance of an injunction upon the show-
ing of a past violation. "93 As the Second Circuit stated

, "

it is for the
ITC to weigh these considerations (relevant to the likelihood of a
recurrent violation J. "94 Indeed, the first of only two Supreme Court
decisions ever to consider Section 8 liability- United States v. W T.
Grant Co.-affrmed a district court's refusal to award injunctive

92 Cf Ethyl Carp. , et al. 3 Trade Reg. Rep- (CCH) OO3 at 22,553- (Mar. 22 , 1983) (though aJl four respondents

found liab1e under , Commssion order covern only two), appeals docketed No. 83-102 (duPont) (2d Cir. May
, 1983) and No- 83-106 (Ethyl) (2d Cir- May 27 , 1983).

SCM Corp. v. , 565 F.2d 807 813 18 (2d Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 821 (1980), quoting SEC v. Bausch

& Lomb, Inc. 565 F.2d 8, 18 (2d Cir. 1977).
565 F. 2d atB13 1B.
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relief, despite its finding of Section 8 violations that were not mooted
by the interlocked director s resignation.95 This result came even
though the defendant director had been found liable for three sepa-
rate interlocks involving six corporations upon whose boards he sat.
In reaching this result, the Supreme Court held that the party moving
for injunctive relief

. . . must satisfy the court that relief is needed. The necessary deter ination is that
there exists some cognizable danger of recurrent violation , something more than the
mere possibility which serves to keep the case alive. . . . To be considered are the bona
fides of the expressed intent to comply, the (38) effectiveness of the discontinuance and
in some cases, the character of the past violations.

As the Second Circuit recently instructed the Commission in SCM
Corporation v. FT the burden is on complaint counsel to show in-
junctive relief is necessary, not on respondent to show it is unneces-
sary.98 I am not satisfied that this record makes the requisite showing.
The sale of Borg- Warner s auto parts unit, coupled with the resigna-
tion of Messrs. Merkle and Bacher and the latter s subsequent death
are, in my judgment, persuasive evidence of "the effectiveness of the
discontinuance" of the challenged interlock. Several Section 8 cases
on this very issue lend strong support to this conclusion. Thus, even
assuming Section 8 liability and a lack of mootness, several courts
have relied upon some combination of director resignation and sale
of the overlapping assets as a suffcient basis for invoking judicial

discretion to deny injunctive relief.9
Two courts of appeals have recently clarified that this is not simply

another argument that the case should be dismissed for mootness. As
the Second Circuit explained in SCM: (39)

(M)ootness and denying a request for injunctive relief. . . are analytically distinguisha-
ble (conceptsl and a court could find that a case is not moot and yet deny injunctive
relief. 100

The Ninth Circuit also addressed this point in TRW..

95 United States v. W T. Grant Co. 345 U.s. 629, 633-6 (1953).

96 lei at 630, 633-4.
91 !d at 633.
98 SCMCorp. I). FT 565 F.2d 807, 812-13 (2d. Cir. 1977), cert. denied 449 U.S. 821 (1980).
!1 See, e. , TRW, Inc. v. FTC: 647 F.2d 942, 954 (9th Cir. 1981) (although case not moot, cour cites factors

including !lon.blatant nature ofSectioD 8 vioJation and discontinuance ofdirectornhip before FTC investigation in
holding Commission erred in issuing cease and desist orders against corporate respondent and interlocked fonner
director); Paramount Pidures Corp. v. Baldwin-Mon/rose Chemical Co., Inc. 1966 Trade Cas. (CCH) 71,678

(S. N.Y. 1966) (assl.ing, arguendo, Section 8 violation had occurred , in exercise of discretion court declines to
issue order against defendants, citing sale of overlapped assts and resignation ofinterlockoo directors in conclud.
ing pJaintiff faiJed to show "cognzable danger of re(urrent violation "

); 

see (lL () SCM Corp. v. FTC, 565 F.2d 807

(Zr Cir- 1977), cert. denied 449 U.S. 821 (1980) (finding Commission usd incorrect legal stadar in deciding

interlocked director s post-omplaint resigntion did not make injunctive reliefunece88Y).
100 SCM Corp. v. I-TC, 565 F.2d 807, 812 (2d Cir. 1977), cert. denied 449 U.S. 821 (1980), citing United States v

Newmonl Mining Corp., 34 F. D. 504 (S. Y. 1964).
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The difference between the standard governing mootness- and that fegard ng the n
for prospective relief thus is one between a "mere possibilty" and a "cognizable dan-
ger" of recurrent violation. More significantly, the Commission complaint counsel
bears the burden of showing the nee for injunctive relief while the burden of proving
mootness rests on the respondent.0

Moreover, this same Commission majority exercised this identical
discretionary authority in its recent Ethyl decision. 102

Even if one were to accept (which I do not) the majority s proposi-
tion that its strict per se construction of Section 8 was either intended
by Congress or mandated by the language ofthe statute, that respond-
ents have violated that strict per se rule, and that it is. irrelevant
whether the extent and nature of the competitive overlap was 
minimis, I would stil oppose issuance of an order on this record as it
now stands. The majority has, in essence, ruled evidence of the exis-
tence or extent of pro- or anticompetitive effects irrelevant as to
Section 8 liability. However, I do not interpret this holding to mean
that such evidence cannot be considered on the appropriateness and
necessity of injunctive relief. Given the other factors discussed above
that militate against issuance of an order here, it is unfortunate that
the record is silent on the one issue that might tip the balance clearly
in one direction or the other. (40)

We simply do not know what the competitive effect of the chal-
lenged interlock was , how any such effect would be mitigated by the
sale of the overlapping product line, or what the effect of the majori-

s order is likely to be. Hence, I believe we should remand this
matter to the ALJ to receive this and other evidence relating to the
necessity of injunctive relief. If such evidence shows a danger of a
recurring interlock that may pose a threat to competition , an order
could then issue. If, however, such additional evidence disclosed no
danger of recurrence, or that any such danger would likely have
either a trivial or non-existent anticompetitive impact, then I believe
no order should issue. Given the harsh rule of liabilty adopted today
and its uncertain ramifications, I believe such a course would be
prudent and appropriate here , especially in light of the Commission
important enforcement responsibilities and its duty to assure that its
actions are consistent with the public interest.

101 647 F.2d 942, 954 (9th Cir. 1981), citing SCM Corp. I). FT 565 F.2d 807, 812-13 (2d Cir. 1977), cert. rknied
449 u.s. 821 (1980).

102 See Ethyl Corp., et aZ. 3 Trade Reg- Rep. (CCIl) 003 (Mar. 22 , 1983) at p. 22 557--8 (immincnt and complete

withdrawal of one re pondent from four.firm industry held not to moot proceeding as to it; withdrawing finn found
liable , but not subject to final order entered against two of four respondents) l101 F. C. 425), appeals dQCk ted
No. 83-102 (duPont) (2d Cir. May 25, 1983) and No. 83-106 (EthyJ) (2d Cir. May 27, 1983).
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v. CONCLUSION

The majority has adopted an unnecessarily harsh construction of
Clayton Act Section 8 to condemn an indirect director interlock that
no longer exists, that very probably can only recur if the Commission
requires or permits it, and that-n the basis of this meager record-
appears trivial in scope. The majority has done so without any consid-
eration of whether either the challenged interlock orthe remedy
imposed wil help or harm competition. This decision perpetuates an
improvident standard of liabilty under Section 8, notwithstanding
that the language of the statute, its legislative history, the relevant
judicial precedent, and the facts of this particular case all furnish
ample room to reach a contrary result that would promote sound
antitrust policy.

It appears that, for a majority ofthis Commission de minimis cumt
lex.

SEPARATE STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER CLANTON

While I concur in the Commission s decision , I would like to offer
some additional comments on the de minimis issue.

The fundamental diffculty with applying Section 8 of the Clayton
Act in a rote per se fashion is that the corporate world has changed
significantly since 1914. The $1 million statutory threshold today
encompasses the activities of thousands of small businesses, firms
that presumably were not subject to the Act at the time it was passed.
In addition , a substantial and increasing number of major corpora-
tions are conglomerates or are, by necessity, widely diversified. Be-
cause of these changes, it has been argued that an overly strict
application of Section 8 may limit the pool of qualified directors with-
out any compensating benefits to competition, since it is unlikely that
directors of multibilion dollar corporations are involved in routine
business decisions where only a few milion dollars of competitive
overlap are involved. For these reasons, among others, it is urged that

de minimis exception should be recognized in Section 8.
The Commission s opinion ably discusses the relevant legal prece-

dent on this subject and, I believe, correctly concludes that, as a
matter oflaw, there is no dollar floor, other than the statutory mini-
mum of $1 millon , below which liability will not attach. Neverthe-
less, the dissent raises important policy concerns about condemning
technical, inadvertent or trivial violations of Section 8 because of the
per se operation of the statute and the necessity for an order in the

instant case.

It is a close call whether an order should issue in this case because
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of the relatively small dollar overlap and Borg Warner s sale of its
Automotive Parts Division to Echlin Manufacturing Corporation. My
principal reason for supporting a limited order is the apparent lack
of any systematic screening program for identifying future interlocks
thus leaving the potential for violations to recur. While in some cir-
cumstances a more appropriate remedy might be to simply require
respondents to set up an effective compliance program, the modest
prohibition on interlocks in the automotive parts business embodied
in this order seems appropriate given the history of this case. This
approach is also consistent with the direction ofthe courts-to closely
scrutinize the scope of relief in interlock cases in order to temper the
potentially harsh effects of a per se application of the statute. See, e.
TRW, Inc. v. F.Te., 647 F.2d 942 (9th Cir. 1981). (2)

However, while I endorse continued judicial restraint in the selec-
tion of appropriate remedies in Section 8 cases, the Commission has
the present abilty to address the de minimis issue in other contexts
as well. The $5 millon threshold established in this Order , in an effort
to mitigate the potential risk of civil penalties for technical violations
represents a responsible de minimis standard that should be ar-
ticulated by the Commission in prosecutorial guidelines. I believe that
an enforcement policy of this nature is consistent with the statutory
scheme and modern-corporate reality and would go a long way to
address many of the valid concerns raised by the dissent. Moreover
in view of the debate about the legislative history of this statute and
the substantial changes that have taken place in the corporate world
in the last six decades, it may be timely for Congress to revisit this
issue to provide enforcement agencies and the business community
with its contemporary judgment concerning the import of Section 8.

SEPARATE CONCURRING STATEMENT OF
COMMISSIONER PATRICIA P. BAILEY

The dissenters in this case argue that antitrust liability under Sec-
tion 8 of the Clayton Act should require some assessment of the
competitive effects of challenged interlocking directorates between
competing corporations. Applicable case law has held that Section 8
has per se application once the elements set out in the statute have
been established. The dissenters have found no case that takes their

contrary view, which they argue is more consistent with their under-
standing of sound antitrust policy. At the very least, the dissenters
state, Section 8 admits of a de minimis commerce exception to liabili-
ty, and that the better line of case law on the subject supports such
an interpretation. Because the dissenters would apply a different
legal standard than the one endorsed. in this case, they would dismiss
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this proceeding or remand it for some assessment of competitive ef-
fects.! (2)

I would have had nothing to add to the Commission s decision in
this matter but for the fact that the dissenters argue that a competi-
tive effects test is grounded in the legislative history of Section 8, and
that the precedents are in error because they turn on a misunder-
standing or misreading of that history- On the contrary, the legisla-
tive material relied upon by the dissenters constitutes a single shard
of the history of this statute, and a fuller consideration of this history
provides ample basis for the uniform judicial approach to liability
that has been taken by the courts and by the Commission in this case-

Thirty years ago, Judge Weinfeld, in United States u. Sears, Roe-
buck CO. laid out what has been termed a per se' approach to
Section 8 of the Clayton Act. Section 8 prohibits interlocking direc-
torates among two or more corporations engaged in commerce , any
one of which has more than $1 milion in capital, surplus, and undi-
vided profits

, "

if such corporations are , or shall have been theretofore
by virtue of their business and location of operation, competitors, so
that the elimination of competition by agreement between them
would constitute a violation of any of the provisions of any of the
antitrust laws. "4 Judge Weinfeld in Sears reasoned that Section 8
analysis need not determine whether a hypothetical merger between
the interlocked corporations would violate the antitrust laws under
the rule of reason, because price fixing was also an "elimination of
competition " which would be a per seantitrust violation if undertaken
by the interlocked corporations.

The court in Sears observed that the legislative history of Section
8 was "inconclusive" in determining the meaning of the so that"
clause.6 A thorough reexamination of the legislative history reveals
that Congress considered and failed to enact several proposals that
would have made the statutory language of Section 8 either more
stringent or more like Section 7; that House and Senate Reports noted
the breadth of the bill and its design to deal with antitrust violations
in their incipiency; that the proposal and rejection of the so-called

Cummins amendment was an (3) ambiguous reflection on the intent
of Congress; that commentators shortly after the passage of Section
8 noted succinctly the problem of interpreting the "so that" clause;

! The dissnters do not explain the evidentiary element. of their competitive effec!.., test for Section 8 , except
to say that it falls somewhere in between the per Sf! and full-blowD rue of reason tests that lie at opposite ends
of the antitrust scale. Such a conjectural stadard would bfolelt presumably to future cour to define, without
much gudance from the language of the statute itslf.

2111 F.Supp. 614 (S. Y. 1953).

See id. at 620-21.
'15U.sC- 19.

:; See United Stales I.. Sears, Roebuck Coo 111 F.Supp. at 616-17 619-21
61d.at619.
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and that investigations and staff reports by subsequent Congresses
have reaffrmed the need to check the potential abuses of interlocking
directorates. Finally, and most tellng, courts confronted by the very
questions raised in the dissenting opinion here have examined the
whole of the available record on Congressional intentions with re-
spect to Section S and applied a strict theory of liability.

A. Early Bills

Section S was passed in response to concern from several significant

sources about the prevalence of interlocked directors. As early as
1905, the platform of one major political party called for legislation
preventing a duplication of directors among competing corpora-

tions. "7 The investigations by the so-called Pujo committee in 1913
revealed the extent of interlocking directorates among banks and
other financial institutions.s The publication by Louis D. Brandeis of
a series of articles in a popular periodical (4) also provided significant
support for restrictions on such interlocks. As the Supreme Court has
recently noted

, "

Interlocks between large corporations were seen in
the public debate as per se antogonistic to the public interest; many.
including President Wilson, called for legislation that would, among
other things, ban all kinds of interiocks.

Several bils were introduced in Congress between 1905 and 1914
to restrict interlocking directorates by one means or (5) another.!'

See National Party Platforms 1840-1968 , at 146 (K. Portr & D. Johnoon cds- 1970) (Democratic pary platform
of 1908). In 1908, the Republican party platform called for amendments to the Sherman Act in order that "its
elTectivene5. may be strengthened. Id. at 146. The three major political parties in 1912 continued to call for
amendments to the anti\.st laws. The Democratic platform favored declaration by law of the conditions under
which corporations could engage in interstate commerce, which included the prevention of interlocking director-
ates. ld. at 169. The Republicans continued support for "legislation supplementary" to the antitrust laws, id. 

184 , and the Progressive party joined the Republicans in supportng creation of a Federal trade commission to
promote antitrt enforcement. See id (Republicans declare " there is much that may be committed to a Federal
trade commission

): 

id. at 178 (Progressives support "strong Federal admnistrative commission of high standing,
which shal maintain permanent active supervision over industrial corporationfl

BRouse Comm. on Banking and Currency, Investigation of Concentration of ControJ of Money and Credit, H.
Rep. No. 1593 , 62d Cong. , 3d Sess. (1913).

9 Brandeis, Breaking the Money Trw;t. Harpers Weekly, Nov. 22 , 1913, to Jan. 14 1914. In the cOllrse of debate
on the Clayton Act one Congressman , citing the Brandeis artcles and the Pujo report, summari.;ed the extent of
the problem of interlocking directorates as regarded even one corporation:

Here is what the Pujo Committee found in regard to the members of the firm of J.P. Morgan & Co. , and the
directors of their controlled trust companies and of the l-' irst National and the National City Bank. They hold:

One hundred and eighteen directorships in 34 banks and trust companies.

Thrty directorships in 10 insurance companes.

One hundred and five directorships in 32 trapsporttion systems.

Sixty.three directorships in 24 producing and trading corporations.

Twenty-five directorships in 12 public-utility corporations.

In aJl , 341 directorships in 112 corporations having aggregate resources or capitalization of $22 245 00.
51 Congo Rec. 9186 (1914) (statement of Mr. Helveripg).

'0 BankAmerico Corp. u. United States 51 U. W. 4685, 4687 (U.S. June 8 , 1983).
n Some bils contemplated a statutory ban on interlocking directorates. See, e.

g., 

lLR. 14946, Section 5, 63d Cong.
2d Sess. (1914); H.R. 7762, Section 1 , 63d Cong. , 1st Sess. (1913): H.R. 12835, Section 2, 62d Cong. , 1st Sess. (1911).
Others contemplated requiring by federal or state charter that corporations engaged in interstate commerce not
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Some of these bils proposed a ban on interlocking directorates of any
sort.!2 Others proposed simply that interlocks between competing
corporations be prevented, and provided formulations of "competi-
tion" that were even less specific than the language of what became
Section 8. Typical bils prevented interlocks if the corporations were
in any competing business !3 in "substantially the same kind of

business 14 "engaged in the same business 15 Hcarrying on a com-

petitive business or a business of the same general character "!6 and

competitors or (were) so situated that they naturally should be com-
petitors. !7 (6)

At the opposite extreme, some bils contained language that specifi-
cally mandated a measurement of the competitive effects of inter-
locked directorates. In certain bils declaring unfair competition
unlawful, unfair competition was defined to include "the destruction
of competition through the use of interlocking directorates. !S These

bils also would have authorized the proposed trade commission to
terminate the "substantially monopolistic power" of a corporation
that was based primarily on "artificial bases " which included "the
destruction of competition through the use of interlocking director-
ates. "

It is apparent, therefore, that Congress had under consideration
several bills that would make the prohibition against interlocking
directorates even more clear cut than the proposal that was enacted
but that it also had under consideration proposals to make a measure-
ment of competitive effects of such interlocks more explicit. It chose
neither route. The Clayton bil was managed through a course that
rejected both extremes. This fact , perhaps, accounts for Judge Wein-
feld' s observation on the inconclusiveness of the legislative history.
have interlocked directors. See, e.

g, 

S. 4647 , Section 8, 63d Cong. , 2d Sess. (1914); S. 1138 , Setion l(d), 63d Cong.
1st Bess. (1913); S. 4747 , Section l(d), 62d Cong. , 2d Sess. (1912). Other bills simply prohibited corporations with
certin characteristics. which included interlocking directorates, from eogaging in interstate commerce. See, e.

S. 1617 , 63d Cong. , 1st Sess. (1913); S. 5486 , Setion 5(10), 62d Cong. , 2d Bess. (1912); S. 1377 , Setion 1 , 62d Cong.

1st Sess. (1911). Other contemplated definition and proscription of "unair trade practices" including interlocking
directorates. See, e. R 15652, Section 21(g), 63d Cong. , 2d Sess. (1914); H.R. 9300, Section 3, 63d Cong. , lst Sess.
(1913). Still other bils proposed that a federal trade commission take action against objectionable interlocks. See

R. 14799, 63d Cong. , 2d Sess. (1914).
12 , e. R. 7762 , Setion 1, 63d Cong. , 1st Sess. (1913) (outright prohibition); lI.R. 1773 , Section 64 , 63d Cong.

1st Se!). (1913) (prohibiting certan directors from serving as directors in more than four corporations).
13 See S. 1138, Section 1(d), 63d Cong. , 1st Sess. (1913); H.R. 11168, Section 1(g), G3d Cong. , 2d Sess. (1913)

similar or competing bUBiness ); H.R. 9763 , Section 9, G3d COI1g. , 2d Ses. . (1913) ("corporations. . engaged in
any line of bl.neSl which compete with one another

14 See, e. R. 28852, Section l(c), 62d Cong. , 3d Sess. (1913) ("substantial1y competing business or in any
blUiness ofsubstatialJy the same kind"

u; See, e. R. 2488, Section 1(c)(2), G3d Cong. , lst Sess. (1913); see aL oS. 4647 , Section 8, G3d Cong. , 2d SeM.
(1914) ("!Ie or similar kind of interstate commerce

16 See, e. S. 1617, 63d Cong. , lst Sess. (1913).
11 See, e.

g., 

I-.R 12809, Section 3, 62d Cong. , 1st Sess. (1911).
!B See H.R 15652, Section 21(g), G3d Cong., 2d Se8S. (1914); H.R. 14799, Section l1(g), G3d Cong. , 2d Sess.

(1914).
19 See, e. R. 15652, Section 28(g), 63d Cong. , 2d SeM. (1914); H.R 14799 , SectioI1 18(g), 63d Cong. , 2d SeSI

(1914).
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B. House and Senate Hearings

Part of the diffculty in interpreting the intent of Congress as to
Section 8 is that the specific language of the Clayton bil was never
the subject of debate in committee hearings. In the House Judiciary
Committee hearings, there was considerable debate on a tentative bil
that contained a "conclusive presumption" that director interlocks

between competing corporations were unlawful. In the Senate com-
mittee hearings, there was substantial debate on a proposed amend-
ment to the trade commission bil that would have required a

measurement of "substantially competitive conditions." Neither of
these proposals became law.

During hearings before both the House Judiciary Committee20 and
the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee 2! members of Congress
and those testifying had before them a bil labeled "No. 3-ommittee
Print-Tentative Bil " which was circulated by (7) Representative
Clayton and Senator Newlands. The bil's language was more explic-
it than that of the bil that finally emerged from committee:

Se. 4. That if, after two years from the date of the approval of this Act, any two or
more corporations, engaged in whole or in part in interstate or foreign- commerce , have
a common director or directors, the fact of such common director or directors shall be
conclusive evidence that there exists no real competition between such corporations;
and if such corporations shall have been theretofore, or are, or shall have ben , by
virtue of their business and location of operation natural competitors, such elimination
of competition thus conclusively presumed shall constitute a combination between the
said corporations in restraint of interstate or foreign commerce. . . .

In the Senate, however, Senator Newlands had introduced and cir-
culated for comment at the Interstate Commerce Committee hearings
another bil which he entitled

, "

Amendment in the Nature of a Sub-
stitute to S. 4160 " the trade commission bill. Discussion on inter-
locking directorates at the Senate hearings centered on the language
in this bil, which provided as follows:

Setion 9. That no corporation shall engage in commerce , if, upon its board of direc-
tors or other managing board or among its offcers, there is any person who is a member
of the board of directors or other managng board, or one of the oflcers of another
corporation engaged in commerce and carrying on a competitive business: Provided
however That no suit or action , civil or criminal, shall be instituted to enforce this
section against any corporation having such community of directors or offcers which

20 llearings Before the House Comm. on the Jl4dir:ary on Trust Legilation G3d Cang. , 2d Sess. (1914) (hereinaft
er cited as 1914 House Hearings).

21 Hearings Before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce on Rills Relating to Trust Legislation 63d
Cong., 2d Sess. (1914) lhereinafter cited as 1914 Senate Hearings).
:! The bil is reprinte in 1914 House Hearings. supra note 20, at 1577-79; 1914 Senate Hearings, suprc:note 21,

at 70; 2 E. Kintner, The Legislative History c:fthe Federal Antitrst Laws and Related Statutes 1077-78 (1978).
2J Id. Sectic:n 4.
24 This bil is reprinted in 1914 Senate Hearings, supra note 21, at 237.
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within one year aftr the passage hereof, fies with the commission, or , if a common
carrier , with the Interstate Commerce Commission , a petition alleging that the busi-
ness ufthe corporations (8) involved is not in fact competitive, or that if competitive in
any degree the community of directors or officers, or both does not destroy or impair
substantially competitive conditions as to such corporations (emphasis added).

Neither this clear rule-of-reason language nor the clear irrebutable
presumption language of the other tentative bil became part ofH.
15657 , which ultimately became the Clayton Act.

C- The Clayton Bill: House and Senate Reports and Debates

Representative Clayton introduced H.R. 15657 , Section 9 of which
was the interlocking directorates provision that became Section 8 of
the Clayton Act, ten days after the House Judiciary Committee con-
cluded its hearings on the trust legislation.25 The bil was the subject
of this committee s House Report No. 627 , which quoted President
Wilson s pronouncements against interlocking directorates and cited
Section 9 extensively, but which was quite unspecific in its description
of the meaning and effect of this provision.

The minority views in this report are somewhat more enlightening
as to the committee members ' perception of Section 9' s meaning. In
particular, Congressman Graham of Pennsylvania, who lauded the
principle of this provision , inveighed against its scope and its failure
to measure competitive effects:

This provision , however , makes the bare possibility of "elimination of competition
the test of ilegality, instead of the actuality of "eliminating or lessening of eumpe-ti-
tion " which is the test adopted in the provision relating to holding companies (current-
ly Section 7. Congressman Graham here continues his earlier criticism of the
eliminating or lessening of competition" language of Section 7.
The phase "so that an elimination of competition by agreement between them would

constitute a violation of any of the provisions of any of the antitrust laws" afiords no
protection , but exposes all directors in more than one corporation engaged in interstate
commerce to the peril of violating the law, because the proposed bil will be a part of
the antitrust laws or the United States , and in it the "elimination of competition " or

the liability to eliminate or lessen competition, instead of the creation of a monopoly
or a restraint of trade, would become the governing test by which directors would be
judged. (9)

Under existing laws, wherever interlocking directorates exist this fact can be shown
and if the interlocking tends to establish a monopoly or creates a monopoly or a
restraint of trade , it can readily be reached and corrected and the evil removed. Neither
the possibilities nor the actualities of "elimination of competition" ought to be sub-
stituted for "monopoly" or "restraint of trade" as the test of illegality.

This section will be full of diffculty and peril for small corporations, and wil affect
them in far greater degree than it wil larger ones , against which the legislation is

:u The Committee concluded its hearings on April 4 , 1914; Rep. Clayton introduced I-1.R. 15657 on April 14 , 1914.
SeeH.R. Rep. No- 627, pt. I , at 17..20.
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presumed to be aimed.

Representative Graham s comments seem to have anticipated the
specific direction that the courts would take in interpreting this provi-
sion of the Claytn Act, most notably the interpretation of the court
in United States v. Sears, Roebuck Co.

The Senate Report on H.R. 15657 provided little explanation ofthis
provision , but merely stated that the Senate Judiciary Committee was
not proposing to change or amend in any respect the specific provision
concerning interlocking directorates of industrial corporations.29 The

Committee did state , however , that the general purposes of the bill
included preventing antitrust violations in their incipiency:

Broadly stated , the bil, in its treatment of unlawful restraints and monopolies , seeks

to prohibit and make unlawful certain trade practices which , as a rule , singly and in
themselves , are not covered by the act of July 2 , 1890, or other existing antitrust acts
and thus , by making these practices ilegal , to arrest the creation of trusts, conspiracies
and monopolies in their incipiency and before consummation. Among other of these
trade practices which are denounced and made unlawful may be mentioned. . . inter-
locking directorates.30 (101

The House passed H.R. 15657 on June 5, 1914 , with little relevant
discussion of Section 9 on the House floor. After the Senate Judiciary
Committee reported out the bil with the recommended amendments
on July 22 , 1914, the debate of the full Senate included a rather
lengthy discussion ofthe meaning of Section 9. Senator Cummins had
proposed an amendment of Section 9 that would have made it read
as follows:

It shall be unlawful for any person to be, at the same time, a member of the board
of directors , or other managing board, or an oUker in two or more corporations, either
of which is engaged in commerce, and which corporations are carrying on business of
the same kind or competitive in character. .

Senator Cummins ' proposed language paralleled that of a bill he had
introduced the previous year, which would have prevented corpora-
tions from engaging in interstate commerce if "there is, upon its
board of directors or other managng board , any person who is upon
the board of directors or other managing board of any other corpora-
tion carrying on a competitive business or a business of the same

'E /d. pt. 2 , at 8 (minority views of Mr. Graham)
21 111 Jo' Supp. 614 (S. Y. 1953)
29 S. Rep. o. 698 , 63d Cong. , 2d Sess. 48 (1914). The Committee did make one technical change to the language

of Section 9, without explanation: "so that an elimination of competition by agreement between them. . ." became
so that t1u elimination of competition by agreement between them.
3D/d.atI.
31 Amendment to RR. 15657 by Mr. Cummins (Aug, 25 , 1914), reprinted in 51 Congo Rec. 14.534 (Sept. !. 1914).
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general character. . . . "
Senator Cummins ' remarks indicated his concern that the proposed

language of Section 9 in the bil under debate added nothing to the
existing antitrust laws. The most specific of his comments were as
follows:

That means , practically, that if a consolidation of the corporations would be a viola-
tion of the antitrust law, then interlocking directors are made unla ul. . . .

If we have to prove that consolidation of the two corporations which are involved
would be a violation of the antitrust law, we do not need any additional regulation of
this sort. I want the regulation to go much farther and declare that if they are engaged
in competition, if they are doing the same kind of business-and I am quite willng to
take some form of language that expresses that idea-then there must not be this
community of directors. . . ,33 (11)

There was no specific discussion of the correctness of Senator Cum-
mins ' view. The debate that ensued simply reiterated the same objec-
tions that had been raised in committee hearings about the propriety
of barring interlocking directorates at all: there were benefits to be
gained from interlocking directorates. 34 The court in Sears and a
commentator35 on that case took the view that Cummins ' remarks
could not be regarded as an expression of the Senate s understanding
of the interlocking directorate provision:

Senator Cummins was in the role of an advocate. His individual expression of views,
clearly calculated to give weight to his contention as to the inadequacies ofthe proposed
B and gain support for his amendment, may not be considered 3.', representative of the

understanding of the members of the House and Senate as to the meaning of the "
that" clause.

The meaning of the statutory language and the substantive signifi-
cance of the rejection of Senator Cummins ' proposed amendment
seems far from clear from the record of the debates.

The Senate passed H.R. 15657 on September 2 1914. Because ofthe

amendments made to the bil by the Senate, the bil was the subject
of conference committee consideration; the conference committee

32 s. 1617, Section 3(a), 63d Cong. , 1st Sess. (1913).
33 51 Congo Rc. 14,256.
30 See, e. 51 Congo Rec. 14 535 (remarks of Mr. Hitchcock) (men of experience can help establish businesss

in new areas); id. at 14 537 (remarks of Mr. Overman) (directors with special skin are ileful to morc than one
corporation); id. at 14 538 (remarks of Mr. Smith, Mich.

) ("

dwny directors" cau evade statutory provisioll).
J5 See Note, Claytn Act Prohibition of Interlocking Directorates in Iudustrial or Commercial Corporations, 54

Colum. L. Rev. 130, 131 (1954) (dispassionate interpretation unlikely it' individual expression supporting substitute
measure).

36 United Stotes u. Sears, Roebuck Co. 111 F.Supp. 614 , 619 (S. Y. 1953). The court in Sears conducted a

rather extended examination of the meauing of the legislative history, and noted that no committee report
supportd Sen- Cumins ' reading, id. at 618; no member of the Senate stated his agreement or disagreement with
Sen. Curns ' beliefthat consolidation was the only means by which competition might be eliminated within the
meaning of Section 8, id. ;and that it was as likely as not that Cummins ' interpretation was not in accord with the
undcrstandit'g of the other Seuators , that they did uot see the diffcUlty that he saw , and that they, therefore,
rejected his ameudment becaus they saw no need for it. Id.
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submitted its report on September 25. The Senate passed (12) the
Clayton Act on October 5, 1914; the House did the same on October
8. The report and the debates on the compromise bil did not deal with
the problem of the "so that" clause.

D. The Problem of the Statutory Language
as Seen by the Early Commentators

The language of the "so that" clause of Section 8 remained virtually
the same from its introduction by Congressman Clayton until its
enactment into law. As enacted, the provision prevented interlocking
directorates among any two or more corporations

if such corporations are , or shall have been theretofore, by virtue of their business and
location of operation , competitors , so that the elimination of competition by agreement
between them would constitute a violation of any of the provisions of any of the
antitrust laws.

The obvious problem in this language is that a violation of the anti-
trust laws may occur in two basic ways involving different analytic
principles: it may occur by merger or other arrangement which is
analyzed through a projection of probable competitive effects; or it
may occur by price fIxing, which is analyzed under what has become
known as the per se approach. Thus, if two fIrms fIxed prices, such an
elimination of competition" between them would always constitute

a violation of the antitrust laws; these same two fIrms, however
might very well not violate any of the provisions of any of the anti-
trust laws if they were to "eliminate competition" by merger.

Commentators recognized the problem shortly after passage of the
statute. Then-attorney John Marshall Harlan, in a 1916 treatise, gave
this description of the statute s meaning:

(T)he exception to the rule forbidding interlocking directorates as to corporations

within the operation of the Clayton Law, other than banks, is very indefinite and
uncertain.. . . This obviously makes the lawfulness of interlocking directorates created
by two such corporations , depend finally upon an interpretation of the antitrust laws.
If the two corporations, being otherwise within the terms of the Clayton Law, are
competitors so that elimination of competition between them by agreement would
violate any provision of the antitrust laws, they may not lawfully have interlocking (13)
directorates. Otherwise they may. It would be diffcult to conceive a more uncertain and
shifting standard of corporate conduct than this one, by which the question of what
elimination of competition between two corporations by agreement would constitute a
violation of the antitrust laws, is made the test of the lawfulness of an interlocking
directorate between such corporations.

An even more succinct description of the problem in Section 8 is
37 Claytn Act Section 8 , ch. 323 , 38 Stat. 730 (1914), current version ut 15 D. C. 19
36 J. Harlan & L. McCandJess, The Federal Trade Commission: Its Nature and Powers 20 (1916).
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contained in a classic 1924 treatise on the young Federal Trade Com-
mISSIOn:

The difficulty in applying the test lay in the fact that no one could state with

asurance under what circumstance the elimination of competition by agreement
would constitute a violation of the antitrust laws. It seemed to have been generally
conceded, as we have seen, that ifthe agreement by which competition was eliminated
comprised a transfer of property, and was made with a view to effecting economies, it
was legal. There were dicta, on the other hand , that a bare agreement not to compete
without merger or sale , was ilegal under any circumstances. Yet under the rule of
reason , the test of ilegality was the test of unreasonableness at common law , and by
the weight of authority an agreement limiting competition between two concerns was
not ilegal at common law if they controlled between them so small a part of the field
that it remained as a whole freely competitive. Since these agreements did not restrain
the promissor entirely from carrying on his business, but merely limited " the mode or
manner in which a trade is carried on " they were considered to be merely partial
restraints , and to be lawful if reasonable and for good consideration. Yet in view of the
dicta in the Addystun Pipe and Dr. Miles MedicaL CompanycaBes and of the emphatic
opinion of the Chief Justice, it was not at all clear that this view of the common law
would be carried over into the interpretation of the Sherman Law. It is unfortunate,
to say the least , that the draftmen of a statute designed to give clarity and definition
to the law of restraints and monopolies, should have permitted the lawfulness of a
common directorship to turn upon this highly controversial question.39 (14)

The ultimate result of this controversy, of course, was one that
these commentors perhaps could not have fully appreciated: a rule-of-
reason approach for some antitrust violations and a per se approach
for others. The place of Section 8 liability within this spectrum of
views was thus initially open to debate, but, as wil be seen, the courts
addressed these analytic questions in subsequent years. One answer
they gave was that the "agreement" between interlocked directorates
could be one contemplated by the price-fixing prohibitions of the
Sherman Act-the only other antitrust law extant when the Section
8 language was written. And expressly, as the Commission observes
in its opinion here, courts rejected the Section 7 analytic analogy on
the basis of a reading of the complete history of both statutes. More-
over , the courts have added that no actual Sherman Act agreement
need be demonstrated, since potential violations of the law could be
curbed in their incipiency through an outright ban on interlocking
directorates between competing corporations.4o In a nutshell, the
courts have taken the view that the statute simply means what it
says: if an agreement between interlocked directors would violate any
of the antitrust laws, the interlock is unlawful.

19 G. Hendersn, The Federal Trade Cornrni8!ion 3fh19 (1924) (footnotes omitted).
40 Such a broad proscription was applicable only to corporations other than banks and common earriers . which

the Congress chose to reguate in a distinctly different manner. See BankAmerico Corp. v. United States
LW. 4.685 (U.S. June 8, 1983).
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E. Subsequent CongrEssional Corrideration
Two major studies4l of interlocking directorates have been under-

taken in Congress since 1914, neither of which addressed the problem
of the statutory language of Section 8, but both of which affrm a strict
congressional attitude towards statutory liability.

The first, a study conducted by the staff of the Antitrust Subcom-
mittee of the House Judiciary Committee in 1965 , noted the Sears
case and stated that it "establishes the test that is applicable when
the ("so that" clause) is defined. 42 This report also explained the

scope of Section 8 as follows: (15)

The statute does not require a demonstration that competition in fact has ben
adversely affected. This provision seeks to avert a reduction in competition that exists

between relatively large corporations. It is narrow in scope and is based on the virtually
inescapable conclusion that meetings of directors under the conditions prohibited

necessarily would impair the vigor of competition.

The second congressional study was conducted by the staff of the
Subcommittee on Reports, Accounting, and Management of the Sen-
ate Committee on Governmental Affairs.44 The study described in
detail the drawbacks and benefits of corporate interlocks 45 and in its

conclusion noted as follows:

Such interlodung directorates among the Nation s very largest corporations may
provide mechanisms for stabilizing prices , controlling supply and restraining competi-
tion. They can have a profound effect on business attempts to influence Government
policies. They can impact on corporate decisions as to the typ and quality of products
and services to be marketed in the United States and overseas. They can influence
company policies with respet to employee rights , compensation and job conditions.
They can bear on corporate policies with respect to environmental and social issues and
possibly, control the shape and direction of the Nation s economy.

E. Applicable Judicial Precedent

As noted at the outset, Judge Weinfeld in the Sears case squarely
faced the problem of the legislative history of Section 8, and found
ample justification in that history to conclude that the purposes of the
statute and the statutory language were susceptible of per se

approach. He reasoned that the "so that" clause was not a require
II These do not include a study prepared by the Federal Trade Commssion for Congress in 1950. 

See Report of
the Federal Trade CommBfion on Interlocking Directorates, H.R. Doc. No- 652, Bist Cong. , 2d Sess. (1950).

42 Sta of the Antitrust Subcomm. of the Hous Comm. on the Judiciary, Interlocks in Corporate Management
59 (Comm. Prnt 1965).

43 IcLat 26.
44 Interlocking Directorates Among the Major U.S. Corporations. 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (Comm. Prnt 1978).
45 See id at 3-9.

/d.at2801.
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ment that an anticompetitive agreement between interlocked direc-
torates be proved or that anticompetitive effects of an interlocking
directorate be demonstrated. He emphasized instead the "preventa-
tive (sic) nature of Section 8": (16)

While the government does not charge that any such agreement has here been made
or is contemplated, a director serving in a dual capacity might, if he felt the interests
of an interlocking corporation so required, either initiate or support a course of action
resulting in price fIxing or division of territories or a combination of his competing
corporations as against a third competitive corporation. The fact that this has not

happened up to the present does not mean it may not happen hereafter.

Judge (now Justice) Stevens, writing for the Court of Appeals for
the Seventh Circuit in 1973 in Protectoseal Co. u. Baranick, 484 F.
585 (7th Cir. 1973), embraced the reasoning of Judge Weinfeld. Like-
wise, the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit endorsed the Sears
standard in its recognition of the prophylactic nature of the statute:

The purpose of Section 8 was "to nip in the bud incipient antitrust violations by
removing the opportunity or temptation for such violations through interlocking direc-
torates.

This line of authority is one described by the dissenters as "sparse
conflicting, and indeterminative." In contrast, I believe the Commis-
sion s decision on liability in this case is grounded on solid precedent
itself based on a careful consideration ofthe legislative history of this
statute. There is, to be sure, evidence in this history of a diversity of
contending views, but the statute reflects a deliberate choice of strict
antitrust liability amply ratified by subsequent judicial examination
of the chosen statutory proscription. "Weare bound to respect that
choice; we are not to rewrite the statute based on our notions of

appropriate policy. BankAmerica Corp. u. United States, 51 U.
4685, 4690 (U.S. June 8, 1983).

F. The De Minimis Commerce Issue

The dissenting opinion suspends its skepticism of judicial precedent
in its reliance on a 1966 decision Paramount Pictures Corp. u. Bald-
win Montrose Chemical Co. Inc. 1966 Trade Cas. (CCH) Fl 678
(S. Y. 1966). That district court decision, (17) which the Commis-
sion has acknowledged in its opinion, recognizes a de minimis excep-
tion.

.1 United States lJ. Sears, Roebuck 

., 

111 F.Supp. 614 , 620 (S. Y. 1953).

4R TRW, Inc. v. FTC, 647 F.2d 942, 946-7 (9th Cir- 1981), citing United States v. Crocker National Corp., 422
Supp. 686 , 703 (N-D- Cal. 1976)

Thc COllmis. ion s opinion and the dissenters add the Sears case to Paramou.ntas one recogni:cng a de minimis
exceptiofl. In Sears, however, the court' s treatment of" lhe de minimis principle" appears directed more to whether
there was sufcient interstate commerce upon which federal juri diction could constitutionaly be grounded- The
dissnters acknowledge this point.
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It seems odd to me that if it can be concluded that Section 8 has per-
se applicability, it can be conceded on the basis of any remaining
legislative history that there adheres to the statute a 

de minimis
commerce exception in addition to the express requirement that cor-
porate respondents have at least $1 milion in sales.

But the Commission did not have to bootstrap itself into its rejec-
tion of a de minimis commerce exception to liability in this case. In
TRW, Inc. v. FTC, 647 F.2d 942 (9th Cir. 1981), the court expressly
disavowed such a defense. The dissenters argue only that the Ninth

Circuit's judgment "was not necessary to the decision of the.case
because the FTC opinion under review took the view that the 

minimis competition issue did not really arise where the overlapping
levels of commerce were as high as $1 milion and $7 milion. Of
course, in the present case, the overlapping levels of commerce are $.
to 1.1 milion and $5.4 million, which fall into the same category as
TRW(or for that matter, Protectoseal where the overlapping com-

merce did not exceed $1.5 milion on either leg of the overlap). Howev-
, the court in TRW did not engage in a gratuitous disquisition on

the law in this area; respondent TRW had argued on appeal that a 

minimis defense applied to Section 8-an argument that the court
rejected directly, but which the dissenters seek to resurrect here. The
Commission, on the other hand, is merely following the precedent set
(quite recently, in this instance) in its own TRW case-as indeed, it
would be anomalous if it did not.

Conclusion

The dissent in this case argues for a sea change in the law applica-
ble to interlocking directorates between competing corporations that
would depart from the strict liability standard existing heretofore.
The Commission has chosen in its opinion to eschew the dissenters
wish list, based on their convictions of appropriate antitrust policy,
and to follow instead the well-posted road laid out by Section 8, its
complete legislative history, subsequent congressional sentiment, and
virtually all decided cases.

FINAL ORDER

This matter has been heard by the Commission upon the appeals
of respondents and complaint counsel from the initial decision, and
upon briefs and oral argument in support of and in opposition to the
appeals. For the reasons stated in the accompanying opinion , the
Commission has determined to deny the appeal as to respondents and
as to complaint counsel. Accordingly,

It is ordered That the findings of fact and initial decision of the
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Administrative Law Judge be adopted insofar as not inconsistent with
the findings offact and conclusions oflaw contained in the accompan-
ying opinion.

It is further ordered That the following order to cease and desist be
and the same hereby is , entered: (2)

The following definitions shall apply in this order:

Bosch Corporation means Robert Bosch Corporation (Bosch U.
Robert Bosch GmbH (Bosch GmbH), their controlled subsidiaries, or
the successors or assigns of either corporation.

Competitor means a corporation that by virtue of its business and
location is in competition with the subject corporation , so that elimi-
nation of competition by agreement between them would constitute
a violation of any of the provisions of any of the antitrust laws.

It is ordered That respondent Borg-Warner and its successors and
assigns shall forthwith cease and desist from having, and in the future
shall not have, any individual serve as a director who

(a) serves at the same time on the board of management and/or
board of directors of any Bosch Corporation as long as such corpora-
tion is a competitor in the production or sale of any product or service
with Borg-Warner; or

(b) serves at the same time on the board of directors and/or board
of management of any corporation as long as such corporation is a
competitor of Borg-Warner in the production or sale of automotive
parts for the aftermarket, and as long as the revenues of either corpo-
ration derived from the product or service market or markets in
which they are competitors exceed five milion dollars; or

(c) fails to submit to Borg-Warner any statement required by para-
graph IV of this order.

The requirements of this paragraph shall be effective for a period
of ten (10) years from the effective date of this final order.

It is further ordered That respondents Bosch GmbH and Bosch U.
and their successors and assigns shall forthwith cease and desist from
having, and in the future shall not have, on their board of manage-
ment or board of directors any individual who

(a) serves at the same time on the board of directors of Borg- Warner
as long as Borg-Warner is a competitor in the production or sale of any
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product or service with the Bosch.-Corpomtion on whose board the
director sits; or (3)

(b) serves at the same time on the board of directors of any corpora-
tion as long as such corporation is a competitor ofthe Bosch Corpora-
tion on whose board the director serves in the production or sale of
automotive parts for the aftermarket, and as long as the revenues of
either competing corporation derived from the product or service
market or markets in which they are competitors exceed five millon
dollars; or

(c) fails to submit to Bosch GmbH or Bosch UB. any statement
required by paragraph IV of this order.

The requirements of this paragraph shall be effective for a period
of ten (10) years from the effective date of this final order.

It is further ordered That respondent Hans L. Merkle shall forth-
with cease and desist from serving, and in the future shall not serve

as a director both of Borg-Warner and of any Bosch Corporation that
is a competitor of Borg-Warner. The requirements of this paragraph
shall be effective for a period often (10) years from the effective date
of this final order.

It is further ordered, That within thirty (30) days of the effective
date of this order, and prior to each election of directors or prior to
the solicitation of proxies for such election , whichever is earlier, re-
spondents Borg-Warner, Bosch GmbH, and Bosch U.S. shall obtain a
written , certified statement from each member oftheir board of direc-
tors or board of management (except directors whose terms expire at
the next election and who are not standing for reelection) and from
each nominee for a directorship or seat on the board of management
(who is not then a director) showing

(a) the name and home mailng address of each director or nominee;
and

(b) the name and principal offce mailing address of, and a listing
of each product or service produced or sold by, each corporation that
the director or nominee then serves as a director or has been nominat-
ed to serve as a director at the time of the statement.

Provided, however That in complying with the provisions of para-
graph IV(b), the information to be furnished to Bosch GmbH concern-
ing its directors may be limited to those corporations engaged in
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commerce within the United States and those products and services
sold or offered for sale by such corporations within the United States.
(4)

The requirements of this paragraph shall not apply to elections of
directors occurring after ten (10) years from the effective date ofthis
final order.

Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to relieve respondents
of their obligations under paragraphs U(a) and UI(a) above due to any
error or omission contained in any written statement received pursu-
ant to this paragraph.

It is further ordered That within forty-five (45) days ofthe effective
date of this final order, and annually for a period of ten (10) years
thereafter, respondents Borg-Warner, Bosch GmbH, and Bosch U.
shall fie with the Commission separate , written reports setting forth
in detail the manner and form in which each has complied with this
order. Copies of the statements obtained pursuant to paragraph IV of
this order shall be submitted to the Commission as part of the reports
of compliance required by this paragraph.

It is further ordered That respondents Borg-Warner, Bosch GmbH
and Bosch U.S. shall notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days
prior to any change in the corporations or in their relationships to
each other such as dissolution, assignment, or sale resulting in the
emergence of successor corporations , the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries, or any other change in the corporations which may af-
fect compliance obligations arising out of this order. The require-

ments of this paragraph shall be effective for a period often (10) years
from the effective date of this final order.
Chairman Miler and Commissioner Douglas dissented.


